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JOIN THE CONVERSATION
Can't make it to the Homecoming Game on
Saturday? Join The BG News staff for a live
chat from Doyt Perry Stadium at 12 p.m. on
the SPORTS page at BGNEWS.COM
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Theme connects past, present
Discussion, collaboration morphs into creation of "Don't Stop BG'ing" theme
By Dm. King
Assistant Pulse Editor

Encourage school spirit, appeal to
current and former students and get
people excited: these are all things
the homecoming theme must
accomplish.
"Don't Stop BG'ing" is this year's
homecoming theme—a theme Jodi
Webb, senior associate dean of students and chair of the University
homecoming committee, said is
catchy and well-liked.

"People like it because it appeals to
current students, but it also appeals
to alumni," Webb said. "We want
something that's going to be upbeat,
and get people excited and to want
to get involved with homecoming."
The creation of a homecoming
theme is a process that begins in
January, when the University committee typically forms.
"The first thing we do is we really
start to look at trying to develop the
theme," Webb said.

Brainstorming theme ideas is the
first step of the process, and Webb
said students do a large part of the
idea generating.
The University homecoming
committee has a wide range of
members, including students, faculty, staff, someone from each academic college, campus operations
and more.

www.bgnews.com
University colors and showcase their
spirit before the football team takes on the
University of Toledo on Saturday.

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Homecoming parade 'rolls
along' Wooster Street

When SICSIC passes by. parade guests
are allowed to follow behind and join in.
according to the Homecoming section of the
University's website.

The University's 2011 Homecoming parade
will begin at S p.m Friday at the comer of
Wooster and Mercer streets.

A pep rally on the University Hall lawn
will immediately follow the parade, where
the Homecoming King and Queen will be
crowned.

East Wooster Street, between Mercer
Road and South College Drive, will close
for approximately one hour for the parade.
Mercer Road, between Merry Street and East
Wooster Street, will also close.
The parade will feature the Falcon
Marching Band. Homecoming Royalty,
cheerleaders, floats from campus organizations and more.

See BG'ING | Page 2

The rally will also feature performances
by the dance team, pep band, cheerleaders
and more
The rain site for the parade is 101
Olscamp, according to the Homecoming section of the University's website.
For more information about Homecoming
events this weekend, visit www.bgsu.edu/
offices/mc/bomecoming/indexhtml.

Students are encouraged to wear
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READ Dl
SICSIC unveils some secrets of its activities behind boosting school spirit
ByAihRapal

Mysteries;

Editor-in-Chief

There is one tradition at the University that is surrounded by
mystery, rumors and "spirit in your face."
When asked about this spirit crew, people of the University
respond with words including secret, historic, leaders, poor
spelling, candy and masks.
They are known as SICSIC and have been a University
tradition since 1946. You can expect to see them wearing
masks and jumpsuits at every home game spreading spirit
at residence halls visiting students with President Mary Ellen
Mazey, or around campus hanging up their signature signs
around campus.

Students have many questions about SICSIC. However,
much of the information about their day-to-day business is
a secret.
The name "SICSIC" has a meaning behind it, but only its
members know it, said senior "Regis Philbin" in his highpitched voice.
They said they also have regular meetings but would not say where or when.
They did say they weren't in Prout
Chapel even though former presi
See SICSIC | Page 2
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RIDE THE BULL

Homecoming weekend
benefits local businesses
Students, alumni line up for cookies, merchandise
By Simon* Jackion
Reporter

AIYSS*GANNON I IHE6GNEWS

JUSTIN IELL a senior, tides the mechanical bull at the Homecoming KkAoff event Wednesday night in the Union Ballroom

FORUM

PULSE

The number of people coming to
celebrate in the Bowling Green
area to participate in homecoming
events is financially beneficial to the
University and the local community.
Dean Smith, manager of
Campus Pollyeyes, has seen the
effect that homecoming has had
on his business.
"Homecoming is by far the busiest
weekend of the year," he said. "There
has been up to a two-hour wait."
This year's homecoming is
expected to bring more alumni and
fans, because of the football game
against the University of Toledo, the
University's rival.
The Cookie lar has a substan-

SPORTS

tial increase in business during
Homecoming Weekend too.
"We just celebrated our fifth year
anniversary, and we have alumni
coming back just to see us," said
Maureen Lanigan. head cookie chef
at The Cookie Jar. "We are very excited about homecoming"
"Saturday is the busiest day for
us; we are twice as busy as usual,"
Lanigan said. In past years, The
Cookie lar has had people lined up
outside waiting to order.
Some of The Cookie Jar's customers preordered their cookies.
"Our chocolate chip and snickerdoodle cookies are the most popular
See BUSINESS | Page 2

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What are you doing for homecoming?

Netf lix drops Qwikster

BG football takes on Toledo

The BG News staff encourages stu-

Netflix's changes over the summer affected

The Falcon football team will look to rebound

dents to be spirited all the time and

students and classes. Negative reactions

from two straight, tough losses against Toledo this

ITHRAN KANOYTON
Senior, Telecommunications

engage in this week's homecoming

from its customers cause the company to

weekend. The Falcons' record now sits at 5-3 so far

"Hopefully keeping my liver and

pride and celebration |Pagt 4

reverse their plans | Page 5

this season | Pag* 7

lungs" | Page 4

Students should get spirited
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during homecoming," Lanigan
said.
Homecoming
Weekend
brings people who are here
to celebrate to downtown
Bowling Green as well.
"A lot of students and their
families hang out downtown during 1 Iomecoming
Weekend" said Kelly Woods,
manager of Grounds for
Thought, "It is good for the
community."
The University's bookstore also benefits from
Homecoming
Weekend.
Homecoming brings a lot of
people, especially alumni, into
the store.
"We make sure that we are
fully stocked, and there is a
wide selection of alumni merchandise." said Merchandise
Manager Wendy Schortgen.
This year, all proceeds
from official homecoming merchandise will go to
the Homecoming Steering
Committee.
The bookstore tries to be as
accessible to its customers as
possible during Homecoming
Weekend, Schortgen said. The
stores hours are extended,
and there is a tent at the football game where merchandise
can be purchased.
The bookstore has had an
increase in online purchases
leading up to Homecoming
Weekend.
"During
Homecoming
Week our sales double," said
Schortgen.
Apparel is the most popular
item sold during ll^ivvpi)^.
Weekend. Many alumni are
looking to update their BGSU
wardrobe. Schortgen said.

There is also a homecoming committee made purely
of students. The student steering committee is composed
of five committee chairs and
a director, and it is guided by a
graduate student adviser and
a staff adviser. Volunteers and
members of each chair's committee also help think of ideas
for a theme.
Shawn Gilbert, marketing and promotions chair
in the student committee,
said the student committee
brainstorms a huge list of
theme ideas and then discusses the ideas.
"We weighed out the negatives and positives of each

SICSIC
From
dent Frank J. Prout created the
group.
"We don't chill in there, but
we represent Prout," Regis
said.
Whether they have an office
on campus is a mystery too
as all they would reveal was
that they have met in adviser
Michael Ginsburg's office in
the Union.
The only people associated
with the University who can
openly know the students
who are part of SICSIC is their
adviser Ginsburg, President
Mazey and alumni of the
group.
People often ponder the
[m^»ni^u^#iiSIC's signs on
campus.
"It's just us with bad literacy
skills." Regis said.

and narrowed it down to the
top few," Gilbert said.
When narrowing down the
theme list, the students think
about how each idea can
relate to students and be carried through in the parade,
or on a T-shirt, said Rachel
Rosenthal, director of the student steering committee for
homecoming.
"We want something
people like and catch
onto," Rosenthal said. "We
want a different variation
in interpretation, something that can be taken
many different ways."
When the students are
brainstorming ideas, Gilbert
said they take alumni and
current students intoaccount.
"It has to be something
both alumni and current

students can connect with,"
Gilbert said "We want it to be
something people can really
play off of and get into."
Webb said this year's
theme works because of how
it relates to the song "Don't
Stop Believin'" bylourney.
"It's an older song but
it's been in the media in
the last few years, and students know it because of
the Glee remake," Webb
said. "We want something
that's positive and upbeat
and something that people
can relate to."
Rosenthal said the theme
is easy and relatable, because
people tend to sing along to
the Journey song, replacing
"Believin"' with "BG'ing".
"We took something that
was already a part of the cam-

pus culture," Rosenthal said.
Gilbert said the committee wanted to use that song
because everyone is familiar
with it, and the committee
wanted to make it have a
Bowling Green meaning.
" [Students] can relate to the
theme because after graduation, they keep BGSU pride
and carry it on to the real
world," Gilbert said.
Once the student committee picks its top few choices,
il sends the choices to the
University committee, who
then picks the theme.
"1 feel like we have a lot of
flexibility with what we pick,"
Webb said.
Webb said "Don't Stop
BG'ing" was by far the most
popular option when the
committee voted.

"This year the theme is
catchy; I've heard a lot of people referring to it," Webb said.
The theme was finalized in
March this year.
Once the theme is finalized, the committees start
working on incorporating it
into homecoming activities.
"We try to incorporate
it where we can to try and
add fun to the week." Webb
said. "The Falcon marching band will perform some
Journey songs and 'Don't Stop
Believin" at the pep rally."
The goal with the theme is
to get more people to love the
University, become involved
and be inspired by homecoming, Rosenthal said. They
also look to reach out to first
year students and tie them
into the University.

"I low king are you going to
sit there and think about us?"
Regis said about people who
try to interpret the signs.

organizations you're trying to
be a part of," Gene said, referring to past members who
juggled being in Greek Life.
Gene said she has never
been called out for being on
SICSIC. Regis on the other
hand said he gets called out all
the time.
"You just deny, deny, deny,"
Regis said.
"What's funny is when you
see someone you do know
on campus and then you just
throw out a name, and they're
just like ... wh/d they know
me," Regis said.
As for maintaining their disguised voices, they said it can
be hard on them especially
when it comes to laughing.
"That's the hardest part;
whenever I start laughing I
Just kind of squeak.', Mjd Miss
Piggy in her voice that's even
higher than Regis'.
"I just don't laugh," Regis

joked.

said. "We just pop in, pop out,
put signs up and you're like
where'd those come from?"
They emphasized the
importance of the groups' tradition by spreading spirit on
campus and making people
happy.
"People who come back see
how we're still going on," Miss
Piggy said.
Gene said there's a reason
the University is a top college
and that it has developed so
much.
"No matter what the outside
world is like, BG has the same
core values and traditions,"
Gene said.
Regis said the idea of tradition makes him think of his
family.
"BG has a big campus feel
tut a small campus atmoi
sphere," he said. "It's very connected here. We're like a family
here. It's our own little home."

Living a double Wei

The members balance
spending about 10 hours a
week working for SICSIC and
their schedules as full-time
students with social lives.
"You become an awesome
liar," Regis said with a laugh.
They said they are constantly coming up with excuses for
why they can't be somewhere,
especially when their friends
ask them to go to home games.
"You become the busiest person ever," sophomore
"Miss Piggy" said as a way to
cover what she is really doing.
People think you're studying. ai.l«lii*ud,juniuri "Gtsne,
Simmons" with her raspy
voice.
"It's hard if you're in certain

Being SIGIG
The members remain in
the group from the time they
are selected as freshman until
they are unmasked as seniors.
They said they don't have
specific training and that it's
more about getting into character.
"Once you're in the mask
you just become like a different person." Regis said.
Gene said she didn't have a
voice for the first month until
she decided to drop her voice
down low.
As for their masks, Regis
said the mask picks them.
After getting their characters set, the members often
interact with the people they
nieuiuiuampuii— • w _■
"You never know where
we're going to be or how long
we're going to stay," Regis

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

BLOTTER

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

at Selection of
Houses fr Apartments
AVAILABLE FOR

201

We have Efficiencies,
1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.

WED., OCT. 12
10:11A.M.
Complainant reported
numerous holes in the dry wall
and several busted doors in an
apartment within the 500 block
of S. Main St
10:56 A.M.
Complainant reported
someone entered an
unlocked vehicle within the
700 block of Manville Ave.
Some items were moved.

but nothing was taken or
damaged.
9:16 P.M.
Complainant reported a white
male subject that appeared
to be masturbating while
looking into the window of an
apartment within the 800 block
of 3rd St He was described as
being about six feet tal with
dark shaggy hair and wearing
a basebal cap. jeans and a jean
jacket. The suspect was not
located.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-572-6966

CORRECTION:
An article printed in The BG
News on Oct 12 incorrectly
named the assistant director
of the Center for Regional
Development as Mike Bums;
however, it should have read
Will Bums.

In most cases, furnished and unfurnished
are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete rental listing available
on-line and in rental office.

STOP

by our office & pick up

Listings also Available On-Line
www.johnnewlovaraalestats.com

Quality Service, Quality Housing

Stop by the Student Union for:
• BGSU Apparel and Merchandise
• Great Food Options

Check Us Out
On Facebook!

• Starbucks'Coffee. Hot Chocolate &
Latins

il 11 __i II II
319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bull
Hours ■ Monday to Friday ■ 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday • 8:30 to 5.00
419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Contact Us:
419-372!
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SUCCESSFULLY SERVING BGSU STUDENTS SINCE 1978

Schedule Your Senior Portrait Now!
October 19,20 & 21
Schedule your appointment now at
www.myseniorportrait.com
')

_
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Church Directory
We inviteyou to worship with us and look
forward to meetingyou soon!

Bible Study Eyery Tuesday at 8:30om
1428 E. Wooster
(across from Harshman Residence Hal)

Prayer
Study the Word of God
Praise & Worship
Fellowship with Students

o&collegeiifehouse.
Rev. Michael Malanga I Senior Pastor

ST. MARK'S
LUTHERAN CHURCH

Sunday Service I 10:00 AM

BR00KSIDE
CHURCH

Real God...
Real People.
1165 Haskins Road
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
phone 419.352.8483
e-mail: ottice@bgcovenant.org

www.bgcovenant.org

Welcome students!
Let BGSU feed your brains and
Let St.Marks feed your soul

ON CAMPUS

Come worship with Brookside Church every Sunday at
lOa.m.inOlscamplOl!
Brookside Church is a community of people whose
doors are open to all. They believe that every person adds
something valuable. Brookside is a community continuing
to learn how to love God and love others through words and
actions. They are not a building or a name. As a community,
Brookside desires to be people who are moving closer to Jesus
Christ, to one another, and to the Bowling Green community.
Brookside welcomes anyone who is looking to explore their
faith to come worship in a casual, come-as-you-are atmosphere.
The services are conveniently held right on campus, but are not
limited to students. Join them in a contemporary worship style
and enjoy music from a full band.
Brookside Church goes beyond just worshiping on Sunday
mornings; they offer small groups, called LIFE Groups for
members to join and meet others.LIFE Groups are made up of
15 or less people who meet outside of church to get to know
each other's needs, look back and discuss what was learned and
how to integrate it into everyday life.
Currently, Brookside is focusing on Living Naked, a sermon
series on how God has taken us closer by taking off the mask.
Brookside believes in three core movements:
Upward - Connecting to Christ
Inward - Connecting to Community
Outward - Connecting to Cultures

Make Yourself At Home
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
315 South College, Bowling Green
(419) 353-9305

If you dont believe in the power of prayer
just wait until finals
Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.,
Praise Service also at 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

St.Catholic
Aloysius
Church
We're on the corner of Summit & Clough St.

(419)352-4195

If you are looking to for a Church that gets involved in the
community, Brookside is a perfect fit! They are dedicated to
serving the Bowling Green Community, and have done so by
purchasing hygiene and food items and donating them locally to
those who are in need.
Brookside also partners with CRU, a Christian organization on
campus.
For more information on Brookside Church, check them out at
brooksidechurch.net or Facebook.com/BrooksidechurchBG
Brookside looks forward to seeing you this Sunday at 10:00a.m.
in Olscamp 101 for a great spiritual experience!

Welcome Back

THE ALLIANCE
)

,) MAT™* 28 18-20

Bowling Green Alliance Church

Eii: i

1161 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
www.bgalliance.org

I [YIN* . N \K\\ '

Sunday Morning Pick-Up
Call for a ride: 419-352-3623

Church

: •

on

I

:

campus
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"We took something that was already a part of the campus culture."
- Rachel Rosenthal, director of the student steering committee for homecoming, on this
year's homecoming theme, "Don't Stop BGing" [see story, pg. 1].
Friday, October 14 - Sunday. October 16.2011 4
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rbOPLt ON I rib b I Ktt I What are you doing for homecoming?
"I'm going to the

Tm going to stop

'Making sue my

"Working and

game I forgot it

BGing-

residents don't kill

meetings."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own ale on

each other."

was homecoming
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todays People On The

until today."
DYUN
TERRY,
Junior,
Creative Writing

LINDSAY
RODIER.
Sophomore,
VCT

STAFF EDITORIAL

Students
should show
more pride

STEVEY
WILLEY,
Sophomore.

JASMINE
JENNINGS,
Sophomore.
Communkataions

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question7 Gfve us your
feedback at bgnewscom.

HOMECOMING IS HERE

Homecoming week is the only time of the
year people seem to be proud of the school
To the average eye. homecoming is a week full of
spirit across campus that
seems to come right out
of nowhere. We knew it
arrived when we saw the
"Don't stop BGing" signs in
the grass and the mysterious messages from SICSIC
plastered to the Union.
Approximately 70 activities
will take place this week and
more students are choosing
to wear orange and brown.
The University commmunity is doing all it can to
ensure the Falcons soar over
the Rockets this Saturday.
Unfortunately, this seems
to be the only week students
really care to show their
Falcon pride.
The word "apathy" has
been used often when talking about the students at the
University. It could be a fair
word to use though.
Students seem to take
at least a little pride in the
University during homecoming week, but they should try
to show more pride during
the rest of the academic year
and get more invested in their
University.
Fortunately, efforts by
new administrators — like
University President Mary
Ellen Mazey's re-initiating of
"Falcon Fridays" —are pushing for an improvement in the
pride department.
However, much more still
needs to be done.
Although it will never be
fully accomplished, more
students should wear orange
and brown whenever they
can instead of wearing clothing from Ohio University,
Miami University and
University of Toledo.
More students should
embrace not only our athletic programs, but also our
award-winning musical art
and theatre programs. Go to
shows and games and show
your Falcon pride by doing so.
A little bit of school spirit really can go a long way
to bring us together as a
community.
Unfortunately,
the
University isn't doing all it

can to promote school spirit
during homecoming week
and throughout the semester.
As if it wasn't difficult
enough to get students invested, homecoming week seems
less important this year, as
it was scheduled during the
same week as Fall Break.
Three of the seven days to
celebrate were eliminated
this year.
Regardless of when the
football team could face
the University of Toledo,
the University should have
pushed for a full week of
homecoming, rather than
a week when students are
returning from break (which
they probably would have
rather stayed on because of
their overall lack of investment in the University).
In addition to homecoming being scheduled the
same time as Fall Break, the
momentum that existed for
the Centennial Homecoming
seems to have evaporated.
The University's 101-year
anniversary is just as outstanding as 100 years, and
it should be celebrated with
just as much enthusiasm and
public relations coordinating
by the University.
If University officials are
only excited for homecoming
every 100 years, students will
adopt the same mentality.
The University and the
student body need to communicate and work harder
together to improve the spirit
and pride across campus on a
daily basis.
The University's 101 years
hold a lot of history and a lot
to make students proud.
Celebrate traditions by
wearing orange and brown,
get to know alumni this
weekend and of course, stay
connected by reading The
BGNews.
Who knows if they'll all still
be around in another 99 years
when the University and the
rest of the students decide to
show their spirit again?

Respond to the staff at
thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ Email us at thenews@bgnews.cofn.
■ Cat US at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

HANNAH SYPNISWSKI
IHt BGNEWS

Priveleged citizens should not complain
"It would all be hilariously
funny," Nobel-Prize-winning
economist Paul Krugman
writes in a recent blog post,
"if these people weren't
destroying the world."
(http://krugman.blogs.
nytimes.com/2011/10/12/

ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall

It's homecoming weekend,
and honestly I don't know
what it really means.
As far as University traditions go, I'm pretty illinformed. The only thing I
really do religiously is walk
around the right side of the
University seaL Or is it the left
side... just kidding; I'm not that
muchofanoob.
I wish I knew more about
our school because I am passionate about this place. I'm
a walking BG billboard. I talk
our University up so much, but
besides my knowledge of the
nightlife and a few accreditation facts, I don't know what to

k

tell potential students that sets
our school apart.
The big game is this weekend; I do know that much. It's
the Battle of 1-75; the backyard brawl versus Toledo. But
I don't really know why we are
rivals, or who takes the rivalry
seriously.
I would love to see thousands of Falcon fans backing
their hometown team in the
way they back Ohio State's.
Heck, given OSU's off-year,
we should be more supportive of our team; they give us
something closer to home to
be proud of.
We also have a mighty fine
rugby club, and our volleyball
crew is looking great. Let's
show them some love as weLL
1 went tailgating last year,
but I had no idea what was
going on. I was told I was supposed to drink, and that's

about it. However, I didn't
drink—I just went to the game
and nearly froze to death.
This year, I'll go to tailgating
again, this time with a football a warmer coat and the
intention of losing my voice
while going nuts for our team.
I remember the apathetic
attitude regarding school spirit
beginning back in high school,
back when it was cool to not be
stoked about your school.
During pep rallies, students would stare blankly at
the cheerleaders trying their
mediocre best to get them
excited about their school But
their spirit was dead, and the
only thing livening them back
up was the game itself, where
students would sit behind the
bleachers and brag about how
bad their team was and how
much they didn't realty want
to be there.

We may have been too cool
for high school but now we
are at the peak of our freedom,
the top of our game, and we
should be proud of the school
that grants us this freedom at
the cost of at least 12 credit
hours per semester.
I realize I placed so much
emphasis on the homecoming game, because that's all I
really know goes on. I heard
we usually have a concert, but
that was canceled this year.
I wish the University did
more to get the students
pumped up.
After all, when we graduate, we will be the ones getting phone calls asking for
donations. Hopefully for the
University, we will think of
all the times we pushed our
way to the front row of the
See REED | Page 10
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TOP NEWS STONES

RYAN SATKOWIAK.SP0RTS EDITOR

Email: thenew5@bgnews.com

more taxes on the poor and
middle class, to protect the
tax cuts given to the rich.
(http:/72012.talkingpointsmemo.com/2011/10/gopdemands-middle-class-taxhikes.php)
The world now seems safe
from the prospect of Rick
Perry as the leader of the
most powerful nation of the
world.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
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his presidential campaign,
about the 47 percent who do
not pay federal income taxes.
That's because they're too
poor.
A decade of Republican
policies have made the rich
richer, the poor poorer, and
shrunk the middle class.
Now, to add injury to
insult, Rick Perry, Michele
Bachmann and other intellectual luminaries of the
right wing are calling for

Homecoming traditions are not clear

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS

hard-times-on-wall-street/)
"These people" are bankers who are sad about working harder for less, even
though their salaries are
still 5.5 times larger than the
average salary in the private
sector.
It's all part of a larger trend
of selfish weepiness among
the powerful and rich in
America.
Rick Perry complained,
in the announcement of

STEPHAN REED, FORUM EDITOR
MATTUASSE,PULSE EDITOR
BOBBY WADOLE.IN FOCUS EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EWTOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
pnnted

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsSbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are sub|ect to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines lo
submitted columns and letters at his
or her cfccretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Netflix reverts to
using one site
ByTUWowM
Puke Reporter

Introduced in September and
eliminated Monday, the Qwikster.
com plan for Netflix's DVD-by-mail
service has created quite a reaction.
Along with a summer price hike,
Netflix introduced Qwikster as a
new way in which customers would
get their movies and TV shows.
Qwikster would operate the DVDby-mail service while Netflix would
continue to handle the streaming
service.
Film Instructor Mark Bernard
requires his students to obtain
certain films in his class and suggests
Netflix as one way of doing this. As a
Netflix user, Bernard said splitting
the two services would make things
more difficult for customers.
"A lot of people were upset,
because if they wanted both |DVD-

REVIEWS
■ ALBUM
Anist | EVANESCENCE
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BYMATTLIASSE

Amy Lee of Evanescence sweetly
croons "Hello, hello. Remember
me?" during the opening track of
their first release in five years, and
no lyric could be more appropriate.
The self-titled album marks
their return to the radio after a
long absence involving inner-band
disputes and a swap of producers.
"The anticipated third album
delivers the mixture of'hard rock
and epic, dark theatrics they are
known for. The way the hard
guitars in "TheChange" go straight
into the piano introduction of "My
Heart Is Broken" is the sound they
debuted with in their first ever
single "Bring Me To Life."
Harder songs like "Made of
Stone" will also be what old fans
are waiting for.
The album's inspirations —
Bjork, Depeche Mode and MGMT
— are also evident in the 12-track
album.
Lee's beautiful voice takes
center stage, especially in slower

HUP IMAGfSARTISIDWiCKOM

songs like "Lost In Paradise" and
"Swimming Home." She's been
quoted saying that this album is
a "rainbow of sounds," but what
anyone would take away was the
power behind her sweet vocals.
A listener will not be able to
ignore the cheery tracks with
catchy choruses and pop hooks,
like lead single "What You Want"
and "Sick." For a band that led the
gothic rock takeover early in the
century, the uptempo tracks come
as a surprise.
After the album's first five or
six tracks, the album becomes
monotonous, making some tracks
dull. Not many of the tracks are
defining and memorable, which
can be sad for fans who waited
the five years for the follow-up of
2006's disappointing "The Open
Door."
The album's four bonus tracks
featured on iTunes aren't worth
mentioning either. And the remix
for "What You Want" is a mess.

If I could describe my experience
at Pinkberry in three words, they
would be: tasty, but long and expensive.
The frozen yogurt Pinkberry has to
offer is good, but the overall experience
was bad from start to finish.
Walking up to the storefront and
seeing the line can be closely related
to waiting in line for a roller coaster.
It usually goes out the door and can
be deceiving as to how long the wait
will truly be. I tried to wait in line for
Pinkberry five different times before I
could get the frozen yogurt because I
simply ran out of time.
When I finally got my treat. I had
waited a whole hour. I'm sure this will
improve as soon as the excitement
about the store dies down, but I can
think of plenty of other things I could
be doing with an hour than waiting in
line for some frozen yogurt.
Once I finally made it up to the
place where we could order, the
experience became better. The people
working the front were very kind
and understanding, and let me take

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO
Nevermind - Nirvanna Tribute
Nevermind, a Nirvana tribute band, will be
playing this Saturday at 9 p.m. at Frankie's
Inner City. The show comes in time of the
rerelease of Nirvana's album "Nevermind.''
Admission is $5.

K

I suffer from migraines.
Horrendous ones that usually
result in locking myself in a cold,
dark, quiet room for several hours
with an ice pack and a heavy dose
of my prescription remedy until
the nausea and pain dissipate.
Even though "The New York
Times" asserts "nearly 75 percent
of all migraines arc directly linked
to food allergies," I've never really
found any connection between
my diet and migraines, apart from

•

avoiding caffeinated beverages.
Lately, though, I've been
overindulging in sweet, mild and
hot peppers — common culprits
of migraines.
Nigel Slater's to-die-for stuffed
peppers with ground pork, fresh
tomatoes and rosemary are in

HTTP;/lMAGfSPlCruRtSHUNT.COM

my weekly
routine rotation for quick,
weeknight dinners. Jamie Oliver's
green chili, which so perfectly
melds the crispness of sweet
See PEPPERS I Page 6

Three University students compete this
weekend for Miss Ohio USA title
P Jse Reporter

my time choosing the flavors and
toppings. The flavors I liked the most
were peanut butter and mango. The
flavor I didn't like was the chocolate,
because I was expecting the flavor to
be like chocolate ice cream but theirs
was a different taste altogether, and I
was not a fan of it.
One really cool thing was all the
different toppings they had to offer,
like cereal and swirl pearls. I got
the raspberries, chocolate milk
crunch, strawberry swirl pearls and
strawberries mixed with my mango
frozen yogurt. I have to say it sent my
taste buds on a vacation and opened
my eyes to new flavors I had never
tried before.
Now everyone's most favorite part:
themoney.Let'sjustsaylgotamedium
cup with four different toppings,
and the cup wasn't even filled. If you
smooshed down the frozen yogurt
fancy swirl they do in the cup, it would
only be about halfway filled
I do not think that was worth $7.
In all the product was good, but it
was not worth my time or the money.

NETFLIX

A favorite vegetable could be
one of the causes of migraines

By Courtney Keenan

By Kendra Clark

by-mail and streamingl they would
have to use two separate websites,"
Bernard said. "Today, integration
and centrality is the name of the
game."
Needing to use two different
websites would mean not being
able to see everything you had
out (through DVD-by-mail and
streamingl, Bernard said.
Alex Magee, a junior film
production and computer science
major who uses Netflix, said this was
too big of a change from a customer's
perspective.
"I think Netflix was looking at a
future outlook and realized the cost
of both DVD-by-mail and streaming
is not economical for them," Magee
said. "Since streaming is the future,
1 think this is the main business

Many young girls have the dream of
wearing a crown. As they grow up
they realize there are more ways to
do so than marrying a prince.
For three University students, this
dream may soon become reality.
Julie Berry, Erin Porter and Nina
Haaskivi are competing in the Miss
Ohio USA Pageant, taking place on
Oct. 14 and 15 in Portsmouth, Ohio.
Berry, a senior from Huron, Ohio
majoring in social work, said she
wants to be Miss Ohio because it
would give her the opportunity to be

TONIGHT IN PERRYSBURG
Ault Acres Haunted House
Every Friday until Oct. 28, Auk Acres is allowing visitors to walk its Haunted Trails. The walk will go into
the woods and take about 25 minutes to complete.
Visit aultacres.com for more information.

a positive role model for young girls
across Ohio.
"I think it's a dream that tons of
little girls have," Berry said.
Berry, who has no prior pageant
experience, said her favorite
previous Miss Ohio is "Halle Berry,
because we have the same last
name."
Berry is a volunteer coach for
Special Olympics for Wood County.
She started as a volunteer coach
two years ago because she needed
volunteer hours for her major and
said she just "got hooked."
Along with coaching, Berry is
also involved in Relay for Life and

THIS WEEKEND IN BG
DJ LimeLightz
This Saturday night at Howards Club H.
DJ LimeLightz hits the stage tc provide
beats for everyone to dance to. He begins
at 10 pm.

the student organization for social
workers.
If she wins, Berry said she wants
to do a lot of volunteer work and "go
to schools and talk to young girls
about self image."
Porter, a junior, also wants to be
involved with community service
projects if she wins the title of Miss
Ohio. Porter is a political science
major and is from Republic, Ohio.
She has experience with local town
pageants, but said she has always
wanted to compete at the state level.
See PAGEANT | Page 6

THEY SAID IT

"As hard as Ozzy hit me, 1
would clobber him back."
-Sharon Osbourne
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Disney begins to reintroduce old classics in theaters
"The Lion King 3D" takes success in cinematography

Disney, Pixar movies draw new crowds, are profitable
By Kendra Clark
Pulse Reporter

One common question
children and adults alike
often get asked is what
their favorite Disney
movie was.
Disney has classic and
timeless stories from
"Sleeping Beauty" to "The
Little Mermaid." These
movies have been out for
a while, and Disney has
just released The Lion
King back into theaters in
3-D.
Ken
Garland,
an
instructor
in
the
school of media and
communications
at
the University, said the
beautiful thing about
Disney is that it appeals
to all generations and will
always be around.
"Disney rereleasing Lion
King back into theaters
gives them an opportunity
to recreate interest in the
movie," Garland said. "It
gives a reason for mom
and dad to show their kids
the Disney classics and to
relive past moments."
Another
instructor
in the theatre and
film department, Jose
Cardenas, had a different
viewpoint on Disney and
its rereleasing "The Lion

HTTWUABOTMOVIESCOM

King" in 3-D. Cardenas
said Disney releasing "The
Lion King" was nothing
new, and many other film
companies have been
doing this for years.
"If the product had
been successful before,
releasing it again would
just make them more
money," Cardenas said.
He states that this is just
another marketing ploy
for Disney to make more
money.
Cardenas said Disney
was simply asking what
experience it could give
people they can't get at
home. This is why the
movie is so popular in
theaters even though it is
a rerelease.
Kylee
Schmich,
an
assistant manager for

Cinemark Woodland Mall
Cinema 5, can also agree
that the sales for the movie
have gone well.
"The movie has had
good responses," Schmich
said. "Everyone wanted to
see it in 3-D. The movie
has been really busy,
especially for a movie that
isn't new."
"The Lion King" has
received a lot of attention
from people since it came
back out into theaters.
"People wanted to see
some of their old favorites
in a way they haven't before
and that is probably why
it got so much attention,"
Schmich said.
Students went to see the
movie while it was out in
3-D. One of these students
is freshman Craig Rowley.
He was very happy with
the movie and thought
it was worth seeing in
theaters, Rowley said.
"It made me want to go
out and buy the movie on
DVD," said Rowley.
Disney
plans
on
rereleasing more movies
from the vault in the
future, such as "The Little
Mermaid,"
"Monsters
Inc.," "Finding Nemo" and
"Beauty and the Beast,"
according to Disney's
website.

THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT:

NETFLIX

BEYONCE PREGNANCY DOUBTED

From Page 5

Beyonce. who debuted her baby
bump during the MTV Video Music
Awards, is now facing rumors that she
isn't pregnant at all.
A vio&> surfaced ot an interview with
Australia's "Sunday Night" where
Beyonce\ dress appeared to fold and
collapse where her baby bump would
be. leaving many to believe she's not
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really with child.
Her rep told ABC News the rumors
are 'stupid, ridiculous and false

HARRY POTTER VILLAN UP TO NO GOOD
Jamie Waylett. who played Crabbe
in the Harry Potter movies, has been
charged with possession of a homemade bomb, which London police
say he wanted to detonate during the
London riots.
Waylett was identified by video
footage In a drug store with the device
and was arrested on Sept. 20.
Police claim to have also found 15
marijuana plants in his home at the
time of his arrest.

mwiwwaKnooooMEicoM

SCARLETT JOHNANSSON HACKER ARRESTED

they wanted to move into, but
moved a little too early."
According to a press release,
Netflix co-founder and CEO
Reed Hastings agreed with
customer's thoughts on
moving too fast.
"Consumers value the
simplicity Netflix has always
offered and we respect that,"
Hastings said. "There is a
difference between moving
quickly — which Netflix has
done very well for years—and
moving too fast, which is what
we did in this case."
Brandon Schneider, a senior
film production major, is also
a customer of Netflix and
realized how difficult this
change would have been on
customers.
"Netflix has always been
trying to improve, making
bigger and better changes,
but I think they just got
over-ambitious with this,"
Schneider said. "I think they
realized they took a step in the
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For as long as film has been
around there has always
been an idea that it can and
should be more interactive to
a broader general audience.
This idea has currently taken
the form of 3-D.
This technology allows the
viewer to perceive images as
if they are actually in front
of them instead of on a flat
screen.
Three-dimensional film
to me has always been
merely a gimmick to attract
customers during a time
when ticket prices are high
and moviegoers are few and
far between.
However there are some
exceptions, especially in the
case of "The Lion King 3D."
I recently saw the rerelease
of Disney's "The Lion King"
and to be perfectly honest,
it was the best 3-D film I've
seen, even topping "Avatar"
which used its 3-D element
as a major selling point.
What I analyzed about the
film was that the 3-D worked
better when used to enhance
a two-dimensional space.
Films in 3-D have trouble
convincing me that they are
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worth watching, or for that
matter worth the $13.75 a
ticket. But in the case of "The
Lion King 3D" it works very
well.
If you take for instance
a film like "Avatar," which
contains three-dimensional
objects
in
a
threedimensional space then
your mind already conceives
those objects within that
frame as having three
dimensions (i.e. height, width
and depth). This is achieved
through the use of lighting to
create shadows and to create
depth within the image. So
a film like Avatar adding
this newly enhanced 3-D
technology detracts from
the viewing experience. The
viewer tends to miss parts
of cinematography that the
director purposefully puts in

wrong direction."
Since Qwikster will no
longer be implemented,
From Page 5
customers will continue to
use Netflix.com as a central peppers with the bite of
place to keep track of both hot, proved to me that a
services, according to the dry chili is just as divine as
press release.
|ii stewy one. And Michael
1
Falso "stated tnaTSletflix "Ttuhiman's' sweet peppVr
informed its U.S. members in soup, when paired with a
personal emails and through chilled glass of Sauvignon
a post on the Netflix Blog, Blanc, tames the bitterness
Monday.
of green peppers and
In these personal emails, accentuates their sugary
the Netflix team addressed side; Ruhlman's soup has
the customers' negative me craving peppers in
reactions and said Qwikster a way no other dish has
was no longer the plan for the before.
DVD-by-mail service.
With my newfound
"It is clear that for many of
our members two websites
would make things more
difficult, so we are going to
keep Netflix as one place to
go for streaming and DVDs,"
the Netflix Team said. "This
means no change: one
website, one account, one
password ... in other words,
no Qwikster."

the movie to be significant
because they are distracted
by the 3-D effect.
In the case of "The
Lion King," you have an
animated film that is
drawn out and appears flat
to the viewer. After adding
the 3-D effect to the image
it then gives the objects on
screen a sense of depth.
The most noticeable
moment where the effect
worked was the simple
scene when Scar tells Simba
to wait for a surprise, which is
followed by Mufasa's death.
The camera then tracks up
a cliffside, and the viewer can
physically see and almost
feel the way in which it
moves and contorts to shape
the land. This would not
be possible if the 3-D effect
wasn't there. The simplicity
of the scene, which didn't
even involve any characters
on screen, shows 3-D can
work but only in certain
types of films.
It's apparent the 3-D
technology works; however,
only a very small portion of
films can utilize it effectively.
You won't see me at very
many 3-D movies, but I
couldn't pass up seeing a
Disney classic on the "big
screen." And I'm definitely
not disappointed that I did.

PEPPERS

respect for peppers, with
their high concentrations
of Vitamin
C
and
antioxidants, it would
be devastating if my
current bout of migraines
were linked to my recent
vegetable obsession.
*~ "ccortJIrigtHrxivestrtj
com," two' weeks wit!
eating peppers could
entirely
eliminate
migraines. However, by
then the pepper season is
over. I think I'd rather take
my chances and get my
fill of these ornate veggies
while there's still time.

dancing and cooking.
"People are usually surprised that I compete in pageants because of my major,"
she said.
She said her greatest inspiration has been her parents.
"They came to the U.S.
from Finland," Haaskivi said.
"They taught me a lot about
what it means to be independent."

Haaskivi said the judging
process is not just about "the
shiny, sparkly things" that
people stigmatize what a
pageant is about. She said the
judges also take into consideration a contestant's community service and involvement.
"If you can walk in front of
200 people in a bathing suit
and heels, you can do anything," Haaskivi said.

Christopher Chaney. who is accused
ol leaking nude photos online of
Scarlett Johansson, was arrested on
Wednesday.
He acquired the photos by hacking
her cell phone in September

J^

Chaney now says his arrest was a
"blessing in disguise.*
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"I deeply apologize." Chaney said. "I
know what I did was probably one
of the worst invasions of privacy
someone could experience."
WnWHOUBmcCOM

THIS WEEKEND FOR:

PAGEANT
From Page 5
Porter has been actively
involved on campus. She is
a member of the Alpha Phi
sorority and has also been an
orientation leader and campus tour guide.
Haaskivi, a senior, is also
a part of greek life on cam-

pus as a member of the Phi
Mu sorority. Through her
sorority, she volunteers for
Children's Miracle Network
and Habitat for Humanity.
Haaskivi has been competing in pageants since high
school, including Miss Teen
USA
A sports management
major, Haaskivi said her hobbies include hockey, singing,

NEW LIVE VIDEO SHOW

KILLBDT ZERO
Al SOrFATIinit*,

MDNSTRDSRDUS
HOWARDS CLUB H OCTOBER 14TH MUSIC STARTING AT 10, DOORS AT 9PM $3 18+
1
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THE BATTLE
FOR
Falcons take on Toledo in 2011
Homecoming game
ByMSdwbWyxxU
Assistant Sports Editor

Toledo, homecoming, rivalry
— that's all there is to know
about Saturday's matchup.
The Falcons will be heading
into their 76th contest with the
Rockets with a series advantage of
39-32-4.
Coach Dave Clawson and his team
are looking to recover from their two road
losses against West Virginia and Western
Michigan.
"It's very important for our football
team this year that we show that we are an
improved football team and we are bringing this program back to a level where
we are competing for championships and
bowl games, and that's our goal," Clawson
said. "I've liked the way we have bounced
back in practice, and there is no better way
to bounce back then to play your rival 20

"1
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minutes away."
With 14 starting seniors, the University
of Toledo has a veteran football team.
Their defense alone features eight.
The Rockets defense is a physical group
that runs the ball well in the secondary,
according to Clawson, and is experienced
at linebacker, but it is a challenge they look
forward to on offense.
In most of their recent meetings, this
rivalry took place as the last game of the
season and initially Clawson was against
the midseason move, but now he feels it is
for the better.
"College football and rivalries should
be about the students and the alumni and
having your student and your alumni base
coming back together and get behind their
team — Bowling Green," Clawson said.
In previous years, when the game was
the last game of the season, it took place
the Friday after Thanksgiving.
"When it's the day after Thanksgiving
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KARI GALEN. BG middle. No. 13. spikei the ball in a match at the Strati Center eadier this season against Akron.

Falcons look to improve record
with pair of home games
ByNldcMafiow
Report^

/'

BG will look to improve its MidAmerican Conference status this
weekend at the Stroh Center with
matches against'Central Michigan
and Eastern Michigan of the MAC
Western Division.'
The Fakons/(J6-3, 3-3 MAC) are
part of a four-feam tie for fifth place
with CentraV Eastern and Miami
University in the MAC. Winning
efforts from/BG this weekend would
disperse tfjfe fifth-place crowd and
could pay Janje dividends down the
stretch when tournament seeding is
determined.

Central and Eastern are tied for
fourth place in the competitive
MAC West and present the Falcons
with rfo difficult challenges. The
West Division has been stronger than the East thus far, with its

FACEBOOK
Become a Facebook fan
feome a fan of The BG News sports
department on Facebook. Log on to
) >Jour account and search 'BG News
Sports" to become a fan.

Paige
Penrod
The sophomore leads
BG Into a weekend
set of home games
teams flaunting a .555 winning percentage in MAC play to the Eastern
Division's .444.
The Falcons will first play host
to 10-7 Central this evening. The
Chippewas have a solid defense
that is out-blocking and out-digging
opponents 127 to 109.5 and 905 to
770 respectively while containing
them to just .173 hitting.
Daniele Gotham leads the team's
blocking campaign with 65 and
is one of five Chippewas with at
least 20. Central boasts four players
over the century mark in digs, with
libero Jenna Coates leading the way
with 262.

See FOOTBALL

Toledo may no longer
be BG's biggest riva
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and the students aren't here ... and
all these games are on TV now, why
travel three hours when you're not in
school?" Clawson said. "I think for this
rivalry... it's at a great time. We will
have hopefully better weather than
we would have in late November
(and] I know we are going to have
more student attendance."
There is still one aspect Clawson
holds onto when it comes to the
final game of the season.
"I think there are so many positives; the only negative of it is that
when the game is the last game of the
year you live with that win or that loss
for the next nine months," Clawson said.
Two years ago when the Falcons went
to the Humanitarian Bowl, Clawson
said they indulged in their rivalry vic-

Fresh off a .173 performance
against Western last weekend, the
Chippewas defense could be problematic for the Falcons.
Central's offensive statistics are
also fairly distributed, as four players have recorded at least 100 kills
on the back of 593 assists from setter Kelly Maxwell. Outside hitter
Kaitlyn Mclntyre leads the team
with 189 lulls.
Eastern is next on BG's plate
Saturday night.
The Eagles' defense is arguably
even better than the Chippewas' as
Eastern leads the MAC in opponents
hitting percentage holding them to
.167. The team's 18.01 digs per set is
second best in the conference.
Outside hitter Rachel Laquaniello
leads the team with 291 kills, posting 3.83 per set (2nd in MAC). Libero
Haley Stein has 412 digs and is second in the MAC in digs per set at 5.28.

If questioned, can you tell someone,
on the spot, why you dislike Toledo?
Do you even dislike Toledo?
If you answered 'nope' to either of
those questions, don't be alarmed. I
can't either.
Granted, I never grew up with
a BG background. The opinions of
someone who grew up in this area
are undoubtedly different from
mine, where I was told that "we just
don't like them" when I walked on
campus in August 2009.
Also granted, the fact that our
"premier" rivalry game is now
being played in the middle of the
season, as opposed to the day
after Thanksgiving, when we are
all home, is a huge plus. The fact
that students will actually be at
the game should be a huge injection of life into a rivalry that has
lost some of its luster the last couple of years.
What exactly is a true "rivalry?"
Is it the year-in, year-out ability to
compete with another team, or just
having a general dislike for it?
If it's the first then BG-UT isn't a
real "rivalry." The two teams haven't
played a game that has been decided by fewer than 10 points since
a 44-41, double overtime win by
Toledo in 2005.
If it's the second, is this still
the premier "rivalry" for BG
fans? Going back to the opening
question, do you actually have a
legitimate reason to hate Toledo
other than, "that's just how it's
always been"?
I would strongly argue that Miami
or even Ohio University has become
a bigger rivalry than Toledo.
Think about it and not just from
a football standpoint. We compete
with Miami in everything This

includes hockey, a big sport here
that Toledo does not have. When
you demonstrate pride in being one
of a handful of schools that boasts
Division I football, hockey and basketball programs, as you should,
why wouldn't you consider a school
that shares that with you (Miami)
over a school that doesn't (Toledo)?
Also, I know more people who
dislike Miami than they do Toledo.
Many times I have heard people talk
negatively about the general attitude of the Miami students, whereas I have never heard that about
Toledo students.
Maybe I don't listen hard enough,
or I'm slightly biased because of how
annoying Miami's fans are at hockey games when they come to town?
Perhaps, but I understand where
those people are coming from.
Also, when you look purely from
a football standpoint, BG-Miami
games have generally been more
competitive than BG-UT games.
This year, the Falcons took control of a close game late on a long
touchdown run by Anthon Samuel.
Last season, the Mid-American
Conference Champions defeated
the Falcons on a last-second field
goal in "the fog bowl."
Even in BG's football prime in
the early 2000s, the Falcons and
RedHawks were going at it for
MAC Titles. Like in 2003, when
BG had an 11-3 season, with
two of those losses coming to
Miami — one being in the MAC
Championship game.
Also, unlike BG and Toledo,
Miami and BG are in the same
division. That wasn't always the
case, but it is now, which definitely
helps to harbor ill-feelings between
the schools.
Despite all of that, several factors
may help make the BG-UT rivalry
the "premier" rivarly for BG again.
See RIVAL | Pane 8
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Disney begins to reintroduce old classics in theaters
Disney, Pixar movies draw new crowds, are profitable
By Kcnd.a Clark
Pulse Reporter

One common question
children and adults alike
often get asked is what
their favorite Disney
movie was.
Disney has classic and
timeless stories from
"Sleeping Beauty" to "The
Little Mermaid." These
movies have been out for
a while, and Disney has
just released The Lion
King back into theaters in
3-D.
Ken
Garland,
an
instructor
in
the
school of media and
communications
at
the University, said the
beautiful thing about
Disney is that it appeals
to all generations and will
always be around.
"Disney rereleasing Lion
King back into theaters
gives them an opportunity
to recreate interest in the
movie," Garland said. "It
gives a reason for mom
and dad to show their kids
the Disney classics and to
relive past moments."
Another
instructor
in the theatre and
film department, Jose
Cardenas, had a different
viewpoint on Disney and
its rereleasing "The Lion

HTtW/JABCATMOVIESCOM

King" in 3-D. Cardenas
said Disney releasing "The
Lion King" was nothing
new, and many other film
companies have been
doing this for years.
"If the product had
been successful before,
releasing it again would
just make them more
money," Cardenas said.
He states that this is just
another marketing ploy
for Disney to make more
money.
Cardenas said Disney
was simply asking what
experience it could give
people they can't get at
home. This is why the
movie is so popular in
theaters even though it is
a rereleasc.
Kylee Schmich,
an
assistant manager for

Cinemark Woodland Mall
Cinema 5, can also agree
that the sales for the movie
have gone well.
"The movie has had
good responses," Schmich
said. "Everyone wanted to
see it in 3-D. The movie
has been really busy,
especially for a movie that
isn't new."
"The Lion King" has
received a lot of attention
from people since it came
back out into theaters.
"People wanted to see
some of their old favorites
i n a way t hey haven't before
and that is probably why
it got so much attention,"
Schmich said.
Students went to see the
movie while it was out in
3-D. One of these students
is freshman Craig Rowley.
He was very happy with
the movie and thought
it was worth seeing in
theaters, Rowley said.
"It made me want to go
out and buy the movie on
DVD," said Rowley.
Disney
plans
on
rereleasing more movies
from the vault in the
future, such as "The Little
Mermaid,"
"Monsters
Inc.," "Finding Nemo" and
"Beauty and the Beast,"
according to Disney's
website.

THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMEN"

NETFUX

BEYONCE PREGNANCY DOUBTED

From Page 5

Beyonce. who debuted her baby
bump during the MTV Video Music
Awards, is now facing rumors that she
isn't pregnant at all.
A vicleo surfaced of an interview with
Australia's "Sunday Night" where
Beyonce's dress appeared to (old and
collapse where her baby bump would
be. leaving many to believe shes not

HTTP,/WWWaiAS8YG0UGHHYC0M

really with child
Her rep told ABC News the rumors
are "stupid ridiculous and false

HARRY POTTER VILLAN UP TO NO GOOD
Jamie Waylett. who played Crabbe
in the Harry Potter movies, has been
charged with possession of a homemade bomb, which London police
say he wanted to detonate during the
London riots
Waylett was identified by video
footage in a drug store with the device
and was arrested on Sept. 20
Police claim to have also found 15
marijuana plants in his home at the
time of his arrest
HTTP/JWWWUTTOODONKtYCOM

SCARLETT JOHNANSSON HACKER ARRESTED

they wanted to move into, but
moved a little too early."
According to a press release,
Netflix co-founder and CEO
Reed Hastings agreed with
customer's thoughts on
moving too fast.
"Consumers value the
simplicity Netflix has always
offered and we respect that,"
Hastings said. "There is a
difference between moving
quickly — which Netflix has
done very well for years —- and
moving too fast, which is what
we did in this case."
Brandon Schneider, a senior
film production major, is also
a customer of Netflix and
realized how difficult this
change would have been on
customers.
"Netflix has always been
trying to improve, making
bigger and better changes,
but I think they just got
over-ambitious with this,"
Schneider said. "I think they
realized they took a step in the

"The Lion King 3D" takes success in cinematography

For as long as film has been
around there has always
been an idea that it can and
should be more interactive to
a broader general audience.
This idea has currently taken
the form of 3-D.
This technology allows the
viewer to perceive images as
if they are actually in front
of them instead of on a flat
screen.
Three-dimensional film
to me has always been
merely a gimmick to attract
customers during a time
when ticket prices are high
and moviegoers are few and
far between.
However there are some
exceptions, especially in the
case of "The Lion King 3D."
I recently saw the rerelease
of Disney's "The Lion King"
and to be perfectly honest,
it was the best 3-D film I've
seen, even topping "Avatar"
which used its 3-D element
as a major selling point.
What I analyzed about the
film was that the 3-D worked
better when used to enhance
a two-dimensional space.
Films in 3-D have trouble
convincing me that they are

wrong direction."
Since Qwikster will no
longer be implemented,
customers will continue to
use Netflix.com as a central
place to keep track of both
services, according to the
press release.
It also stated thaTfaetflix
informed its U.S. members in
personal emails and through
a post on the Netflix Blog,
Monday.
In these personal emails,
the Netflix team addressed
the customers' negative
reactions and said Qwikster
was no longer the plan for the
DVD-by-mail service.
"It is clear that for many of
our members two websites
would make things more
difficult, so we are going to
keep Netflix as one place to
go for streaming and DVDs,"
the Netflix Team said. "This
means no change: one
website, one account, one
password ... in other words,
no Qwikster."

KTTWWWW30CIASSS2UCOM

worth watching, or for that
matter worth the $13.75 a
ticket. But in the case of "The
Lion King 3D" it works very
well.
If you take for instance
a film like "Avatar," which
contains three-dimensional
objects
in
a
threedimensional space then
your mind already conceives
those objects within that
frame as having three
dimensions (i.e. height, width
and depth). This is achieved
through the use of lighting to
create shadows and to create
depth within the image. So
a film like Avatar adding
this newly enhanced 3-D
technology detracts from
the viewing experience. The
viewer tends to miss parts
of cinematography that the
director purposefully puts in

PEPPERS
From Page 5
peppers with the bite of
hot, proved to me that a
dry chili is just as divine as
a stewy one. And Michael
Ruhlman's sweet pepper
soup, when paired with a
chilled glass of Sauvignon
Blanc, tames the bitterness
of green peppers and
accentuates their sugary
side; Ruhlman's soup has
me craving peppers in
a way no other dish has
before.
With my newfound

the movie to be significant
because they are distracted
by the 3-D effect.
In the case of "The
Lion King," you have an
animated film that is
drawn out and appears flat
to the viewer. After adding
the 3-D effect to the image
it then gives the objects on
screen a sense of depth.
The most noticeable
moment where the effect
worked was the simple
scene when Scar tells Simba
to wait for a surprise, which is
followed by Mufasa's death.
The camera then tracks up
a cliffside, and the viewer can
physically see and almost
feel the way in which it
moves and contorts to shape
the land. This would not
be possible if the 3-D effect
wasn't there. The simplicity
of the scene, which didn't
even involve any characters
on screen, shows 3-D can
work but only in certain
types of films.
It's apparent the 3-D
technology works; however,
only a very small portion of
films can utilize it effectively.
You won't see me at very
many 3-D movies, but I
couldn't pass up seeing a
Disney classic on the "big
screen." And I'm definitely
not disappointed that I did.

respect for peppers, with
their high concentrations
of Vitamin
C and
antioxidants, it would
be devastating if my
current bout of migraines
were linked to my recent
vegetable obsession.
According tcTTivestrdlfi
com," two weeks witrloxrr
eating peppers could
entirely
eliminate
migraines. However, by
then the pepper season is
over. 1 think I'd rather take
my chances and get my
fill of these ornate veggies
while there's still time.

CELEB FUN FACTS
When asked d* origin of his last name,
JOHMMY DEW said tt meant Idiot" in
German.

RUSSELL BRAND was expefed from
the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts and
Drama Centre London for his drug and
alcohol adtfctjons

Christopher Chaney. who is accused
of leaking nude photos online of
Scarlett Johansson, was arrested on
Wednesday.

mmmmmomM

He acquired the photos by hacking
her cell phone in September.
Chaney now says his arrest was a
"blessing in disguise"

ANNE HATHAWAY is playing cat woman

1 deeply apologize." Chaney said "I
know what I did was probably one

to cats

m the new "Batman" movie but is allergic

of the worst invasions of privacy
someone could experience"
wwuwuBrntcoM

PAGEANT
From Page 5
Porter has been actively
involved on campus. She is
a member of the Alpha Phi
sorority and has also been an
orientation leader and campus tour guide.
Haaskivi, a senior, is also
a part of greek life on cam-

pus as a member of the Phi
Mu sorority. Through her
sorority, she volunteers for
Children's Miracle Network
and Habitat for Humanity.
Haaskivi has been competing in pageants since high
school, including Miss Teen
USA
A sports management
major, Haaskivi said her hobbies include hockey, singing,

dancing and cooking.

"People are usually surprised that I compete in pageants because of my major,"
she said.
She said her greatest inspiration has been her parents.
"They came to the U.S.
from Finland," Haaskivi said.
"They taught me a lot about
what it means to be independent."

Haaskivi said the judging
process is not just about "the
shiny, sparkly things" that
people stigmatize what a
pageant is about. She said the
judges also take into consideration a contestant's community service and involvement.
"If you can walk in front of
200 people in a bathing suit
and heels, you can do anything" Haaskivi said.

NEW LIVE VIDEO SHOW

KILLBDT ZERO
ALSO FEATURING

MDNSTROSRDUB
HOWARDS CLUB H OCTOBER 14TH MUSIC STARTING AT 10, DOORS AT 9PM $3 18+
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THE BATTLE
FOR
1/
Falcons take on Toledo in 2011
Homecoming game

By Mich.lt Wy«ockl
Assistant Spats Editor

Toledo, homecoming, rivalry
— that's all there is to know
about Saturday's matchup.
The Falcons will be heading
into their 76th contest with the

Rockets with a series advantage of
39-32-4.
Coach Dave Clawson and his team
are looking to recover from their two road
losses against West Virginia and Western
Michigan.
"It's very important for our football
team this year that we show that we are an
improved football team and we are bringing this program back to a level where
we are competing for championships and
bowl games, and that's our goal," Clawson
said. "I've liked the way we have bounced
back in practice, and there is no better way
to bounce back then to play your rival 20

minutes away.'
With 14 starting seniors, the University
of Toledo has a veteran football team.
Their defense alone features eight.
The Rockets defense is a physical group
that runs the ball well in the secondary,
according to Clawson, and is experienced
at linebacker, but it is a challenge they look
forward to on offense.
In most of their recent meetings, this
rivalry took place as the last game of the
season and initially Clawson was against
the midseason move, but now he feels it is
for the better.
"College football and rivalries should
be about the students and the alumni and
having your student and your alumni base
coming back together and get behind their
team — Bowling Green.'' Clawson said.
In previous years, when the game was
the last game of the season, it took place
the Friday after Thanksgiving.
"When it's the day after Thanksgiving

and the students aren't here ... and
all these games are on TV now, why
travel three hours when you're not in
school?"Clawsonsaid. "Ithinkforthis
rivalry... it's at a great time. We will
have hopefully better weather than
we would have in late November
.IIKI I know we are going to have
more student attendance."
There is still one aspect Clawson
holds onto when it comes to the
final game of the season.
"I think there are so many positives; the only negative of it is that
when the game is the last game of the
year you live with that win or that loss
for the next nine months," Clawson said.
Two years ago when the Falcons went
to the Humanitarian Bowl, Clawson
said they indulged in their rivalry vicSee FOOTBALL

Toledo may no longer
be BG's biggest riva

BYRON MACK ' THE BO NEWS

KARI GALEN. BG middle. No 15. spikes the ball in a match at the Stroh Center eadier this season against Akron.

Falcons look to improve record
with pair of home games
By Nkk Mario
Reporter"

/
BG will look to improve its MidAmerican Conference status this
weekend at the Stcoh Center with
matches against'Central Michigan
and Eastern Michigan of the MAC
Western Division.
The Falcons. (J6-3, 3-3 MAC) are
part of a four-(e»lm tie for fifth place
with Central, Eastern and Miami
University ip the MAC. Winning
efforts from.BG this weekend would
disperse thfe fifth-place crowd and
could pay |arge dividends down the
stretch when tournament seeding is
determined.
Central and Eastern are tied for
fourth place in the competitive
MAC West and present the Falcons
with tyVo difficult challenges. The
West Division has been stronger t b.i n the East thus far, with its

Paige
Penrod
The sophomore leads
BG into a weekend
set of home games

teams flaunting a .555 winning percentage in MAC play to the Eastern
Division's .444.
The Falcons will first play host
to 10-7 Central this evening. The
Chippewas have a solid defense
that is out-blocking and out-digging
opponents 127 to 109.5 and 905 to
770 respectively while containing
them to just .173 hitting.
Daniele Gotham leads the team's
blocking campaign with 65 and
is one of five Chippewas with at
least 20. Central boasts four players
over the century mark in digs, with
libero lenna Coates leading the way
with 262.

Fresh off a .173 performance
against Western last weekend, the
Chippewas defense could be problematic for the Falcons.
Central's offensive statistics are
also fairly distributed, as four players have recorded at least 100 kills
on the back of 593 assists from setter Kelly Maxwell. Outside hitter
Kaitlyn Mclntyre leads the team
with 189 kills.
Eastern is next on BG's plate
Saturday night.
The Eagles' defense is arguably
even better than the Chippewas' as
Eastern leads the MAC in opponents
hitting percentage holding them to
.167. The team's 18.01 digs per set is
second best in the conference.
Outside hitter Rachel Laquanielk)
leads the team with 291 kills, posting 3.83 per set (2nd in MAC). Libero
Haley Stein has 412 digs and is second in the MAC in digs per set at 5.28.

If questioned, can you tell someone,
on the spot, why you dislike Toledo?
Do you even dislike Toledo?
If you answered nope' to either of
those questions, don't be alarmed. I
can't either.
Granted, I never grew up with
a BG background. The opinions of
someone who grew up in this area
are undoubtedly different from
mine, where I was told that "we just
don't like them" when I walked on
campus in August 2009.
Also granted, the fact that our
"premier" rivalry game is now
being played in the middle of the
season, as opposed to the day
after Thanksgiving, when we are
all home, is a huge plus. The fact
that students will actually be at
the game should be a huge injection of life into a rivalry that has
lost some of its luster the last couple of years.
What exactly is a true "rivalry?"
Is it the year-in. year-out ability to
compete with another team, or just
having a general dislike for it?
If it's the first, then BG-UT isn't a
real "rivalry." The two teams haven't
played a game that has been decided by fewer than 10 points since
a 44-41, double overtime win by
Toledo in 2005.
If it's the second, is this still
the premier "rivalry" for BG
fans? Going back to the opening
question, do you actually have a
legitimate reason to hate Toledo
other than, "that's just how it's
always been"?
I would strongly argue that Miami
or even Ohio University has become
a bigger rivalry than Toledo.
Think about it, and not just from
a football standpoint. We compete
with Miami in everything. This

includes hockey, a big sport here
that lolcdo does not have. When
you demonstrate pride in being one
of a handful of schools that boasts
Division I football hockey and basketball programs, as you should,
why wouldn't you consider a school
thai shares that with you Miami
over a school that doesn't (Toledo)?
Also, I know more people who
dislike Miami than they do Toledo.
Many times I have heard people talk
negatively about the general attitude of the Miami students, whereas I have never heard that about
Toledo students.
Maybe I don't listen hard enough,
or I'm slightly biased because of how
annoying Miami's fans are at hockey games when they come to town?
Perhaps, but I understand where
those people are coming from.
Also, when you look purely from
a football standpoint, BG-Miami
games have generally been more
competitive than BG-UT games.
This year, the Falcons took control of a close game late on a long
touchdown run by Anthon Samuel.
Last season, the Mid-American
Conference Champions defeated
the Falcons on a last-second field
goal in "the fog hourl."
Even in BG's football prime in
the early 2000s. the Falcons and
RedHawks were going at it for
MAC lilies. Like in 2003, when
BG had an 11-3 season, with
two of those losses coming to
Miami — one being in the MAC
Championship game.
Also, unlike BG and Toledo,
Miami and BG are in the same
division. That wasn't always the
case, but it is now, which definitely
helps to harbor ill-feelings between
the schools.
Despite all of that, several factors
may help make the BG-UT rivalry
the "premier" rivarry for BG again.
See RIVAL | Page 8
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
The standings remain close.
as each of our pickers had
a 5-1 record last week. With
some intriguing matchups
this week will anyone be
able to distance themselves
from the pack this week?

Beating Toledo would be a huge
nxmentum swing, but I'm in a
Missouri mood Got to show me
something. BG hasn't lately.
Toledo 35. BG 24

vt.BG
Toledo-75

6 7
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I think Dave Clawson said it best
TS there a htle bit more juice in the
kxker room because of who we
play? Without question"
BG 27. Toledo 24

As much as it pains me to pick
Toledo... I just don't see BG winning this game
Toledo 32. BG 17

Seeing as Toledo almost beat
OSU lm picking them to win this
rivalry. Peace, love, homecoming
though
Toledo 40, BG 27

3

5 6 7

6

2 8
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9
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Michigan will advance to 7-0 and P.K. loves Michigan; Go Blue
Denard Robinson will be the difference maker in this game

Michigan State -2

Michigan State 34. Michigan 27

Michigan 38. Michigan State 21

Michigan 24, Michigan State 21

Michigan 35, Michigan St. 24

8 7

No. 20 Baylor

RG3 might be the best player
in the nation Too bad he plays
at Baylor, otherwise he'd be the

Baykx just boks better.

Robert Griffin III _ enough said.

Since I dent care about either of
these teams. II do my shoutout to
#10. Scott Thomas.

1

Baylor 28. Texas ASM 21

Baylor 42. Texas A*M 28

Baylor 50. Teas ASM 29

vs. No.25 MSU

viNaaTeasA&M

Heisman frontrunner.
Baylor 45, Texas ACM 24

ISU-14
No. 6 Ok. State

Brandon Weeden - Justm
Blackmon > Landy Jones - Ryan
Broyles. You know how Jones did
last week against Texas, right7
Ok State 52. Texas 24

Texas A&M-9.5

4 3

9

SUDOKU

Everyone should go buy a Walking
Taco on Friday in celebration of Ok
State being No 6

and every 3x3 box contains

Ok. State 47. Texas 32

guessing or math involved.

VT 35, Wake Forest 21

The Hokies need to win this game
and their defense will be the key
difference, lifting them over Wake
Forest.
VT 21, Wake Forest 21

VT is ranked, obvious choice,
And the rest of the crew has
them winning so III jump on the
bandwagon.
VT 18, Wake Forest 14

The Ducks are gong to be fast on ther
feet ths weekend for a wr over the
SunDevk

With or without LaMichael James. Oregon has the sweetest jersies
Oregon is still a scary team offen- of alT time. My flag football
sively and will beat the Sun Devils teams play like them, flawless.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

Oregon 35, ASU 21

Oregon 35. ASU 21

Oregon 38. ASU 13

Hif Suit, SiKoku art wli Hint .1-

25-11

28-8

21-15

Ok. State 42, Texas 21
Wriwirtwinwri

week" The Demon Deacons and
team is gong to win
VT 24, Wake Forest 17

N0.I8ASU
vs. No. 9 Oregon

There 6 a reason the In? s so great
Oregon has fit the* slnie Reaty
hard to sbw them when they are in
Oregon -145 that zone
Oregon 42. ASU 21

Overall record

26-10

RIVAL

is because they don't look
for a reason to. You're told
you are supposed to dislike
them when you come here,
so your attitude toward the
rivalry is that of mindlessness. Whereas with Miami,
or Ohio, or any other MAC
school, you look for reasons to
hate them, and therefore end
up having a stronger dislike
for them.
I'm not saying that
going out and seeking reasons to hate Toledo is the
best way to go about this
rivalry, but at least take
some time to reflect on
why you may have negative feelings. Geographic
proximity is a pretty lousy
reason for a rivarly.
And who knows, both
football teams are young and
have exciting players. Maybe
this year, with a new game
dale and a new trophy going
to the game's winner, will
be the rebirth of a BG-UT
rivalry.

From Paqe 7
Moving this game up to
mid-October might be the
best thing to ever happen to
the rivalry. Playing a team
you are supposed to hate
during a weekend when
everyone is home with their
families is not the best way
to build on that hatred. Now,
students really don't have
too much of an excuse for
not making it to this game.
Also, Miami's leaving of
B(i in hockey in the coming years — going to the
National Collegiate Hockey
Conference, while BG is moving to the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association — will
be one less sport the Falcons
and RedHawks consistently
compete in. barring some
sort of nonconference series
agreement.
Maybe the biggest reason a lot ol people 1 hang out
with don't reallv hate Toledo
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Texas looked miserable against
Oklahoma last week and will
embarrass themselves against
Oklahoma State
Ok. State 35, Texas 10

Second ranked pass offense, good
enough for me

vs.VM»Fonrt Sun Devtfc? Cool. Too bad neither
Virginia Tech-6.5

3

1

so that every row, column

I
8
6
L

i its

the digits 1 to 9.There is no
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Just use logic to solve

No.19VT lm dubbing this "cool mascot

2

1

3 2 4

To play: Complete the grid

vs. No. 22 Texas

6

1

Denard Robinson can't throw the Maize and Blue!
ball well. It finally catches up to
him this week

No. 10 Michigan

9

8 1

MICHELEWYSOCKI
Assistant Sports Editor
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Falcon tennis takes on three
teams in Rocket Invitational
By Vine* Me lo n i

Nilclci
Chiricosta
Went 5-0 in

Reporter

The BG women's tennis team
looks to continue its success
on this young season. by
playing some familiar foes
right up the road in Toledo.
Taking a short 20-minute
drive to Maumee to compete
in the Rocket Invitational,
the Falcons will take on
Toledo along with Detroit
and Duquesne. All three
schools were a part of the
Falcon Invitational from last
month.
"We have done well against
these teams, but it is hard to

A Singles last
season

beat an opponent every time
you play them when you
face them so much in a season," said BG player Maddy
liccleston. "But we are keeping focused and playing our
game."
The tournament is set up
in a hidden duals format,
as the top three flights will
compete in A singles and the
flights four, five and six will

compete in B singles. Each
school will play each other
in A singles, B singles and
doubles over the two day
tournament.
Team scoring will be conducting and the team that
wins two out of the three
matches out of the pool will
receive the point. Last year,
BG won this tournament
with nine points and Toledo
finished second with eight.
"It is set up more like a
spring dual meet, where
everyone in the group will be
playing, allowing the rest of
us to watch and cheer them
on," Eccleston said.

Last year, Nikki Chiricosta
went 3-0 in A singles and
Emily Reuland went 2-1.
In B singles last year were
Eccleston, who went 3-0,
Mary Hill and Jessica
Easdale, who both went 3-1,
and Katie Grubb, who lost
her only singles match. The
Falcons went a combined 7-2
in last year's doubles tournament.
Against these three opponents, the Falcons are a combined 13-6 on the season.
The teams will begin play
at 10 a.m. on both Friday
and Saturday at the Shadow
Valley Tennis Club.

BG rugby club heads to Columbus for
matchup with Ohio State Buckeyes
ByMaxHouMhokW
Reporter

WELCOME ALUMNI
Party Supplies
Condoms, Cig, Beer
All that $#*%
Sold Here

The Falcon Rugby Club
returns to action this Saturday
when it takes on the Ohio State
Buckeyes.
The Buckeyes are coming in
on a bit of a down streak, having lost two of their last three
games, with one of those losses coming against Purdue—a
team that BG beat.
The Falcons, who are getting used to traveling, have
played three of their last four
games on the road. The BG
team, however, has proven it
is up to the challenge by win-
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ning all three.
The team has not looked
totally crisp in each challenge,
but that could have been a
result of some very unorthodox start times and poor field
conditions in the last game.
The team will have a late 6:45
start this week, but will be
ready for the game.
Despite the slow starts, the
players have indicated that
they hope to get things going
a lot sooner this week by
putting the ball in their best
players' hands.
"We really want to start the
game at full throttle; that's

$7 admission
and
Bring in this ad for $1 off admission
on Friday Nights only.
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"We really want to
start the game at full
throttle...
Ed Luther I BG Rugby Lock

something we have yet to do
this season," lock Ed Luther
said. "With guys like Max
Narewski and Dominic Mauer,
we try to get them the ball and
let them do their thing, and
that usually ends up pretty
well for us.
"Defensively, we want to set
a very physical tone and wear
the offense down early."

The team was forced to do
something last week that it
hadn't had to do in a long time,
and that was to make adjustments in-game. Air Force's tactics were unusual to the Falcons,
and so they did not know how to
attack them until they got midway through the game.
But once they did. they
could attack them any way
they wanted, which led to a
dominant second-half performance by the Falcons. This
week the Falcons will look to
figure out Ohio State's weaknesses a lot sooner and exploit
them.

BGNews.com
AUDITIONS for 2011-12
ATHLETIC BANDS
Auditions will be Oct. 23.
Sign up for a time at the CMA--room 1007 starting
Friday, Oct. 14. Music for the audition can be picked up
then In the Band office-room 1010 CMA.

Rehearsals for those selected will be:
Sunday, Oct. 30
Sunday, Nov. 6

7:00 - 9:30 PM
7:00 - 9:30 PM

All rehearsals are required
QUESTIONS: call the Band Office 419-372-2186

SPORTS

9 Friday. October 14 - Sunday. October 16.2011
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FOOTBALL
From Page 7

TOMNiPOMUCENO

ANDREW HAMMOND. BG goallender. plays the puck against Ontario Institute of Technology earlier this sesaon

BG hockey heads to Alabama
for series with Chargers
By Matt Ny*
Reporter

The BG hockey learn is back
in action this weekend, being
off against the University of
Alabama i luntsville Chargers.
Both games this weekend
will begin at 7 p.m.
BG has looked good at
times the first week of the
season, posting a record of
1-0-1 against the University
of Connecticut. They came
out the first game and won
2-1 and tied the second game
4-4. The Falcons would like to
stay out of the losing column
again this weekend against
the Chargers.
This will be the first road
trip for the Falcons this year
and one of two straight weekends on the road. It will be a
good test of how this freshman-laden team will do away

from the University Ice Arena.
Those freshmen were productive in their first regular
season action against UConn.
Ryan Carpenter scored the
first goal of BG's season and
fellow freshman Dan DeSatvo
also scored his first career
goal. Adam Berkle recorded
his first point with an assist.
Carpenter said that even
though the freshmen on the
team don't have a lot of collegiate experience, their general live-game experience is
something that has helped
them through the first week
of the season.
"A lot of people may say
we're a young team but you
look at |the freshmen], I'm
20 lyears oldl and we have
a couple of guys who are 21,
so a lot of us have experience
in juniors, which definitely

helps," he said.
The freshmen will be a big
part of the production of this
team and they will have to
keep building momentum
into the next series.
"The expectations are the
same for everyone, whether
you're a senior or a freshman."
Carpenter said. "The expectations are high for everyone, so
we have to perform our best
every night."
Other than Carpenter, the
most productive player thus
far has been the play of sophomore Cam Wojtala. He has
tallied four points already in
t his young season. He scored a
power-play goal and recorded
three assists against UConn.
Looking into the matchup
this weekend, the Falcons
were undefeated against the
Chargers last season. They

¥EA SPORTS
VIRTUALSHOWDOWN

outscored the Chargers 14-7 in
the three games they played.
The Chargers have opened
this season 0-4-0 and are trying to regroup after a lackluster series against nationally
ranked Western Michigan
where they were outscored
11-1. UAH is also 0-14 on the
power-play, brightening numbers for BG, who is struggling
on the penalty kill so far.
Coach Chris Bergeron is
not overlooking the Chargers
coming into this series despite
their current record.
"I expect it to be another
difficult two-game series in
college hockey," Bergeron
said. "These guys are going
to be hungry. Hopefully we
will be mentally prepared to
play because I know we will
be physically prepared heading into Friday night."

tory for at least a month before
the bowl game.
"When you lose it, it gives
you a sick feeling in your
stomach for the next nine
months," Clawson said.
"No matter what happens
Saturday, on Sunday we are
going to have to start getting
ready for Temple."
Both teams are going into
this game 3-3 and viewing it
with high importance according to Clawson, as it is crucial
to their seasonal goals and
ultimately the Mid-American
Conference championship.
This game will be runningback Zach Akenberger's
first game back after he
broke his leg against Temple
last season.
"Since I've grown up
around this area, I've seen it
go on for a long time and I
know how big (the rivalry] is
and everything, so it means
a lot to me especially being
from BG," he said.
Akenberger didn't get to
play in this game last year
due to his injury, but after
much improvement he is glad
to be back and to help the
team out in whatever way he
can, he said, his role being on
special teams.
"A lot of people said your
career is over for sure,
you'll be lucky to run normal again, with statistics
and what everybody said,
but I didn't take no for an
answer and just kept going,"
Akenberger said.
While this is a big game for
the Falcons, defensive tackle
Chris Jones and quarterback
Matt Schilz said it is still just
another game.
Clawson made it clear that
BG prides itself in its preparation, and every game is
viewed equally.
"If you say, 'Hey guys, this
is Toledo week, this is our
rival,' we're going to practice
15 minutes more, this day,
that day... what, are you say-

"It s very unique
with them that
both of them are
playing well."
Dave Clawson | BG Coach

ing the other 11 games aren't
important?" Clawson said.
"Is there a little bit more juice
in the locker room because
of who we play? Without
question."
The Falcons will be going
up against a two quarterback system this week,
which Clawson said he is not
a fan of, but they need to
prepare for both, although
their schemes do not differ
too much.
He said usually when teams
run two quarterbacks, it is
because one is not performing well, but that is opposite
ofToledo.
He doesn't expect them
to share time equally on the
field either.
"It's very unique with them
that both of them are playing well," Clawson said. "They
have shown if one guy gets
the hot hand they kind of stick
with him."
The Falcons understand
the overall importance of the
game and Clawson said there
are three crucial elements
that they have to overcome:
turnovers, their ability to
tackle in space, and being able
to protect Schilz and throw
the ball.
Named one of the team's
permanent captains, Jones
said he is honored by the
team's level of respect for him
and he wants to get the team
as close to a MAC championship as possible, and it starts
this Saturday at home.
"It's good to always play at
home. I feel like our fans will
help us out a little bit...this
week we had a really good
week of practice so far and
we're going to continue that."
Jones said. "Being at home is
just a great place to be."

"We are still Storytellers"

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports'
NCAA 12 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.
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14 7 10 8 39
6 16 3 13 32
This week's top performers:
BGSU: QBTrent Hurley* 19-39,251 yards, 4 TD, 0 INT
WR Kamar Jorden 11 catches, 181 yards, 3 TD
'Editor's note: Matt Schilz injured during simulation of previous game
VIRTUAL RECORD
REAL RECORD

3-3
Preferred
Properties Co.

2-5
www.prtftrredpropcrticMO.coin
Office Hours: Monday - Friday 18am - 4:30pm
530 S. Maple St. 1419.3S2.9378

Find a Place to Call Home
0 Bedroom & Efficiency Houses Also Available)

October 18,2011
Tuesday, 7 p.m.
208 Bowen Thompson Student Union (Multipurpose Room)
Veteran sports writer Phillip B. Wilson of the Indianapolis Star
will be speaking at the University on his experiences of covering
the Indianapolis Colts and the Indy 500 in an age when story
telling and reporting go beyond the printed word.
Wilson, a 20-year-plus writing professional, will be the keynote
speaker at an event recognizing the endowment of the Terry
Goodman Memorial Journalism Scholarship.
Students will have the opportunity to meet and chat
with Wilson following his presentation and the Goodman
scholarship recognition.
SPONSORED BY:
The Department of Journalism and
Office of Student Publications

BGSU

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

FORUM

10 Fnday. October 14 - Sunday. October 16.2011
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Traditions only stand test of time if they are beneficial
*.

HATHEW DAVOll
COLUMNIST

With homecoming we all
must hrare ourselves for the
expected rhetoric, including
the old narrative that tradition is intrinsically good.
For me. the valuing of tradition has always seemed to
be overrated. Not only that,
but it never ceases to amaze
me how much injustice, violence and general human
misery can be justified
through evoking the concept
of "tradition."

Of course there are those
that defend the value of tradition on the grounds that
it provides people with consolation in the face of the
trials of life. They seem to
say. "Without tradition, what
would life be but despair?"
Whenever I hear that I am
always reminded of that eloquent response Marx had to
a similar defense of religion:
"Criticism (of religion] has
plucked the imaginary flowers on the chain not in order
that man shall continue to
bear that chain without fantasy or consolation, but so
that he shall throw off the
chain and pluck the living
flower. The criticism of reli-

gion disillusions man, so that
he will think, act, and fashion his reality like a man who
has discarded his illusions
and regained his senses, so
that he will move around
himself as his own true Sun.
Religion is only the illusory
Sun which revolves around
man as long as he does not
revolve around himself."
Though Marx was using
the concept of a bound person as more of a metaphor, for
my purposes in criticizing the
concept of tradition I would
like to point out how it has
literally bound members of
humanity.
It was tradition, after all,
which helped bind the feet of

past generations of women in
my wife's family in China.
It was tradition that helped
bind the ancestors of some
now reading this paper to the
slave plantation.
And it was tradition that
helped bind people of the sexual orientations represented
by the University student
group Vision to the stake to
be burned.
The reason I can refer to
the above in the past tense
is because of the rebellion in
the past against the traditional values of the family, the
state and religion.
It is through that rebellion
against tradition which lays
the core means to bettering

the human condition and
bringing about a better fulfillment of human potential.
Now, I am no believer in
Utopia or similar delusions of
grandeur, but I at least expect
some manner of improvement to be possible, and continued deference to tradition
is an existential threat to this
improvement.
Do not get me wrong, I am
no nihilist out of the pages
of Dostoevsky; I am not saying that all things associated
with traditions should be
torn down.
I, for instance, have a preference for traditional gaiwan
cups to drink tea, but it is
because of its practicality and

utility — not withstanding its
elegance — that I prefer it,
not because it happens to be
"traditional."
If a concept, idea, belief
or practice is beneficial to
the individual and society,
it will survive due to its own
merits whether it is traditional or not; it is only those
concepts that help constrict
and destroy human wellbeing that need that veil of
"tradition."
Thus, I say down with traditional values and long live
human values.

Respond to Mathew at
thenews@bgnews.com

Back in the day, according to a 1976 alumna
Former student takes a look back at what life was like at the University during the 1970s, compares traditions then with fads of today
By T«rry Carver

Mid 70s
1970s era:
Students placed lights on
the campus Christmas tree.
A (ireek King and Queen of
Campus were elected.
The Beauty and the Beast
contest was held as a charity
fundraiser.
Hockey
cheerleaders
existed to boost attendance
at the hockey games. They
performed on the ice doing
cheers, splits, cartwheels and
mi wnds, as well as cheering at
the six entrances in the arena.
All music for hockey games
was performed by different
people playing an organ on
top of the skate shop.

Eat/70s
Parity raids (similar to
"Flash Mobs" today) were
done by the men's dorms and
fraternities outside the women's dorms: the guys would do
anything for panties thrown
from windows — always
under night s shadow.
Sock hops were held in the
ground floor of Rodgers Hall.
Cheerleaders wore chenille
letters on their sweaters.

REED

Snake Dances were held to
break the Guinness Book of
World Records; they included
University cheerleaders, band,
faculty and students. Hand in
hand we snaked through the
campus and ended at what is
now the Student Rec Center,
where a huge bonfire and pep
rally was held.
Homecoming Kings and
Queens were selected by popular vote. The University elected the first male "queen" ever,
making us a national "topic of
discussion."
The Homecoming parade
was started in the middle of
campus and circled the inside
of Doyt Stadium. It consisted
i >f floats designed and built by
(ireek organizations and most
.aS the dorms in a competition
to have the best one.
The football team's nickname was "Orange Crush"
(after the popular orange soda
drink).
The Spirit and Traditions
Board selected each year's
Freddie Falcon (Frieda Falcon
came later.)
Going downtown
to
I Ioward's Club 11 or Uptown/
Downtown was a long-stand-

ing weekend draw of students,
as well as the Dixie Electric
Company (for dancing) on
Route 25 in Perrysburg.
Oh yes. classes! We had to
stand in line outside of the
Union to manually sign up for
each quarter (semesters came
later!) in hopes that we were
early enough to get selected
classes at the time we wanted.

Late 70s
The hockey team's nickname was "Rocky Hockey,"
always entering the ice to the
theme from "Rocky."
Bleacher Creatures evolved
with students sitting in
Section A wearing masks and
enthusiastically rooting on the
hockey team.
At the men's basketball
games, coach lohn Weinert
would entetAmlerson Arena
;uid remnjcjfljjports jacket.
Toward the end of the game
the crowd would cheer for him
to put on his jacket—which he
did — usually bringing winning luck to the team.

Fads from the 70s
Streaking (running naked
through campus)
Getting Dairy Queen posters from Myles Dairy Queen to

decorate dorm rooms
Plaid sport jackets, plaid
pants and long hair for guys
Totally TP-ing dorm room
doors to celebrate special
occasions or just for fun
Poe Ditch Music Fest: a
take-off from the popular
Woodstock in New York

How it was
Thecampuswas permeated
with the smell of either tomato
processing from the Heinz
Plant or Poe Ditch, depending
on the wind.
Intramural fields were
located where Olscamp Hall
is now.
Open fields existed between
the Student I lealth Center and
the Ice Arena.
The Student Services
Building
(later
named
Saddlemire] was a unique
round building marAiuli w>n
Arena. The Bookstore was
located on the ground floor.
There were no co-ed dorms
and night guards sat at main
dorm entrances to keep unescorted guests out.
Dorms were locked by eleven o'clock during the week
and midnight on the weekends; men had to be out of
women's dorms by 10 p.m. on

homecoming concert, lost
our votes at the rivalry game
or froze our toes off watching
the parade with our drunken

From Page 4

Respond to Stepnan at
tlienews@bgnews.com
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Soups • Pasta
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Each dorm lounge had one
color TV; most students did
not have TVs in their rooms.
Students paid for long
distance calls home from
wall-mounted phones in
each room.
Rented small refrigerators
were a luxury item in some
dorm rooms.
New technology included
hand-held calculators and
electric typewriters; also new
were hand-brakes on bicycles.
Computer classes consisted
of learning how to program
simple commands, going to
the Math-Science Building
and spending hours typing
punch cards, which were then
turned in to the computer
office to print out long green
and white striped reports.
Drat to those wbojnade even
one mistake; the cards needed
to be corrected by retyping
and submitted again to get the
report — which usually had a
two-hour wait time.
The Green Sheet was printed once a week by Student
Publications.
The Student Union had a
bowling alley and a few hotel
rooms for visiting family
members.

JAMES

friends.
lx't the good times roll... let
the good limes mil along BG
Warriors.

From Page 4

weekdays.

Email us at thenews@bgnews.com or call
us at 419-372-6966.

SWEETEST DAY IS
THIS SATURDAY!

That's a relief to me for two
reasons. One is that I have a
nickel bet with someone near
and dear to me that Perry will
lose the Republican nomination. "Governor Hair," as the
late, lamented Molly Ivins
used to call him, seems intent
on winning that nickel for me,
and I'm indeed grateful.
More importantly, though,
the story is that when Rick
Perry was George Bush's lieutenant governor in Texas,
people used to refer to Bush
as "the smart one." Think
of that, and then imagine
Governor Perry with the
power of the United States
government at his command.
War with the penguinian
hordes of Antarctica seems a
likely result.
Mitt Romney recently tried
to claim the crown of martyrdom because a preacher at a
Valuer Voters summit referred
to Mormonism as a "cult."

Opening at 9 a.m.
on Saturday...
440 E. Court St
(419) 352-9638

Be AT

THE RUSH!

I le was right to be annoyed
on behalf of his faith, but
Romney has been conspicuously reluctant to defend
other
Americans,
like
Muslims, who choose to exercise their freedom of religion.
If it doesn't affect Mitt, it's not
a problem.
Republican
politainer
Sarah Palin has made enormous amounts of money and
garnered a baffling amount
of media attention by moaning in public about the
"lamestream media" and how
it silences voices like hers.
If only.
It's bad enough that these
people are running this great
country into the ground with
their selfish, short-sighted,
ineffective policies.
The least they could do, as
they strip away our rights, our
incomes and our future, is to
stop whining about how hard
their privileged lives are.

Respond to James at
thenews@bgnews.com

A Full Weekend of Falcon Athletics
brought to you by BGRSO:

Mon-Fri - 9am-5pm
Sat - 9am-4pm

Falcon Volleyball v» Central Michigan
on Wl AI
Friday Evening
»' 6:4S pm pregame,
7:00 pm II rat nerve

Sun - I1am-3pm

FREE DELIVERY
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It was rare to see anyone
else on campus but the 18-to22-year-old traditional students and faculty members
changing classes.
Most families owned one
car, so parking was not an
issue, and hitchhiking was
practiced by some without
fear of anything happening
to them.
Godfather's Pizza was on
the comer of Manville and
Wooster where SBX Bookstore
is now. Most students did not
ever have pizza before coming
to campus.
My disclaimer is that if I
stated something incorrectly,
it is because I have too much
other information in my head
gathered through the years.
However, these are the things
that we (my siblings, friend
and 1) seemjo remember and^
enjnyedtvbenye attended the
University.
Those were the days!
I hope you enjoyed taking a
step back in time as much as I
did sharing
Thanks to my siblings,
Connie, Dan and Pat and
friend lim, for helping me to
recall some of the traditions
and fun times spanning the
decade of the 70s!

Falcon Football vs Toledo Rockets
T^paW1

*(Bp

Saturday Afternoon

on 88.1 WBGU
11:00 am Pregame, 12 JO pm kick-off

Make the Best Impressions
906 Napoleon Rd I Bowling Green I 419-353-8381

VJJ^aK falcon Hockey at Alabama-llunltvillc,
jr.^g
on «U WBGU
^1 f£^
Friday aid Saturday Evening
^J
6:35 pm preen me. 7:05 pm fare-on*

Order Online 24/7 at www.klotzlioral.com

All games can be heard on n-K-w.bgrso.org
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Alumna speaks of how
University has changed

WWWB6NEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

By Dana. King
Assistant Pulse Editor

On Thursday, The BG News
staff was approached with a
unique opportunity: Barbara
LaBella, a 1971 University
Alumna stopped by The BG
News office to pick up a yearbook and brought with her
some unique stories about her
time at the University. We sat
down with LaBella and conducted a question and answer
session about her time here,
what homecoming was like
and advice she has for students now.
Q: What were some of the
current events going on when
you were here?
A: Well, of course you had
the Vietnam War, that was a
biggie ... We were having all
these different protests, protesting the war, protesting a
lot of different things that were
going on.
There was a professor here,
Maurice MandeU. an advertising professor, and he did a
lot to keep the campus going.
He organized a student security system, the students wore
armbands and patrolled the
campus because there were
always threats on the ROTC
building, to bum that down.
It was a fun time; it was a
hard time with the war and
hearing every day that the
friends you went to high
school with (were) not coming back and being killed in
Vietnam but at the same time
we were college students. We
parried and we had fun ... It
was still college... things |were
stilll happening that were fun
and things that were serious
and you just kind of balanced
tnfe whole thing throughout
There were still the tradi-

BARBARA LABELLA.. 1971 graduate, reminisces on her years at the University
as she looks over her yearbook.

dons going on_
Q: How was the campus
different?
A: It was a lot smaller. You
didn't have all the dorms you
have now.
Q: Was homecoming a big
deal?
A: Yes and no. You had
the people that were really
involved in it and then you
know ... the anti-establishment kind of attitude was really popular then. So anything
that was established they kind
of just wanted to go against it.
Q: What is different with
homecoming now?
A: There's a different feel
around the campus; it seems
a little more formal than when
we were here, it was a little
more casual. And it might be
the architecture. It was very
basic 40 years ago at BG and
now it has a different personality; it's not a small school
anymore.
Q: Did the University ever
play Toledo when you were
here?
A: I don't remember.

• •
Q: Do you remember the

UT/BGSU rivalry?
A: Not as strong as it is now.
It seems to be a stronger rivalry now than it was then.
Q: Any advice you would
give to students here?
A: Take advantage of the
opportunities. Bowling Green
offers a lot of opportunities,
you should enjoy it. It is college, it's the only time in your
life you're ever going to be this
age with this type of responsibilities or not have any responsibility. Enjoy it, take it all in
and take advantage of everything that's here... the people
here are wonderful from the
staff to the students. It'sagreat
place.
Q: Anything to add?
A: Bowling Green's a great
college, I highly recommend
it to people. It's hard to find
a University any longer that
is part of a small town, and
Bowling Green isn't really a
small town. It's not like going
to college in Boston, the college is Bowling Green and that
makes a big difference. 1 know
when I was here the town used
to triple in size when we came
for school, and that makes ,i_
difference because the colleges
is the focus point here.

ACROSS
1 Esther Williams number
12 One who 'must have THREE
DIFFERENT NAMES-: Eliot
15 Stage manager's exhortation
16 Opposite of hence
17 1870s period costume named for
a Dickens lass
18 Gnlle cover
19 Composer of "The Lovely Bones'
music
20 1986-10-2001 orbiter
21 In sequence
23 Mason's fee
26 Ones waiting for bottle openers?
27 Storm's dir.
28 Ulster, for one
30 Indicate indifference
33 Printers' primary colors
34 Debt-laden fin. deal
35 Derisive call
36 Pep rally climax, perhaps
37 Transfer consequence, familiarly

1 Improved, perhaps, as a
road
2 Mark Yom Kippur
3 Letter-shaped workbench
groove
4 School sub), lor an an pair
5 Seuss hallmark
6 Big ox, say
7 Au courant
8 Copier tray size. Abbr.
9 Adriatic vacation destination
10 Coming into view
11 Chicken option
36 Eleventh-hour panic
12 Two-wheeled carriage 37 "The Horse Fair" arts1
with a folding hood
Bonheur
13 Easy
39 String in a preschool
1 4 Forest dweller with
class?
a cap
40 Subterranean rodent
22 Ret. work
42 Narrow waterway:
24 'Everybody Loves _':
Abbr.
Johnny Cash album
43 Fluffy clouds
25 Sovereign euphemism 46 Colorful talker
29 37-Across rentals
47 Style, as hair into a
30 Like a pome candidate
bouffant
for disillusionment
48 Crusader's targets
31 Duffer's dream
49 Kierkegaard et al.
32 Mars and Mercury
51 Butler's estate, for a
33 Mint family plant
time
56 _ Bund: Swiss news
38 Wood used in bows
paper
39 Grinds
57 Pewter component
40 Auto club recommendation
41 It's for the dogs
43 Trig, function
44 Like some prescription lenses
45 Took after
50 Establish firmly
52
Zion Church
53 Soprano Marton
54 Milne tyke
55 Hippie era swinger?
58 Heel in a bakery
59 Life-support system?
60 Paris's Pont _ Arts
61 Mona Lisa Vito in 'My Cousin
Vinny," tor one

Help Wanted

For Rent

Immediate Direct Care
Openings In BG, Haskins.
Walbrldge & Portage!
If you love to interact with people.
demonstrate creativity & deal with
something challenging every day.
this is the iob for you! Wood
Lane Residential Services. Inc. is
hiring for full time, part-time & sub
positions to assist individuals with
developmental disabilities.
S9-S13 I8mr based on exp.
Require High School Diploma or
GED & valid drivers license &
acceptable driving record (for
driving positions onlyl & pre-employment background screening.
Obtain application from WLRS.
545 Pearl SI. Bowling Green. OH
Monday through Friday
Or download application at:
www.wlrs.org.
EOE

'I know it's early, students calling
for 2012-2013 s.y. 419-353-0325
cartyrentals com

Cbnlfad Ads • 419-S724V77
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iltutulitv M JIUS J* .i mm or on the Imn
nt inv iilhi'i legally prolrcliit vt.tluv

Campus Events
Pagliai's Pizza. 945 S. Main St. &
Campus Pollyeyes, 440 E. Court
welcome you all back to BG!

Services Offered
aCampus Pollyeyes will be open
"at 9am Homecoming Saturday*
440 E. Court St. 419-352-9638
Pagliai's Pizza, 945 S. Main St, S
Campus Pollyeyes, 440 E Court
fed your parents when they
were students here!

1 or 2BR Apt. 822 2nd St,
S390-S500mio + mils.
www.bgapartments.com
419-352-8917
3 BR house w/ all appliances,
$800/mo * utils. 217 Palmer Ave.
Call 419-934-0128
NOW AVAIL! 2 BR apts. ideal
location, new updates, units avail.
w/ new W/D. private parking, A/C.
Call 419-304-9426 or email j
phazlett607@roadrunner com
Subleaser lor apt, female pref,
avail 12/11-6/12, $425/mo.
Email: kgallow@bqsu.edu
Subleaser needed tor 1 BR apt.
A/C. by park. $360'mo * utils
Call 864-283-5817

Personals

For Sale

Campus Pollyeyes, 440 E. Court.
Stuffed Breadsticks!

The Buffet at Pagliai's Pizza
PagliaisBG com and Facebook,
945 S. Main St. 419-352-7571.

419-352-9638,

ANSWERS

"Like" us on Facebook!
Chrysanthemums, tall colors.
football, great memories
AND great food!
Pagliai's Pizza. 945 S. Main St. &
Campus Pollyeyes, 440 E Court
New at DiBenedetto's
Italian Bistro!
Every Mon & Tues, 4 30pm-close
spaghetti marinara w/ an order
ol garlic bread for just $5.00!

Help Wanted

For Rent

•Avail now 3-5 BRs. just changed,
146 S Coll house, next to BGSU.
W/D. AC. Also rms S225/mo.
and 1/1/12 -1 & 2 BR apis
Call 353-0325, Cartyrentals.com

$3,500
1999

Ford Taurus
Wagon

For Wvatxe tickets & ito-tin
c a* 1 M&HHMW0 . dp Co* 1 «2i

Bartending, up to S300/day
No exp. needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174

(otiKt mmoAtiwm two ID> uoo
3D 4I7MOKW • iWUUI MB MWrt H Ifl HHMIUM

Days Inn now hiring, all shifts
for front desk and housekeeping.
No calls, apply in person
at 1740 E WoosterSt, BG

Fool loo.. PO-13
•|1:50| "4:30
7:10

Kidzwatch - both centers now
hiring care givers lor days, eves
& weekends. Email resume to:
info@kidzwatch.net
or email for an application.
www.kidzwatch.net

R.al SI..I PO-13
-(1:051
'4:00 6:55

Now hiring: bartenders, servers,
and line cooks, exp. a plus!
Flex hours, apply (n person at
Herbie's -100 Main St, Haskins

■72,000 miles-

CINEMA W

9:55

Th. Thing R
•[11:45| '(2:151 "4:45 7:25

•MOTORS10:05

9:45

Call'Jim Today!
419.308.1995

Th. Id*, ol March R
'(11:551 "(2:20) '4:50 7:20 10:00
Th. Lion King 3D G
'(11:50) '(2:10) '4:35

17708 N. Dixie Hwy.
7:05

9:50
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You can accuut everything that you neid,
including tutoriali, via the "Studtnt CtnUr"
at the MyBGSU portal.
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Ay Ziggy Zootnba Zoomba Zoomba
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ze
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zoomba
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ze
Roll Along with BG Warriors
Roll Along and WinforB-G-S-U!
"ii

THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
TOE OFFICE OF THE PROVOST ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
DIVISION OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
DIVISION OF STUBENT AFFAIRS
UNIVEBSITY ADVANCEMENT
OFFICE OF MARKETING 8 COMMUNICATIONS
COLLEGE OF ARTS I SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF SOSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COLLEGE OF HEALTO 0 HUMAN SERVICES
THE COLLEGE IF TECHNOLOGY
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DECADES OF DINING

I One Slice at a Time
J^

)

. 7_

BY: RACHEL WILLINGHAM AND BRANDYSMITH

Ahhh, the nostalgic moments of face paint, loud cheers,
Falcon pride, and the most creative floats you have ever
seen. There's nothing like a good Homecoming weekend
that makes you relive your wonder years here at BGSU
or makes you anticipate alumni status. More than likely,
the average student has consumed a slice or two of the
local mom and pop pizzerias. Take a glance at what was
then and is now:
PISANELLOS SINCE 1964
SIGNATURE DISH: California White Pizza,
(specialty for more than a decade)
"The Homecoming games used to be later at night, after the busy
night I would go watch the fireworks after the game."
— MIRANDA, EMPLOYEE 19 YEARS

BONUS
COUPON
FOR NEW DONORS OR PREVIOUS

DONORS WHO HAVEN'T DONATED
MONT
Bring this coupon to your first
plasma donation and receive
on your first donation.

Donate a second time
within
and
receive another S5G!
1789E. MELROSE AVE
FINDLAY, OH 45840
419.425.8680
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT AT
BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM
Bonus redeemable upon completing two
successful donations. Coupon cannot be
combined with any other BioLife offer.
EXPIRES 10.31.11, second donation by
1 1.15.1 1 BG NEWS

MYLES PIZZA AND PUB SINCE 1967
SIGNATURE DISH: 9 special varieties of Lover's pizza ranging
from vegetarian to meat.
Myles is known for their unique pizza sauce, which is made
from scratch by the owner. ALUMNI, MICHELINE FAHRBACH
stated, "Myles Pizza isaBG landmark, when out-of-towners ask
for food recommendations its always at the top of my list."
PAGLIAI'S PIZZA INC SINCE 1967
SIGNATURE DISH: Pizza and Calzones
To this day, Pagliai's is the only location in Northwest Ohio.
CAMPUS POLLYEYES SINCE 1978
SIGNATURE DISH: World famous chicken and cheese stuffed
breadsticks (since the late 90s)
"IHomecomingj is one of the biggest days; no one can call off on
Homecoming," with laughter, stated owner of both Pagliai's and
Campus Pollyeyes, GEORGE NICHOLSON.
MANCINO'S PIZZA AND GRINDERS SINCE 2000
(re-opened in 2010)

SIGNATURE DISH: The Italian Grinder
"A lot of people don't realize that Mancino's is a part ofBG
history. Tlte large dining room was once the check-in lobby of the
Millikin Hotel. All the woodwork and floors are from the original
hotel," stated owner MATT MEGYESI.
PADRONE S PIZZA NEWLY OPENED 2011
SPECIALTY DISH: White pizza consisting of homemade ranch
dressing and choice of three toppings.
Padrone's once occupied the space that is now currently Ziggy
Zoomba's in the late 80's.
Now that we have stimulated your taste buds, go check out
these locations. Whether you are the dine-in type or fonder
of delivery, these pizzerias are bound to complete this year's
homecoming experience. ■
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ACHIEVEMENT:
BANKING IN ORANGE
AND BROWN
PNC STUDENT BANKING brings you th<

BG i, 3

convenience of a PNC branch and PNC ATMs,
right here on campus. And you can even show
off your school spirit with a free PNC Bank Visa'

su
m

Check Card, created just for Bowling Green
State University. You can even link your BG1

v-'?*i©PNC BANK
Check Card

so.

card to your PNC account, so you can use it to
get cash with no fee at any PNC ATM. To find
out more, go to pnc.com/bgsu, stop by the
Customer Service Center at the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union or call 1-877-PNC-1000.

t> PNC BANK
for the ACHIEVER in you
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SINCE 1971
NORTHWEST OHIO'S
OLDEST & LARGEST

NORTHWEST OHIO'S

LARGEST
SELECTION

GIFT
CERTIFICATES

COMPACT DISCS & DVD'S AVAILABLE

ANYAMOUNTI

WE
SPECIAL
ORDER
ANY TITLEI

INDEPENDENT

RECORDS • TAPES

COMPACT DISCS • DVDS

MUSIC STORE

Music, Nostalgia, Tradition Meet at Finders Records
By PHIL MARTIN, SHIRLEY O'NAN,
AND COLUN SIMS

store, Finders is a member of
the Coalition of Independent
Music Stores (C1MS). Halamay,
Wander down Main Street and the store's sole owner, who
you will hear the sweet sound majored in liberal studies
of musical nostalgia coming
and came from a music
from Finders Records, a local
background, "decided that it
business that sells vinyl and
would be fun and challenging
compact discs for music lovers to open up a record store."
alike.
"Needless to say that
Celebrating its 40-year
when 1 lopened Findersl, I
anniversary, Finders was
did aot know that I It I would
founded in 1971 by Bowling
be my I If elong career,"
Green State University
Halamay said.
undergraduate student Greg
Today, this crowd of music
Halamay, who realized "there
lovers includes lunior Sarina
was a big void in Northwest
Col6n and Alumni lustin
Ohio for an independent
Campbell. Coldn said she is
record store."
aware of stores like Finders,
As an independent music but is more likely to purchase

Homecoming Weekend Special
Fri-Sun

14" PIZZA

16" PIZZA

$10.99

$14.99

up to 5 items

up to 5 items

1616 E. Wooser St.. Bowling Green. OH 43402
(419) 806-4144

music online through itunes.
As for Campbell, his
decision for buying music
online is mostly due to the
fact that "it is the only way I
can find music 1 like," such as
Japanese music.
Today, Finders offers its
customers the ability to not
only order products online
through their website, but
also allows their customers
to special order any item they
may not carry in the store.
Five years after 1971, the
store "coined the phrase 'your
music library' because that's
kind of what I felt like what
we were doing," Halamay
said. "We're almost like a
public library In the sense
of we had everything from
country music to rock
and roU to classical aad
e»ti y thing In betwcei"
This sense of musical
diversity was something Greg
Halamay realized he needed to
cater to one day shortly after
the store's opening.
"Very quickly, 1 think one
of my first customers came
through the front door looking
for country music," Halamay
said. "Then the next customer
that came in was looking
for classical. Then the next
customer was a jazz buff and I
quickly realized very early on
... we have a lot of ground to
cover in this demographic."
Despite the diverse desires
of their customers, Greg
Halamay points out their most
consistently best selling genres
are rock and popular music,
with albums from bands like
the Beatles and the Rolling
Stones.
Local artists and bands
that perform at venues like

Howards Club H, have the
ability to sell their music at
Finders as well.

retirees to return
to Finders. As for former
employees, who are now
alumni, they say it was "the
best job that they ever had.,"
Halamay said.
While many record stores
are facing a backlash from the
conversion to digital, Finders
attempts to stay connected
to serving its customers
through social media sites
such as facebook, MySpace
and the store's website,www.
findersrecords.com.
The store offers deals
through these social media
sites, and if a customer wears
a Finders t-shirt in the store,
they will receive a dollar off
each item they purchase.

Halamay said the
university draws in diverse
tastes and local businesses in
town would not exist without
them.
Events such as the
Black Swamp Arts Festival,
Homecoming and Family
weekend attract music
lovers, university alumni and
families of current university
students to the community
each year.
As for plans regarding the
store's future, Halamay said,
"Will (vinyl and compact
discs] fade away? 1 hope not,
but I think I have to say that
digital music will be stronger
than what it is today...
[however,] it's hard to read
the future."
In spite of uncertainty
the future holds, students
past, present and future
will find a way to continue
carrying the tune of
nostalgia. ■
\»..<.v«\v.V.\\Cv. ■.-. . .
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FALCON FLAME
HOT DATE SUGGESTIONS
BY Juu JOHNSON AND
REBECCA SHIRLING

With Homecoming
weekend here, Falcon Flames
and old friends are coming
back to town! If you're
wondering what to do, we've
got some suggestions for you.
You and your special
someone, or a group of
friends, can go out for dinner,
a movie and finish the night
with drinks.
A fine dining option for
either a romantic date or
casual sit-down with friends
is SamB's.
"I love SamB's
atmosphere and the food is
amazing," said sophomore
Tiffany Johnson. "There is

beautiful, modern art on
the walls that creates a great
vibe."
SamB's has a bistro
cuisine (with great vegetarian
options) and wine. It is
located on 163 S. Main St.
and is open from 11 a.m. to
11 p.m.
A classic date place is the
Woodland Mall. It holds the
hearts of many former BGSU
students.
While the mall, or "small"
as most people know it as,
doesn't have many retail
stores left in it, but there is
one thing that still remains:
the movie theater.
The Cinemark USA
movie theater has 5 screens
and features newly-released

Bowling Green
Campus Location
1432 Wooster St.

"I love SamB's
atmosphere and the
food is amazing."
Tiffany Johnson | Sophomore

movies for roughly half of the
price of its competitors.
Adult evening tickets are
only $5 compared to Levis
Commons' Rave Motion
Pictures' price of almost $10.
If you want to go to a movie
before 6 p.m., the adult
matinee price is only $3.
And if you have brought
along your little, futurefalcon for homecoming
weekend, feel free to bring

them along for only $2.75
more.
With prices like these,
going to see a movie at the
beloved "small" is easy, fun
and economical.
" [My boyfriend) and
I frequently go to the
movie theater because it's
inexpensive and the popcorn
is delicious," said junior
Chelsie Sheline.
If you are looking for a
classy adult evening, then
The Clazel is the place for
you!
A group of college friends
who recently went to The
Clazel described it as "the
highlight of our week."
The Clazel has drinks, live
entertainment and dancing

all in the same place. It is
located on 127 N. Main St.
and is open from 7 p.m. to
2:30 a.m.
These few suggestions for
entertainment will help make
your weekend back in BG fun
and memorable! ■

"[My boyfriend] and
I frequently go to the
movie theater because
it's inexpensive and the
popcorn is delicious."
Chelsie Shefeie I Junnx

NojAppointment^Tanning! 2 WBCliS

806-4267
Custom Imprinted Wearables
Hours: MON-FRI 10-6, SAT 10-2

Clubs • Intramurals
Dorms • Crawls
Greeks • Events
Disc Golf Equipment
Promotional Products

Bowling Green
Bee Gee Shopping Center

Tanning

1062 N. Main

352-9055

Free tanning based on tanning
every other day. Restrictions Apply
New customers only. Photo ID required.
Expires 10/31/2011
WW _ _ ^ _ - - - -•W-J^Sff"!!-?

6938826

Versa Spa
Newest Sunless
jniess Spray
spray Technology

A |%

10

843-2055
SEE it
382-5055

$20 OFF

475-9855

Custom Shirt Order
of $150 or More

841-5055

THE WORKS
With Medium or Dark
Anti-Aging Moisturizer & Amplifier
iWBlfiBll
, Spa ft**-,
OAmpifW*

Unlimited
Tanning
g

EXP NovM. 2011

BGSU LICENSED

aardvarkspe.com
123 S. Main SI • BG - 419-354-6686

866-8655
17^6455

..........

The Coolest Way to Look HOT!
.,_.- toll free 866-tanprol
www.tanprousa.com

■■"»--

16

99

--=!*•:•

• Restrictions Apply. Photo ID required.
',-_1-k0.
Expires 010/31/2011
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Klevers has your traditional
Homecoming jewelry
DOOUN
Klevers Jewelry, located at
1039 Haskins Rd. inside the
Fairview Plaza, marks its 94th
year in business offering a
genuine historical value and
dazzling array of pieces to the
city of Bowling Green.
The third generation
establishment first saw
potential when Alex Klever
arrived from Germany in
1880 and settled in Massilion,
Ohio. He spent four years in
an apprenticeship learning
his watch making and jewelry
repair trade. Klever later
worked for the Von Kanels
store until he started his own
in Bowling Green at 118 W.
Wooster St. His son Roy joined
his father in 1924 with its new
location at 121 N. Main St.
In 1963 the Klevers moved
yet again just a few buildings
over. Current owner Ion Klever
came into the business with
his father a year later.
Jon is a BGSU alumnus
and enjoys when other alumni
stop in his store during times
like homecoming.
"I look forward to homecoming, often times people
will stop in to say hello and
chat," Klever said.
BY NATE

Klever often sees business
this time of year from out
of town alumni that bought
fraternity and sorority
pieces during their days
as undergrads. The store is
unique to any other by offering
jewelry repair and ring sizing
on site, which has been a huge
convenience to customers.
The store carries a wide
variety of items such as
clocks, baby gifts, class rings
and watches. Klevers Jewelry
also has their custom line of
Klevers watches made with
swiss movements.
Along with exclusive
product choices in store, the
company has extended in
buying and selling American
gold and silver coins as
an added interest to the
community. The offerings in
the quaint store are enthused
by the local benefit the Kelvers
first intended. The goal has
always been from day one to
contribute. Klevers Jewelry
is an active investor in the
Howling Green Chamber of
Commerce.
"We are a local store and all
the money stays here, Klever
said."Klevers Jewelry is in
its 10th year at the Fairview

"I look forward to
homecoming, often
times people will stop
in to say hello
and chat."
Alex Klever i Owner

Plaza location. Klever said
the switch from the past
locations hasn't hurt business
at all and offers a positive
step forward.
"There is plenty of parking
now at this location," Klever
said.Klever mentions that
having more handicap
parking spots at this location
has been a big incentive for
being here when speaking
about parking.
Klever's Jewelry has
become a Bowling Green
staple that continues to
prove it is here to stay. Store
hours are 10-5 p.m. on Mon,
Wed, Fri. The store also holds
hours from 10-5:30 p.m.on
Thursday and 10-2p.m. on
Saturday. The store is closed
on Sundays. ■
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I Monthly Tanning From !

! NEW CUSTOMERS

I

1 WEEK FREE!

R

T

M

E

■Your Events

NTS

» Semester Leases *

page, you can let all of campus
know about your upcoming events
tor free!

* Minutes from BGSU «
* Pet friendly community *
• Utilities included *

Compatable with Facebook. Twitter, iCal.
Google Calender, and many more! New
features are easy and fun to use

THI WASH HWSE

SOVTHSIPE LAWWWMAT

248 N. Main 1419-354-1559
16 bade, 2 booths •Mystic Tan
No appointment needed

993 S. Mam I 419-353-8826
5 bads. 2 boolha • appt. available

■■V.V.Ti"/.V»'. •. • ■ ,.■ mi .-,■ (ss/srs.

.VILLAGE

* l +2 BR
Apartments Available •

TanningCenterBG.com ^^

525Rmoel4l9-o.'(-3588
10 beds. 1 booth
No appointment needed

A

Now with the BGViews Events

4me*-f990/

Session Only
$10!

P

A±J

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

eventful

Ixu-ated at.

300 Napoleon Koud
in Bowling Green

check u, out on/tin* and post your event 9
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Players to watch: BGSU vs. Toledo
QB Matt Schilz
While he has struggled recently,
Schilz has been one of the better
passers in the Mid-American
Conference.
On the season, he has tossed
1,477 yards with 16 touchdowns
and seven interceptions. He is
also completing 63.4 percent of
his passes.
A redshirt sophomore, Schilz
has already shown much
improvement in his second season on the field.
Last season, he threw for 2,223
yards with eight touchdowns
and 14 interceptions. He completed 60.5 percent of his passes
iTMNMMX ! IHIBGNCWS

in
in

>fUU
2010.

QB Austin Dantin
Part of Toledo's dual quarterback system with Terrence
Owens, Dantin has consistently
improved as a passer while with
the Rockets.
Dantin has only thrown for
895 yards this season, but has
completed 68.4 percent of his
passes and has thrown nine
touchdowns to only one interception.
Part of Dantin's game is based
on his speed as well. He has
contributed 100 yards rushing
and a touchdown on 41 rushes
this season.

RB Anthon Samuel
The true freshman has been a
spark plug for the Falcons on
the field this season.

!§0i]

He has been one of the big
reasons for a revived BG run
game this season, averaging
just under 100 yards a game
in five games played, despite
being hobbled by an ankle
injury.
Samuel has run for 487 yards on
75 rushes this season, adding
four touchdowns.
He went over 100 yards in his
first two games of the season,
and has eclipsed the century
mark three times in five games
this season.

WR Eric Page
One of the most electric players
in the country, Page has been a
force ever since he stepped on
Toledo's campus as a freshman.
That season, he caught 82 passes for 1,159 yards and seven
scores. He followed that up with
99 catches for 1,105 yards and
eight scores last season.
This season, he is once again off
to a fast start, as he has hauled
in 54 passes for 577 yards in six
games so far this season.
He has also added four scores,
and is coming off of an 11 catch
game against Eastern Michigan.

lfef''i
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Mid-American Conference East showdown: By the numbers

WF Tale of the Tape
\SLI

2010 Stats

30.8.

Points

35.8

412.0

Total Offense

.425.7

146.7.

Rushing/Game.

.159.5

38.3.

Rushing Att./Game

_377

3.8 _

Yards/Carry

4.2

2653-

Passing/Game.

266.2

332-

Passing Att./Game

.34.3

29.8_

Points Allowed/Game

.25.2

399.7.

_Total Defense/Game -

359.0

181.8.

.Rushing Allowed/Game

_ 132.7

217.8 .

_ Passing Allowed/Game _

226.3

Turnover Margin

+9

-7_

2011 Leaders
Matt Schilz (2462) _

_ Passing Yards/Game —

-Austin Dantin (149.2)

Anthon Samuel (97.4)_

- Rushing Yards/Game _

Morgan Wilams (44.8)

Eugene Cooper (892).

-Receiving Yards/Game -

Dwayne Woods (47) _

Tackles

_

Robert Bell (42)
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COLLEGIATE
HOMECOMING MB
mWk CONNECTION
EEKEND
PECIALS
Welcome Back BGSU Alumni

Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!

- MYLES PIZZA Weekend - Delivery till 2:30am
Dining Room till 3:00am
Campus Food Website Specials
- JEDS -

Friday Freakballs $6.65
Saturday 20 Jumbo wings $10.99
$6.00 domestic pitchers
- PITA PIT -

Open till 4:00am Friday/Saturday
- DAVES COSMIC SUBS Free Delivery

"Spin The Wheel" w/ purchase for a
chance to win prizes!
- SPEEDY BURRITO -

Open till 4:00am
Facebook Specials
- UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN -

$2.50 20oz domestic drafts
$2.50 shot of the month
New kitchen installed
- CORNER GRILL $5.75 - 2 eggs, home fries, sausage patties & toast
$4.25 - 2 eggs & toast OR
2 eggs & one pancake OR oatmeal & toast
$3.75 - 1 egg, 1 sausage patty, 1 slice of toast

In house embroidery and sewn on letters.
Over 600 fabrics to choose from. We also offer
custom designs and vinyl letter transfers.

BGSU, Sorority &
Fraternity Apparel
■ Sweatshirts iT-Shirts ■ Totes
■ Shorts ■ American Apparel
■ Alternative Apparel

Now Carrying:
The Official BG Bar Crawl-T
& Smack Apparel's BG Tailgaiting T's

Merchandise &
Other Store Items
■ CarDecals

.

■ Jewelry
■ Sunglasses

■ Flip Flops
a Glassware

B|ankets

Jackets

12 Friday. Octotw 14.2011
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PLACES TO CELEBRATE
AFTER THE
TOLEDO GAME
As the homecoming game approaches its final minutes,
many excited fans will be planning their post-game activities.
Bowling Green is home to many fun places to enjoy
friends' and family's company while also experiencing its
unique small town atmosphere. As the streets are
quickly filling with vehicles, fans should know where their
next destination is located in order to get a step ahead
of the rest of the crowd. No matter what you like to do
there Is a place for you to celebrate the hopeful victory
over our rivals, the Toledo Rockets.

- FOOD -

Little Caesars

lED'S BARBEQUE, located downtown, is a great place to
enjoy some wings with friends or family. Every Saturday they
have a 20 jumbo wing special for $10.99.
EASYSTREET CAFE offers a cozy family atmosphere with
generously sized portions of delicious food.
EL ZARAPE is a fun place to go no matter who you're
enjoying homecoming with. It's a very lively environment to
eat some Mexican cuisine. Make sure to try their new drink,
called a margarona, which is a margarita with corona added.

- BARS/NIGHT LIFE BRATHAUS offers those who are 21 -and-older a throw
back experience. They are famous for their drinks called
"legal joints" which are tasty and affordable.
UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN is sports bar & grille that also has
a lively dance floor in the "uptown" section. Come try their
October shot of the month: the "oompa Loompa". Also, if you're
feeling adventurous and want a stronger mixed drink, their
"green armyman" is a bar favorite.
NATE ft WALLY'S FISH BOWL is BG's home of the famous
"fishbowl" mixed drink which you drink out of an actual
fishbowl. They are also known for their live entertainment.
Come to ZIGGYZOOMBA'S, the home of BGSU spirit, and
enjoy their special $2 bomb shots on Saturdays.
CLAZEL'S distinctive old-style theater look makes for an
exciting dance floor experience. Every Saturday night from
12a.m. to 1a.m. KISSFM's "Club Kiss" DJs creates one of the
most memorable hours in BG's nightlife experience.

- FAMILY ACTIVITIES-

CARRY OUT I PLUS TAX I NO LIMIT! 1068 N. Main St. I (Kroger Ptaxa) I 419/352-3355

AL-MAR LANES, home of kosmic bowling, is a fun place
to bowl, eat and show off your skills. They are open until
1:00a.m. but to ensure availability call (419) 352-4637 to
reserve a lane. Varsity Lanes is located on South Main Street
and is another great bowling option.
WOODLAND MALL CINEMA is an inexpensive place to watch
a movie on the "big screen". They have great refreshments and
offer 3-D movies. Prices. It is located on North Main Street.
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HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS ABOUND FOR HOMECOMING
Families and alumni have plenty of hotels to choose from for
accommodations on Homecoming Weekend. Most of the hotels in
town are 3-star hotels locate on Wooster, right after the highway exit.
BY RACHAEL MURPHY

The Holiday Inn
Express offers on-site laundry,
The first is the Best
high-speed internet, fitness
Western Falcon
center, cable television with
Plaza, with room
DVD player, complimentary
options such as family rooms, continental breakfast and
business rooms, and Jacuzzi
morning newspaper. Sofa
suites upon request. Amenities beds, rollaway beds, and cribs,
include high-speed internet,
and connecting rooms are
cable television with 11BO,
available upon request. Rates
complimentary continental
are around $99.
breakfast, meeting areas,
The Hampton Inn,
fitness room, and hot tub.
located on Campbell Hill
Children 17 and under can
Road just off of Wooster Street,
stay free in a room with one
offers a complimentary hot
paying adult. Rates start at
breakfast, cable television,
$70.
fitness room, pool, cribs, and
A Victory Inn and
high chairs. The staff here is
Suites is another 3-star
multi-lingual, and audio-visual
hotel on Wooster. It offers an
equipment is available for rent
indoor pool and hot tub, a free for business needs. Rates are
continental breakfast, cable
around $139.
television, wireless high-speed
The Days Inn is 2-star
internet, and free tour bus,
hotel offering cable television,
RV, truck and boat parking for high-speed wireless internet,
guests. Rates start at $50.
complimentary breakfast, free
m'

USA Today newspaper, and
an outdoor pool. Cribs are
available free of charge, and
pets are accepted for a $10 fee.
This would be an ideal option
for families who want to bring
the family dog along for the
visit. Rates start at $60.
The least expensive option
is Best Motel, located a
block away from the Walmart
parking lot. Rates start at
$34.95 per night for single
rooms. This is the farthest
hotel from the college, but the
best deal in town. This hotel
offers cable television, free
wireless internet, and truck
parking.
All of these hotels are
located close to restaurants. If
Bowling Green is booked up,
other options include hotels
in nearby Perrysburg, Findlay,
Maumee, Fremont and
Napoleon. ■

>*J

Best Western Falcon Plaza

MONTESSORI SCHOOL
OF BG
Celebrating a Love of Learning for 31 Years
Is your child bored?
Does your child dread school?
Is your child unmotivated?

We Can Help!
515 Sand Ridge Road

419.352.4203

Explore the Montessori School of BG difference—Call today! MS yV BG
I .ill. .111,111 /." Pate
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BEN FRANKLIN
anchors the Heart of downtown BG
BY MAI IAI IN LUEHMANN, AND
MICHELLE CARUSILLO

Ben Franklin has been a staple
for Bowling Green residents since
its opening in 1976. Located on
Main Street, the store is owned
and operated by the Craft family,
who also owns three other stores
in downtown Bowling Green. The
history of what this particular store
has offered has changed drastically
over the years. When originally
opened, Ben Franklin was mainly
a department store, but has slowly
11 JIM i ii >i nil and now focuses on
crafts and custom framing.

WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

> Free DVD Library

& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 1 lam-3pm

Call us about our current specials!

"We are always willing
to go out of our way for
the students, we love
them," said Craft.

if they aren't found in the store.
They also employ people who
are specialized in different areas,
including custom framing and
T-shirt design.
Craft says," We try and do
things here that places like WalMart don't offer, and we'll match
any product's price from a different
Nothing says
store if we cany the same product."
The store works with Bowling
Homecoming
Green State University on several
like tradition, and Ben different levels including making
T-shirts for the basketball team.
Franklin is a store full They also provide framing for
different sporting teams on
of tradition and pride campus.
"We are always willing to go out
of our way for the students, we love
since serving
them," said Craft.
With Homecoming just around
the community for
the comer, Ben Franklin is a place
35 years and counting. to keep in mind With so many
different options as far as poster
board, paint, stencils, cut outs and
Floyd Daft | Owner
stickers, it may be just the place
you need to make your poster for
Home to crafts, household
items, picture frames, children's
thebiggame. The store also has
toys and greeting cards, Ben
baking supplies including orange
Franklin also sells homemade
and brown cupcake icing, great for
fudge and a variety of candy, some tailgating party. Along the same
of which is also homemade. The
lines, a custom made T-shirt is
store also provides decor that
often used to showcase your school
corresponds to upcoming holidays. spirit and Ben Franklin has all the
According to owner of the store,
supplies to make one. The store
Floyd Craft, college students
also has football shaped balloons to
predominately buy candy, balloon, give your weekend a little touch of
and party supplies when they shop extra festiveness.
at the store.
"One of the things we pride
"We used to get a lot of girls
ourselves on is that we've been
in here looking to decorate their
around for a long time Earlier
dorm rooms, but we dont get that
today, I had a girl in here whose
anymore; a lot of college students
mom remembers our store from
dont even know we're here anymore. when she was in college. She
We mostly just get the people who
wanted to make her mom a Bowling
live in town and have know about us Green quDt as a gift," said Craft
for awhile," said Craft.
Nothing says Homecoming
What those college students
like tradi tioa and Ben Franklin is
don't know is that Ben Franklin
a store full of tradition and pride
allows its customers to come in and since serving the community for 35
order things directly from suppliers years and counting. ■
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or more information go to:
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazei
TextCLAZELto 87415
to get the latest updates and deals!

I v/

92.5

FRIDAY MIGHTS

s> SJ

10 PM

til

2:30 AM

Wt//t BOOMER &

DJ MANNY

RENT
LOCATION * LOCATION * LOCATION
The Clazel is simply the best place
to hold your next special event
or fundraiser

*

6,5 DRINK SPECIALS

3 FOR S5 Vodka Bombs!
S3 Pitchers/Beer!
SC5 Pitchers/Mixed Drink!
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Homecoming offers opportunities for students, alumni to connect with the school
ByEricLagatta
Reporter

Homecoming is both a lime for alumni lo return to
their alma mater and for current students to show their
school spirit.
It is a time for both past and current students to
come together to celebrate the pride they have in the
University.
"You'll probably see just as many alumni as you do
current students," said senior Shawn Gilbert, publicity
chair for the student steering committee.
Homecoming offers an opportunity to grow because
both groups have a chance to interact with a different
generation, Gilbert said.
"It's a good time to learn because you have past students and current students coming together," he said.
This allows them to share their experiences and to
learn from one another.
"That's really the whole point of homecoming is for
the alumni to come and for current students to see
that," said Senior Associate Vice President and Dean of
Students Jill Can.
Alumni may want to come back to see what has
changed and, also, to see what has remained the same.

"It's to welcome back our individuals who have been
here in the past," Carr said.
Another reason alumni return to the University is
to attend reunions for past organizations they were
involved with during their college years.
"What I see the most is that everyone comes back
and everyone reconnects with their groups," said Anna
Lehnen, an adviser for the student steering committee.
This is also true for the alumni of the Greek organizations. Many fraternities and sororities host tailgates,
socials and open houses that their alumni are welcome
to attend.
"Fraternities and sororities usually have events over
homecoming for alumni to come back," Carr said.
During homecoming, past and present students will
be able to create memories together.
The planning for this year's homecoming began last
February, said Lehnen.
"There was a lot of work over the summer to get things
done," she said. "Once we got back in August, there was
a lot of finalizing."
See TRADITIONS | Page 2A

PLAY BY PLAY

PAST & PRESENT
Rediscover photos and events from as
far back as the 1940s from the Bee Gee
News archives and check out some new
photos from Homecoming Week 2011.
only online at BGNEWS.COM

Can't make it to the big homecoming game this
Saturday? Don't mis a call as the Fakons take on the
Toledo Rockets for the Battle of 1-75.. For up to the
minute updates on every tackle and touchdown log onto
Twitter and follow @BGNEWSSPORTS

AD FLASHBACK
Find out what services were offered
and what businesses were selling
over the past 101 years. Go online
and check out some ads printed in
the Bee Gee News over the
yearsatBGNEWS.COM

CIAZEL7/W
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Homecoming offers opportunities for students, alumni to connect with the school
ByEricUgatt.
Reporter

Homecoming is both a time for alumni to return to
their alma mater and for current students to show their
school spirit.
It is a time for both past and current students to
come together to celebrate the pride they have in the
University.
"You'll probably see just as many alumni as you do
current students," said senior Shawn Gilbert, publicity
chair for the student steering committee.
Homecoming offers an opportunity to grow because
both groups have a chance to interact with a different
generation, Gilbert said.
"It's a good time to learn because you have past students and current students coming together," he said.
This allows them to share their experiences and to
learn from one another.
"That's really the whole point of homecoming is for
the alumni to come and for current students to see
that," said Senior Associate Vice President and Dean of
Students Jill Carr.
Alumni may want to come back to see what has
changed and, also, to see what has remained the same.

"It's to welcome back our individuals who have been
here in the past," Carr said.
Another reason alumni return to the University is
to attend reunions for past organizations they were
involved with during their college years.
"What I see the most is that everyone comes back
and everyone reconnects with their groups," said Anna
Lehnen, an adviser for the student steering committee.
This is also true for the alumni of the Greek organizations. Many fraternities and sororities host tailgates,
socials and Open houses that their alumni are welcome
to attend.
"Fraternities and sororities usually have events over
homecoming for alumni to come back,'' Carr said.
During homecoming, past and present students will
be able to create memories together
The planning for this year's homecoming began last
February, said Lehnen.
"There was a lot of work over the summer to get things
done," she said. "Once we got back in August, there was
a lot of finalizing."
See TRADITIONS | Page 2A
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Can't make it to the btg homecoming game this
Saturday? Don't mis a call as the Fakons take on the
Toledo Rockets for the Battle of 1-75- For up to the
very tackle and touchdown, loi
Twitter and follow @l

BGNEWSSPORTS

AD FLASHBACK
Find out what services were offered
and what businesses were selling
over the past 101 years. Go online
and check out some ads printed in
the Bee Gee News over the

yearsatBGNEWS.COM
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1000 Alumni Expected For Homecoming Weekend
I-M Department To five
Men Rifle Instruction
The. Department uf

Intramural Sports and

Heads Teachers

Recreation

hat stepped into the national picture of military preparation
by announcing* a pre-induction school of basic rifle instruction to be given to all m«n in the University that care to participate.
Mr E. N. Littleton, principal at Bowling Green Junior
Hit* School, who ii a mirsi.r of
Collaca nan oaod riflo tnatmc
the Board of Pirwctor* of tho
Natms*aJ
Rifle
Awxulion
of Uon- Laao than t*o tnaa ant af
America and Praeialenl of taw) Ohio ovory r;jri4r% .1 who arriro at
Rifle Association of America u4 n-airint canter* know anythinf
ahoot rtflo tauukamanahlp.
Tha
the Ohio Rifl* Association, haa
army haan't tiOM for coanprahanKeen eomm.sn.oaed to s.rve a>
«!»• mataaaaaaahip lrainu»» What
ehiof Uatruc4-Br of Uw PreIndue
a ariariaa hnova hofora h« fooa
tion School hei* at UM university
Into atrvtra ataj aoao hta hfa or
Mr. UltleWn hu chosen aa his
(•lp ra a hattla. It will eartaln.
•rvup of lt\atn»rtor«, Mr. R. A.
ly raakf him a bwttor aoMWr.
Daaa Clywa H».«..t, P...-i.-i
Svitmrt. Mr. H*rb Hein, and Mr.
Collaco aaaa may fain coBuaiaKHMH Spratt. three of Out boat
af th. Narlhwwalara OhU Taaah»ion» aa junior sftVara.
Rtfta
in UM IUIIThee* n-,n *!"* rep• •i" A..en.ali*-. will pa>a«kwa •••trolnlnc anil ba Joat aa vaiuabla
resenting the local Rifle .-id Ihato tham aa to tha aaldwr in tha
I
tol < ''uh
ranha.
M..k
The first lraaoa Will b* riven
Monday
Moveeaber 3, at 7 SO
pra in tha Sooth Gym of tha
Women** Building.
Tha matructwo U free lo any man in Ula
University.
How«nr, It will ha
nc.-***aary far each man to pay
IllS uv advance to cover tha coat
Several faculty member* will appear on the program at
of aanmuaHloa and targets far
tha entire eight wank couraa.
the Northweatern Ohio Teachera" Aaaociation meeting ThursThia faa b> to ba paid at UM Ant
meeUng ta Tad ritgemyer. Ires- day and Friday in Toledo.

B. G. Faculty Members
To Appear On Program

eurer
Club

af

tha

h-tiamural

Rifla

Dementary Clube
Combine to Fonn
New Association
Tha Aaaociation for Childhood
Education held a minor for F.lementary student* Ortohar 14 Ml
U» Wemea « building
Tnie organisation waa formed
hy ihe m-rrnr of tha Kinder
garden Primary and Intermediate
Club* and is affiliated »nh the
.VaiKTiaJ As-u-vtstion for Child
hnnf. MtWsMhH
The aim af tha
ACE w to promote tha at
a) »a«] ntW Interest* it tha student* enrolled in Elementary Kducattoi..
The -tat- hut' prv»,rram committee appointed consist* of Mar
Mane Bel), f:iirabcth Race and
lona Get**!.
Precedine, tha miiar a meeting
of tha member* of tha former
rluha was h«ld al which th» gasfc.
•ttn.in.li was adoptad and lha of.
Beer* were elected. Tha officer*
All Elementary student* ara
eligible to bvojrnr member*

Campus Election
la For Officers
Election of two aocial comma
Wtihf! il-!«i(r. a freshman Sfudent Council representative, and
aops.on.or*- .. rttH] v>
today
Th.re »'t i.
pu agg on tha
Social Comm'llee. ana loft by UM
**• i ■*>■■■
s.i J*a*o of John
' ■
eUaaf »-y Kenny
La) ne <*!W<1
■nlo tha Na.y Air Corps.
OIM
■ f.-.r two >anra and tha
OthjBf for (-re
N> pcHUona »ara fllad for
'raahaaan t'tuncil r*> praaantatlvo
r ■atAHnaon Haratnyy at tha Uat
■E aanipOJ ,>.!,„-. ., pau'.K'na
• ♦., r«llr.l rot aarain

Dr. Clyde Hiaaonf. dean of the Colleire of Education and
pmident of the aaaociation. will preside at p^TH-ral meeting*
at 8 p.m. Thursday at Marorober High School, at 2:15 p.m.
Friday at Mao mUr lli«h School.
neaday for the Bowling <;r.^-n
and at 8 p m. Friday at tha Pan
Stale I'm.crsity luncheon at Ihe
•t>lc of tha MuMum of Art
VMCA at 121S pm
Fn.la)
II. L. Bowman, aupanntandant
of Bowlimj I'.nyp arlvoob and The price per platv ta U cent* plus
lav
m*mbar of tha Exoruliaa Coav
miltor. ia to praakla at a croup
maatinff al S la p.m. Friday at tha
Art Mnaton. and d.ract tht aocial
hour afatr tha Tharaday nifht
proa> ran*.
"Conttnooua School Canaua ra.
Annual School Enumeration" will
ha dianaaard by C S. Harknaaa.
aupanntandani of Wood County
arhoola. at lha aaparintandpnta'
mavtirbg at 9:30 am Friday In
tha Seeor H-irl
Edwin Knappar, Jr.. Bowlm*
Crran Iliarh School atudant and
aon of a univaraity pn>feeeor. wtJI
play two cornel sol»a al the pro.
Kram ow-r whKh I>r, Hltaona will
preaide at 2^18 p.m. K'nday.
Faculty member* or, tha arxup
proarraina at 9:90 am Friday ar«:
Mwa Laura Ilaston, chairman of
tha hone economic^ drpartmrnt.
who will ■peak on "Home Rjaa.
aaaitri m the WAT rtngrafa" »t
ih- Laalal ISniaUiaaj Sch-«.J (of
llirla al the group meetmg «f
honir cconxinica and the Ohio ConfTeaa of Parent, anil Teachera.
Pr»f I'pton Palmer, chairman
of BM »p**vh (Irpartmnit. wlv> will
Hia,u«a "What Ohio College* »)ffer
Ohio Boaasoal in Speech Clinical
Work ' at Baott ll'gh School Audi
tonum al the apeech and r-lementary grade* aaattai
LM
llrrachcl Litherland. dlrae
tor of atudant taachina;. who will
lend a diacuaaion on ""t>a*ak-pmrnt
of Elementary Srhool Curriculum
to Mael Preaent-Day Naoda* at
Warren School Auditorium at the
group maet lag for elenMniary
achool principal*
pnifeaaor of physical education.
chairman at Roolnaon AwdRorlum
f MM ■eetKiiial meeting on phyai
ral idiaaatmn mad honhh
Baawrvataeoa ara bo ha made
with Dr. H B. Wuliaaaa hy Wed-

Four Queens Have Various
Duties In Registrar's Office
The rriamng par»onahly from
■Ji» ragMtraf'i aoVa ihia year aa
Sibyl McCluggag*. who laft dorng the aumraer to }<j-.n her hua■and. an oAVer ia the Arwty. Mr*,
Uc'^aargnve aar*ed In tha Caner
«ty otecea for appro nmalaly
'hraa year*
She ha* beer. fOlglH< by at latent help, four fork, all of thorn
former queen*
r a. h of the girla
wnraa two hour* a day. with
■Manila dwtta*
Set reaull *f tha
lariag of UW.e gtft* haa been a
aaaawmi aaeing lo the Vniraruty
I aa artsiit.,
■ * glamour lo the
Bavrly in »h- r
etwawoU ax* graetad by Maiianna
Boll who wwn ate* cbaoan queen
of Bowling 4r.«r. Ilayh SchaoL
•lor apweta.
datMa are n:«aa-

TRADITIONS
From Page IA

done," she said. "Once we got
back in August, there was a
lot of finalizing."
This year's homecoming,
which is from Oct. 12-16,
will feature timeless traditions, as well as some new
ones. There's the parade, pep
rally, homecoming king and
queen and the homecoming
football game.
This year, the parade
features around 60 floats,
Lehnen said.
"Any organization, department or group is welcome to
submit an application to be
in the parade," she said.
The judging for the floats
is at 3:30 p.m. and the parade
begins at 5 p.m. on Wooster
street, Friday, Oct. 14.
All parade units wishing to
be judged will be judged on
four categories, said Jennifer
Hart ma n, parade chair for
the steering committee.
"The winner of each category will win a certificate,
possibly a plaque and brag-

"oerds ane rerressendenc*. Sk.
>• s isaier aa* a SMSiaer ef Iks
FWe Sister Seeorky.
t.K ta twin sack dsy nrnfa
Mba «:..->„• Elrathaer maataa
it phM.it for lh« Modems with
Ssr sheery anils. Shs dees psnle■tstir work for Iks ofSr. and as.
cksrae of army sallsUseal rsrords
Sks Is s senior sad are. soeen of
I'.r kick srseel st Liberty Center
Ska Is sho a ■•mbtr af Flee

■sear Batata*

lha afternoon M divided by
Manha Ladaaslassl aad Psasy
Kiensunak
LoBdaaslaaei'a dulloa
. ,i of teyeaf aad correapond.
anre.
Ska H s Jester sad was
innoni Cnjorn itf |be Sandsaky S..I
i»« Crab Anjisal Iba-aila
Peccy Kosssiissk balls from
LISM sad a s fWran Skdsr
II.r
dsUss are earlsd.

ging rights that they are a
BGSU Homecoming parade
float winner," she said.
The judges are looking
for the float with the "best
representation of theme
and most Falcon-spirited,"
Lehnen said.
The homecoming court
features the homecoming
king and queen who students
voted for from Oct 3-12.
"Students were nominated
over the summer and then
had to submit an application," Lehnen said.
There were 45 applications that were reviewed by
a panel of judges and scored.
The top ten went in for interviews, she said.
"We had judges from different areas of the campus,
and they're looking for students committed to the
University," she said. "Their
Falcon spirit so to speak."
When the finalists are
selected, any undergraduate
is able to vote on who they
want as the University's king
and queen.
"King and queen represent
someone you would want

Want To Avoid
Fines? Follow
These Rules
In order to enable aludenla to
aroid baeoming liable to Anaa and
withdrawal gf Library privilege*,
the aitei.ru.i, of all •tiidenta, Capecially fraasMgahn, It .ail"! ta the
following nth)*:
<1> ljbrar>- Hour*: 7:l\0 a m.
to 10 00 pm Monday. Tu. a.lav.
Wadnaatfay. Tfaorwaayi i:M a m.
lo 500 pm FrMay and Salurday;
J.00 pm |o :. 0.1 pm Sunday.
(II Circulation Rul. ■» PagaUl
hooka; laaued for two week«. *.i>.
|act |g raaaaal if not needed by
another bormwer
Reserve book*:
iaaued t r •-; bo*afl during the
tlay. aut'je. \ to renewal if n«l needed by another l-orr. wer; t-ancd for
overnight UM during ihe last working bow? of any day and due batk
at H oO am following morning
Overnight loans tMued on Saturdaycan be retained until Monday morning
)3i Fine*. A An© of five centa
per day i- a«.-e«*e.l for overdue
"Iwo week" hooka; Fines of twenly-tlve centa for rtrll hour and five
cants each additional hour are aaeaaaad tor overdue raaarv* aooka.
When fines due amount to iwor*
than a dollar. Ihe borrowing privilege is wilhblrawn.
M» Limit on number of hooka
borrowed.
Two week boohs, no
limit.
Reeerve hooka, limited to
one book at a time, accept in apecial circum.iaii.-e>, whan special per
mlMron nuil be otlatoed

Prexy Toplcm*»Icy
Says Froah Will
Win Tug of War
No, you don't need new bifocal*
If you think you've been seeing
double
It ian't because of too
much stody, either
It ia just that
yoa'aa been seeing Sam »,,<• RJI
TopJanahy. twin freshmen
Sam TopUnaky, nawly«l#cted
praaldant of the fraahman .las-.
to ajBthwaiaottc ahoot UM aaiveralty,
but ho dooani liha the Ohio
weather *■ w, || .« that af hi*
home town. Pougbkeenaie. N. Y
Ba la one hoar yoongar than hi*
twin and, although they both Ilka
track. Sam aaya that -Eli had a
astod atart." R|| tUiahed aocand
in lha Hi.St uherlin rroaa country meet :»-t Saturday.
The froah nraiy. a member of
the traij Raaareo, haa groat planfor tha rkaaa of '*«
Ha doclarod
•rhh a determined glint la hi*
eye that the fraohman first of all
will wio the rlaaale tag of wnr to
ho waged .Saturday he'ween the
hareaa of tha Homecoming gmaae

representing BGSU outside
of BGSU," Gilbert said, who is
on homecoming court himself. It's "a person who has
their future in mind."
The homecoming king and
queen are crowned during
the pep rally, which follows
the parade and takes place
on the University Hall lawn.
Gilbert thinks this is one
of the most important traditions. This year, they're doing
something new with the pep
rally, he said.
"We're actually having the pep rally outside so
we're hoping that attracts
more people," he said. The
pep rally will feature the
Dance Team, Pep Band and
the cheerleaders, all trying
to get everyone excited for
the game on Saturday. The
football game is at 12 p.m.
against the Falcons' rivals:
The Toledo Rockets.
"The game is the one thing
that brings the common element into it," Gilbert said.
He says that the game is
"the capstone" to homecoming because "that's what
we're getting excited for

What'. Doln'
FrlaWr. Oaaahae JO
■ :«-0 pm - RagiatraUons-Mcn'a
Gymnaaium. West Rntranca
l* 00-12 00 pm—Rally Hwi.ce
Man*
Gymnaaium-Women's
Gyntiualum-Sponaorod by In.
ter-Soronty Fraternity CoancUa-Admlaaion by card or Student Activity Booh
9-10 pm—Crowning of Home
coming QuaoB-Men'* Gymnaa mm W A. A.
11:10 pm
I'elhi Fraternity
Stag Party-Delhi Houae
Saloeday. Oatwhee 31
S :4»
a.m — Kindorgartati-Fvimary I ntarmed i*te - B rea k faalWoman's Club
• I'.'ii .i.
e-m— Home Kconomkra
Club Open
HouaePracUca Apartment
10 00 a.m — W. A. A. Hockey
Game
10 00 e_m—Kappa tAmda Chi
SororttyBrunchllS Summit
11.00 aam. — W. A. A. CoaTooWomen'a Lounge
11:00 am —Seven Staler Sororlty-Lunchaon-Sevea Suter
Houaa
11:30 am. — Skol SororityBrunch-Skol Houae
13:00 am. Alpha Phi Fpailon
Sorority-Luncheon
11:30 pm—Three Kay Sorority - Luncheon - Throe
Kay

Dances, Dinners, Football
Highlight Homecoming
Donna Rech To Reign Over FestiTities;
Two Danc#« Scheduled Friday
Brilliant welcoming hannera. artiatic houaa ilecuratjon*.
and pmmiaea of a two-day whirl of pa~tica and ranvrui will
beckon hundrrdu of Howling; l!rnt alumni bark to th« rampm
thia wprkond for a g*aia KomMorniriaT celtabration
[Xinna Htvh. rampua-«lcctrd Homecoming Uurcn. will b«

crowned at the Rally l>ancr Friday night by Gerry Bircher.
last year's Wueeti. and wtU preside
The Kail* Dance. «r-oiwtred by
over all week-end feat iv it tea
the Inter Si'ront) Kratemity Coniv
-fle, will be held la both gynanasiums
Th* Freshmen and 9ophonvorea w»ll swing out to tha at rain*
of
the
K am SHI* Kat*
in
tha
WoWMn'* gym. whlU Will Keating
and hia band entertain tho upperrlasamen and alumnae in the Mtn'a
gym
Student* are asked to enter
Athletic*, publicationa, and
the Men'a gym by the South door
the aocial committee received
while the alumni and their fnena.
the (argent ithare of the activiwill UM the West entraaeo
ty fee* according to Dr. J. R.
Kroie Durbold's orcheatra will b*
Orarman. dean of the Collage of
featured at tho all camp** dance
Liberal Arta. and chairman of the
to ho held Saturday night la the
activity fee commute*.
Men's Gymnaaium
In addition ta
Athletic* received 36.3 par cant
this the four camp*** fraternltie*
of
the
total
foe
which
helpe
to
will
also
sponsor
-lance*
Saturday
HOSM
pay for all phyakcal adoration and
nighl
13:30 pm—Five Sister Sororru.letoi.um equipment.
The pubAdmittance
to
three
dance,
will
ity - Loacbeon - Flea
Sifter
lications committee waa given 17,1
bo hy atudant activity card or by
HOUM
par
cent
wr
tch
1*
divided
among
guest
card.
: «"< pm.—P. Kappa Alpha
UM Kay. Bee
Coo Nova, and
A orriea of breakfaata, lunrh»***i
Fraternity-Meet at houaa for
f>oahman Handbook.
and game*, planned hy nrtoon ram
game
TW Social Committee received
pus ors-atinations for Saturday
.' i.'. pm.—Football Game-Kant
19.3 per cent .and speech 9.9
8Ut* vs.
Bowling
»;rren
•narnlng will g're UM former -tu
par cent. Tho latter U divided
dent* a chance to renew rid friend,
Sute-PresenUUon of YMCA
between
debate and drarantlca.
•hip* and tnleoraity interest*
House Decoration Award beAn
entertainment
committee,
tween halvM
Tha
football
game
between
which
bring*
tn
tho
campus
noted
a,00 pm. . . Shalael Hall tea,
Bowling Giwon and Kant State
personalities in variuua flalda, rowill highlight .Saturday afwrnooo.
4:30-6:30 pm.--F.ro Brother
ceived 7.6 par cant aa it* »hare.
Reception Five Brother Houaa
during
which
Kant'*
Go4»len
Music waa given 4.3 per cent which
Hash.es will attempt to detract a
4.30-0:30 p.m.—Sown Slater*
It
divide*
among
UM
band
and
aing*
little
fn»*a
tho
*pirit
of
coaohraSorority-Ooaa Houaa
ing group*.
ucei
Durisig the half th* YMCA
S;30 p.m—Tnreo Kay SorontyTho Siudrnt Council received
plaque will ho awarded to that orBuffet
Supper. La*
Ami/a*
0.5
po* cent and 1 per rent is
ganisation which haa featured tho
HOUM
placed in a reaorva fund.
moat original houae decorattona.
S:4h pm.—Pi Kappa Alpha FroHannah Roller ta General (hairtemlty-Dinner—IT B Church.
man of Ih* committee makm*;
0:30 p.m.—I'hratra Sororiiyairangrmrnt* for the Rally I
lIufTet
Suppcr-122
Troupe
Friday nithl
Other committee
Avo.
member* Include: Ann Koch. Intt:30 pm.—Beta Gamma t;pThe Women'* Self-Government
vitation* and Program*; Pesygy
■.ilon Fraternlly-Dtnnar aad
Aaaociation haa elected tww new
Curt as.
Refreshment*;
Grace
Lounge Party-Kohl Hall
onVera, according to Joan MerPirlarhman.
Decoration*;
Olia
7:00-13:00
p.m—Delhi
Fraaereau.
president
Fi*rher.
Orthealra;
and
Joo
rrateraity dame — Legion
Maiy Jane Wilson waa elected
Clague. Finance.
Hall. City Park
second
vice
president
and
Marii":00 pm---Pi Kappa Alpha
anne Bell haa been named, repre
Fraternity - Dance - Rocreaaentativa for tho wo*nen from
Uon Hall
Bowling Green and mrrounding
9.00-IHO pm.—Flvo Brother
com muni Gee.
IVateinity taanra-Kohl
Hall
Other ofhrer*. elected loot year
or Woman's Gymnasium
are, Ant vie* president, Marietta
».00-13 00 p.m.-—Danff-M>o'a
Kerahner; aocrotnry, Helen Moeer;
"In moat iwopect* your paper
Gymnaaiam - Admimion
by
rorreaponding
aecratary.
Ann
U of very high quality "
card or
Student
AcUvily
Those are Ihe ward* of the
Rothenburgvr;
and
treasurer.
Rook. Spoaaored by Homejudge* In the Associated CollegnArdine Gollfried.
i-onnng Commiltoa
a*o Pra** contest in which the
Bee Gee Nrws was rated oi e of
the beet college p*per* in Uie nnUon
The paper U«l a.me.trr ac»rrd
91& pouita, only 120 below the
brat weekly in college* with en
rolsBwou. between 1000 and 349-..
Ihe honor ranking ta flr*t cl*»Donna Rech. aophomitre from Marion, will reign aa homeevcellent
coming queen.
Judge* rated the Bre Qasj s. „,
Chnaen over four compeiitora in an all-campus election
evcetlenl
la coverage, viUtily.
laat Wednraday. she will be presented at a dance Friday and
lead*, features, cupyreading and
at the Kent football game the next afternoon.
prxvfrvwdirig.
headline*.
lyp**fThe other nominee*, who will aerve aa attendant*, are:
r»phy, printing, column*, feature*,
Jeanne Powell, swrnkraenore from
Sanduaky. 91. and Lou Kaplan,
makeup,
ap-'ita
wnlmg.
and
Bowling Green and daughter of
K.yrla, a*.
aport* coverage.
l-mf and Mr*- K G, Powell; Mild.
rod Ogan. junior from Ottawa;
Fl. IM- Overboil. Junior from Van
Buren. and Connie Rogera. Junior
from Pearl River. N. Y.
MM* Rorh ia a member of Sevan
Sistera Somrtty; MIM Pvrwell. who
ran independently, and Ml** Ogan,
are both Skola. and Miaa Roger*,
Carl Uwla U >ta«-r maBa»,.r and Phil Mil.- is technical
a Fir* Smcr
Miaa Ovarholt 1* an
director of the IJniversity Players' production of Maisrrll
independent who waa bached by
Anderwn s "The Eve of SI. Mark." The timely and inspirinr
Rhatsal Hall.
war play will go on the stage November 4. J. and «.
A 1941 e-radaal* of Marten
Dav» Thompson and Ed ldiutner will lake car. of lightHarding High School. Miaa Rech
n preparing to teach Koto* ecoing effecta.
Marion. Kitkin ia head of the costume crew
nocnlca. She 1* a daughter of Mr.
Proeertie. are la rhsrae of Nays
areae, will be utlftaad. accerdins lo
and Nn Jeaae Kech
Her father droll Mlrkaol D'Asaro still handle
fraf. tliaa T. Smith, director of
is -uaerinteadent of a Marton steel
aound
affotu
Dorotby
Main
and
lbs
rlay
Modified spare esttinrs
mill. Tho qaeen otaya at Shatarl
-ere aaed last year la tke FtayersVronae ford will seres aa noenpHalL
nrodaruoa
^ -Family Fort,.,,Only «M of tha I3TT rtudeaU
Membera of Iks drama Isvoted
horatory laaa win asslat the rresr
-Tka Kes ef St Mark" apaaad
K
last woek on Broadway aad st tba>
Fraahman ballota, oaat al tho
'*''
iTerelsad PIsyboaM
Tae mtles
same t-ma a* tho horaoeomiag
The rlar ronlama Iws sets and
s«reed tkat Andoraon'a play la
oueen. roaulted am folsoaro:
II arenas. Bseauss of tae aursbar
Preaedetil — Saw
TopUnaky. of arenes. nsmeroaa sranery sad >ke ana kasaaa drama wkk-k baa
bean wrHbsa about tke war
Poughkaepato, N. T, at; Wayne
lls+llne probieaaa ban preaseited
Pike. Monipaliar. M. and Andrew Ihwnasleaa Ttie aetioa taboo plaes
Seme of Ike rssaarks la Ike Vew
Slrak, Isorain, 21
In a fares hosa., Arssy barrssks, roe* raavnr wore as fellssra:
Vko Praoideeit Claronce Htcka. a barrooaa, and Balaan. to mention
Tn.r» is a reed deal at aalural
Lincoln Park. Mich . unoppr,aed
sad snforeed roraady aa ike ssriwr
aaly a few of Ike sesasa
Modi.
Secretary .- Nathan Brenner,
Vd aasre aMUasra, wkath reqelre areaea. aad toawbes of wast rooms
hfyna. un,.paused
s bisck baekdre. aad desead >aaat- as be s particularly sstkeMar type
Treasurer - Laa* Pi*^sck*aaa
ly aaoa llgkiiac fee .basis of af realism la Iks Issi alaad I

Activity Fees
Distributed
By Committee

Wilson And Boll
Are WSGA Officers

ACP GiT««
Bee Gee News
Excellent Rating

Donna Rech Will Reign
As Homecoming Queen

Miles, Lewis Head Stage Crew
For University Production

throughout the week."
The game is also one of
the longest traditions of
homecoming
"The one Itradition] that
has been consistent over the
30+ years I've been here is the
football game," Carr said.
There is also a new tradition that fits in with this
year's homecoming theme,
which is "Don't Stop BGing."
"We're utilizing the theme
for this 'don't stop' contest,"
Lehnen said.
These contests challenges
participants to see how long
they can do a certain action.
There are many 'don't stop'
challenges, including seeing
how long students can sing
Ay Ziggy Zoomba or hold the
Falcon pose, said Lehnen.
There is plenty of activities throughout homecoming week that students and
alumni can participate in.
"The celebration is the
biggest tradition overall,"
Gilben said.
For a complete list of all the
homecoming events, check
out http://www.bKsu.edu/
offices/mc/homecoming/.
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Homecoming Game Scheduled With Alma Saturday
Squads Handicapped Due To
Loss Of Players On Furlough

Falcons Hold Yellow Jackets
In A 7 to 7 Deadlock

Ir. ipltd of the fact tha". both Alma, Mich. Bad LaM Bowltaal
Green teajrta will be handicapped fnr lOM
there

7>e Fafcoe* Md the B-W Yellow Jacket* to a 7-7 deadlock last Saturday night in spite of the fact that sign*l-ealler
Al

DiMarco

was

confined

inary meaaure.

to

hi*

barracks,

aril] be a homecrrming game h< r«

aa

''2-0
The annual botsec<eamg game
haa br«-v a Utd I
yeara and it ia at Una farm that

tion hut that hi* presence would have made Bee Gee superior

Fatten* took complete cvmsaand in
the elosJxg eeiwda
I^M Treae*l
put the Jacketa
*h*aj in the Aral petwd, leading a drive down to the Bowline
7-yerd lin* end then iktr"*.-

flat. w«# IiK«d for 1» yard* and
waa inatramenteJ in tha advance
■d the p«akui to tha
Ba* Ga« 7 Four dowru eetted tha
Ja.kau vi»!y tbraa yardi, however.
and Baiter k;ck*d out *f dartfer
for Bowling cireen
BC
aw
Tir.1 1>O»M
9
II
IH
it
'■

Jack Beesr,. husay tackle made
B w

the ertra po»at •« «"*
'
•
raftd thr Jacket*
held until the final fear aunutea

Puaet *xnp}aa4 .
P*amm laltlMpM
Klckirj ivrraffr ,
t«Mn on p»u,l«
FuKfcln km

«f slay
Boh Babock. sepbousor* who
was at ivFauw last year, then
touts' a 25-jard teochdown to
hag Wayne Bordner for tht Falcons. Ceorge Brudstwn. fullback.
g..l the tying po»n* wit* a place

M

•
4
.

mc i*ft end for the MBcMswl

H.4

SM
2»
1

Quaeei Jmuu>' '
- preSaaatd b* ("aplaja Wa>ne Bordoer
K »ri.r. 4-t* to trie chaolii [jant
many of the gala "f»u K*«a bean
curtailed
I'ndoMbte-'.iy both g r i A \ r o a
teeau adj Ml ar-alcntd a* n-a.:)
o/ the pla>rr* ha>* .leave and atfll not b* back, but
nrvenbeaeaa hoth teami will be r>r>r*wante«)
Gordan A. Maedonald'i griddera
from Alma have ceaaealad io meet
in Toledo oa> Pfttaj
journey aaj M> B «. I * I
arday.

!*•

1"
■■ *.Is.
1'

10
9
1

10
2

r

Spotlights In Sports
Ordert are ordan! An it u due tn thta fact that the epotugM
•hirei »:vtdly Ofl thir*rn mnnnammoat lenon "ho fought their !»»t
battle for th* PaJcesuc'eg lb* B-W gTldiroo lait Saturday
We'll lure rrvM hi» competent cepiainehip. H« nevrr-endinc fichting apint. and hw pearly teeth (if ha hai any left)
The campva Jsat
won't be the aamc with Big W»yne Bc-rdner gone

kick.
The deadlock laft tha JackcU
and Bee CM'I with similar record*
{or tht season, both team* harm*.
•TOP four, loel one and tied one.
A ft*- on* of tha Falcone'
nomerous attempts to acor* eas
■d on tha B-W. U. they
ram* right back to score tha tying too*hdown. starting from tha

If aoiaeone happened to aak. real eudden like, for the name* of the
beat footballer* who went to the «in for the Falcons clad in orange
and brown, tarkiea Al Schlndlcr and Art Slerrenthal woold certainly
head the l«t Knowinr that theae two llneaman w«re in there pluga*in«
wrth all they had waa a sere act for a auocg defenec.

Jackets' Sd-yard line where J.e*
Kno*r*» OJtfei poor pant of tha
raw* i»U*d dead
Batirx-k * fled right end for

Two veterans on the Falcon team—Don llama and Ward Pollock.
Harris, an all-tune guard, while Pollock alternated at beck.

tt yards and a first down on the
B-W ,2i and on the first down
from ti-re Babcock hurled the
paaa that tied the count Bordncr
snared the ball In the end tone
«- - lajtaaaafcal by thr** B-W.
Fa] —» Had a 'light edge
- -lak'nc 12 first downa
to thr Javketa' nine. Both teams
tried 11 paaae*. B-W. completing
four and BowUng Green sti.
Thc Jacfccta got a break when
;rrtl*d and Bevas receeered aa the Bowling tirwen 3V
h penalty aet the
I back rt.« yards. Tret**!
wrni t.-r-ugh a bur hole in the
middle of thr I.ne and cot to the
i at latl he w%a stopped.
■ ■ • lag beta ibera h»
lateral from Roberta and
troa-Bd. left rod. completing
SI lournry by diving
tone.
Be van added
M from piacameM.
Rat* Ii rosntnaad

Then there'a the indea of the Mm, Homer 3ocolof»ky—a fine
Kansas State bey. whu came tn the V-12 program with hu baddy. Big
M Kt.gelland.
Engelland played a fine gnne at B-W In the end
posit ion.

AltWugh Little Mike Patanflli hod hi* ape and downs. W* could
alwaya hear hit cheernf from the bench.
Haw Hayes, tackle from Hiram, and Bob Fuller, back from ML'uion. both saw action in the B-W game
C*wn though we didn't know yoo personally Jaraea llo<lt«r., Ho*aid Bruce and l>on Jacob. «c knew you were out there for the Falcons
100 per teat
This is a tribute to >ou footballer, who erase and go. we know.
but are never forgotten.
Mokr, a Berea wtwdact. aa*«r iwW io be •»»r»«i»i«d al Ko»«
a* mwah as k« was Salardar aif at. Do> u a«w af the ftnest «ridder«
• a th« aaaaa.
He tkiaa* Ca»4ain Awaalaa-M U "teaw". for the (•••»
i..i ialaiaai
Miaasi r««a<«d Ok.« w*.i«..» Uat a-sa^aaa\ J»-o

-

swiafhtiNC
SWII CUb tryoata loaight
aad W«da«aday. Oi.Ur 17. al
1 B>-a».
A bweiaeM ■...!.«,
— ii W )..).! tod.v at 4 amrewva 107 ia tha W—.'. B.,ld|aa>

B-W
Grave
». .a-

Haatatler

I4(
LT

LG

Ny«l

Store

KIGER'S
• Gnu
« ■;»►> u« Kifcinp
1
Ai M«k*-up
Iraakaj
rro-pnjlaUc ToMll Bru.h..
PT^xiiM T.»OI Pan.

!.«.-.

■ .1 r.MeU
I fat UHI Galll Poxlw
Coaiaacl
Irrjen'. LMraa
«.. FieUtr C<«np»<t
-—Trj/ Kftr't Fwiti

Cage Drill StartB
Under Anderson
Bowling Green State is going ta
hav< a basketball team. Athletic
Director Harold Andersen, who
coaches the cagers. haa been workins; with about 10 men this weak
and especta to cut the e^uad be-

B-W v», B. G.
Line-ups
BG
B ■;■-.-.- |
Brown

Rutlrdge
C
Penal*
RR
Harris
Fnrca
RT
Scbindler
MeCall
T.K
Enifclland
Feaee
QB
Mohr
RvbertLU
Get!
Mints
RH
Urban
Treeael
FB
Brxtst-jrSunwtil utr»—Bcnrltng Green:
BahcMk, q; Waugb. c; Tenbund
feid, qb; Baiter, qb. Schrang*.
n; HavTt. It: Carey, qb; Fuller.
IV BaWwm-Waiiac-. Beharl Ii
Malaar. t«. Alford. rr; Myers. If:
Smith, f.
Tcuejidowne— Tmsrl. Bwdner
naMa after tc-orbdowa—Be^an
Bmdatoe
'

">■
n
':*»mf
hall aad tr;rt*UR*d to acotc on
-• I
A Bee Go*
ran the Jaekata that
I'rban dropping the
•-• tfrfawd hn* wbare
•end for B V.
\ pane from Robert* to Mints.
latter floatir-g mu> the

'

■

Holland Dairy
Store
fW LUNCHES
SALAD
SOUP
Sl'NDAE

MALTED MILK
asW
POTATO CHIPS

Veel VW FrUmdt Here

fore •erlous drill is aUrted nfter
Nov. i
Veterans of tha aquad are few
thw ae«aon. Bur Sid Otten. »phomore from Belief ontaine. who
aaaaal cloud* at 4 ft 11 ta. ia osj
hand again for soate -cnsaUonni
play and Joe Siegforth. aharpahooting forward from Akron, has
alao leportcd.
Ron VV.^h, <,(
B.G.. wdl be oat after football i«
finished.
Coach Anderson is arranging a
complete schedule, which he will
announce shortly.

Junior Key Photos
Scheduled Today
and
Tharaday and scheduling
should be done at ence at th* table
in the Well.
The fee ta fiO cents which includes ose rnlarawment of the
alscAcarraph
To add variety to the class seetwo the juniors an be nr pictur
ed ladiridualry ia outdoor portnita.
Samples of the picture*
arc on display in the Well

IK .V. Main St.

For your every drug
store- need

\fm
U HI

13%

\ 'ml

Have you visited Zei g 1 e r's
New Dress
Shop?
Come in and
see our new
« display
Of
SPRINC DRESSES

SKIRTS, SLIPS

THE ZEIGLER SHOP
148 S. Main St.

I |»

I

Indians Seize
Football Honor
[a a lb)

TwriKy-i;ine players comprtnl :n Ihe 401h »nnu«i iiuiol

I »srfct game

■

• baaia the

noon.
OK-rhn won the team championship with BotrHlql Green

participated ta
tha pre-

•

i

second and Ohio State third.
D« HJOMBi from the Buffalo YMCA W0B the 10.000
m^t*r ei?M running .ppreiitime SS.bT.
msirv 61* miles in 33 minutes
S—Hicka. Fran. Baffale. time
and 20 aerond*
Munaon took tha lead before
the end of the first lap around.
He la tha National AAV 5.000
meter Steeplechase champion, and
is nnt of the fine runners in such
events in the country.
John ilcnnar.iea nf Penn State
was right behind him while Frank
Hick*, a 17-year-old from tha
Buffalo Y waa third.
Eaton Freeman, of Obrrlm was
fourth, while BaraM Beat
I
Bowling Green, waa fifth, only »
seconds behind has.
Obwrlm ■a^anasd with !» points.
Bowling Gtaea umad is while
Ohio 5-.a:« had 5*
in aaatttSaa to Baas, th« Bowling
Grt.r !*nn, |es*Sste« rt Henry
Saliraan, who came in 10th and
qualified far one of the first ten
iui! medals as did Hews;
m
am F.-re.t. 11; Jim Ferrell.
14; and Beaton PetUntiH. 16
Lt Russell Ferguson waa the
starter of the meet wk>le bl> superior officer. !• Castta 1 t'ourt*
■ a.« tka honorary referee. Harold
Anderacn conducted the meet, Sam
Menetu being the referee and
Ales BasmaaVfl ir. charge of the
.-■iges.
The tabulated resulta.
Banaea, Don. Burial" YMCA.
time 33.2U.
-'— llermaneis, John, IVn'i Slate.

Beattie Arranges
Gunnery Matches
Kufvn* Beansrranging
afaaai maik.manah ip
matchef in coopera;»-n with the
Ufa. Club
Interested student* an requested to pat in practice hoar* before
the (>>mpeuu»r. starts.
CapL Joaeph Anaatasjo. aaaist
ed by Cpl Clarence Bc-gge, haa
S**n inatracting in the past meet
mgs of the Rifle Cub
Ihaf k| ihf season intramural
cimpeUtcn will be staged

34.0*.
«—Freasaan. Eaten. Obi'lin,
31 la
I—Heaa. Harold. Bowling Green,
time U.U.
<—Kniper. Rcy. OberUn, ttw
J4 t».
7—MUler. Wyatt. Oberttn. time

Sei aft»At the o-.-i <t league play the
Wea Lost Tied
:

Bad Sog

I
■

Bee Gee Scores For
Archery Tourney
Ohio's Inter Collegia!* |
Archery ToDrnament gM .
way this week.
Virginia Smith
racked fin* with 37S potnu ";*
Hieberer led a cloee second with
". KtbeJ Grover 31». Jean Cbolley 251. and Clara Miller wuh 240
Theae are Bowling Green* scoresOther college*' scores are expected
aseab
There will be a serrtcv CAW tar
beginning archers starting this
wr«».
Wastes archen can ahoot
any Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 4 pm under the direction
of Miu Caro.yn Shaw.
The rpcvdball u>ornament w.i!
start today at 4:00, The rapUina
->f the four teams are Marion McGtssa. Dot Hal). Lueile Pope, and
Jure South.
kaq -* wishing to try co*. fat
the Swan Club can do an. tonight
at 7 00 at the natatonam.
The
Hockey
Re and
R^bir,
Tournament is underway with a
tie. The scons are Flashes >».
Stickler*
10.
Whiz Kida em.
BSiues 1 I.

1

■-

-

I
Bf i
SatJ -.al league

U.99
*—Subet Stephen, Oberlm, time
34.51
I*—Shook. Jack. Oberlm, time
3(04.
10—Salifnan.
Henry,
&<-•!.njr
Green, time S»41

. .
*

l

A;

Thr lavdanaa tied aad
■ ■
play-off la*
The tiiiphy tc be aaarddi the
■ - ■
-■.
laisS mo»t
■■
■■'.teats hat
arrive In
- >y M Lt
- trophy
■

'

'

-

■

.

oumnier.

Miami Schedules
New Football Game
'•■

.

•-.

■
N*.», Al'
neaalcst]
ur oa Oeto*Wr SO. vu »nc«iied iM*y he.
dropped
A I.L3.. A. .nil M .ill be wa.
II «»m- u « playMl

SMS

3TT
Friday

Saturday

"Destroyer"
mitt
EDWARD 0 I m
v
NM FOBO
MARCVFRtTECUAI'M«S
G**4 tt+e M4| y„.r ifkt,*f

dress up your
rooms with

MidniteShowSal.il 30

Expert Beauty work
to fit your individual
style.

Bulletin
Boards

'Corpse Vanishes'

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

HANKEY
LUMBER CO.

^%'-CP
Prepared in our famous home-cooked
style!
Luncheon. • Dinnera

Harvey's
Restaurant

Spooks - Goblins
BKI \ Lt '■' ■ l

Sunday

Monday

Sbr't Sclatl-Skatisf!

V

For your partie
Let
us
furnish
the "Pop Corn"

Corner News
Stand
P..• ;-. and Candy T«v-

NEW AGENTS
—FOR—

GefcLELBusCo.
Ask for a Bus Schedule

THE CLA-ZEL
WED.-THUR.-FRI.
F«b. 7-4-9
James Cagney, Pat O'Brien in

"The Fighting 69th"
SAT. — Open 2:15 — Feb. 10
2 — FEATURES — 2
BORIS KARLOFF in

VALENTINE GIFTS
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
LUMINOUS COSMETICS

Admission lie, 16c until 5;
lie, 26c after 5

When there's a better
Drug Store we'll have it

SUN.-MON.
Feb. 11-12
Open 2:15 Sun.
Spencer Tracy. Hedy
Lamarr in

"British Intelligence"
—Also—

"Emergency Squad"

"I Take This Woman"
TUE.

LLOYD'S
Main at Wooster

Ph. 8171

■

i aaaaaeJ] game last

Freahmen!

a
HOSIERY

Marco and

.

AAU CroM Counlr>' <.'h»ropionship held her* Saturday after-

•
HATS. SWEATERS

:,r. Dm-,
RG. Ruaenkran>. HI. V
I 11. B**e.
man. Rti . \
> !

to (Vniar,
• < •.
' regular
play the at i- snu i.ed at 0-0
■ wa. ar'fvfl "
triro w >I Bff downa.
• " - Hstl
of thon ik-wu« ufc.r team which had

Don Munson, Buffalo Runner
Wins Annual A.A.U. Event

The taking of jonior Kay photographs will be completed today

Centre Drug
Store

COEDS!!

GsotM UaM haa

ljut u.-ck-t-nd the Bunker Miii team pounced the Alma

wax left at home under Navy discipline and there is no ques-

• ehesnee >M quite
waUreablc in the first halt, as the
i Jacket* held the upper
■ ■ ■ ■ ..■ ■ .-.
n mag •'■ »
:... ■

>«• u :»,

been set for 2:00 pjn.

The ace quarterback and aerial ar*u»t

Feb. 13
Allan Jones in

The Great Victor Herbert
Dick Dors-ey
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IS®® Alumni Expected For Homecoming Weekenq
I-M Department To Give
Men Rifle Instruction
Tag Hepartment of

- M 1.0^

Intramural Sport* and Rocraation

k*» (Uppad into th* national picture of military preparation
by announcing- a prr-induc-lion achool of baaic rifle instruction to to given to all man In tot tlniveraiiy that ear* to parUcipata,
Mr. K N. UttMoa, principal at Bowline Gram Junior
■Ha (aaaal. wk. 14 a
In of
Cattata aaaa Mad rlfla
Ike Board of aariltin of la*
NiMaaal
Rifle
>*»ntott.u
*t ttoa. Laai tbaa naa aeon aat af
*****
kbadrgl wko arrive at
Aaaarte* bad Pll.Ul.l af taa Okie
Rifle Aaaoc.el.oc, of A n n* a aad training caatara knew anytklng
aaaal
rifle
markemenahlp.
Tka
tke 0M> RifU >jg..le*Ua. k*a
kaaa aaaajp^afjajaj iD inn aa anay kaaat time far roaaprenc*
ataa markaaeaaklp treiaieg Wkal
cklaf ixatrecter ot Ika Pre-Iadara aalarlaa kaa-ara kafora he go*e
tin School ear. at tk* uaivermiy
into aaratra aaay aaaa kle Ufa ar
Mr. LettWkea kaa ckoeea aa ka>
kelp m a kattla. It "-ill Car**!*,
greap at laetrartore. Mr. R. A.
ly mat. kirn a kattar eoldier.
Sw*nart. Mr. Hark Hal*, aad Mr.
College aaaa nay gala comma*.
Kaea.II Sprat*, tkraa of eka beet
ateaa aa Juaior aaWaia.
Rlfla
in tk* rut*
Tk**. mea at* reptralniim atll be J*M a. vaWekt.
reeeoting tkt local Rid. aa* Pkv
ka
them
aa
ta
tka
aeMler
aa
taa
tblCtak.
Tka tral leeeea will ka ita
Maedey. NovaauW ». at 1:M
!"• la tka Sowtk Gym af aka
Wemoa'a BaiMtat. Tka inatrarten*. k) fraa 10 any Man ia tka
Untveteity
Roamr. R will ka
accemary far back nun la fay
ll.lt in advance ta c*e*r tka coat
of nauaaanioa aaa tergete far
the entire eigat weak agate*.
Tkia tee to lo be paid at ika Brat
meeting la Tad Tltgecny.r. treaaurer af tka witramaral Rlfla
Oak.

Deaienfary Club*Combine to Form
New Association
Tka Aaaociatlaa far Ckildhood
Education hold a ml*** far Klementary atttdaata Octakar Id la
tka Worn**-, beilduui
Tab onraniiallon aaa farmed
ky tka m.r,,n» of tka Kinder
gerden Primary and Intermediate
Clubi aad b affiliated with ajaa
Nnuanal Aaaaclatloa far Chwdkood Education
Tka aim of Ika
ACS * la promote Ika profeaaioBal and aerial ialaraau of Ika) eta*
donla oorolbd In Rleaeantary U«.
catiea
Tka atanding program roramit
la* appointed coauaU of Mar
bane Bell. Klirebeln Ragg. aad
lone GebaL
Pracedinr the miitr a mealing
af ike member* of Ike former
cmhe aaa kcld at wkkk tka con.
eolation -a. adapted and tka of.
Acer, were .lac ted. Tka onVrero
All Elementary aladaab are
engflib to ketoea* membore

Campus Fhctloa
Is For Officers
Deelloa of tae aerial commit.
leen.cn at.Ian*, o freehaaao Stadanl Council repreaenUUa*. end
aopaomor* aecrelary will be la*.
aeday
Tkara are t... opening, on Ike
Social Committee, one left by Ike
gradoatien laat Jaaa of John
Rronaon end the other by Kanay
Rolbllan*ra.t, »ho la la ka called
late Ike Naey Air Caraa.
One
poeiuon u for too year, and Ike
"Uar for one.
No eeUUeae were lied for
rreeaman Covneil repreeenUUee
or aeakomere aaeratary ol Ik* ba*
all cam put election aa petition,
ware cnlbil for aa-ain.

B. G Faculty Members
To Appear On Program
S«vera. faculty member* will appear on the program at
the NorthWaMtern Ohio Te^chera" AMociatioi. mcetinv Thurnday and Friday in Toledo.
Dr. Clyde Hiaaour, dean of the Coiiege of EducaUon and
preaident of the aaaocUtion. will ppe«ide at general meetinga
*t 8 p-m. Thuraday at Macomber High School, at 2:15 p.m.
Fr-*M »U Maw^lwr Hist. S<bo.J.
•ad At • rm. Fridnj at tW P»rt****** tor tlw Bowline Qrmu
»tyl# rrf trw MutttMim of Art
ggfrj Ualwnlly luwiMon si ta*
a L. Bowmu, •ap.riiitend.r.t 1MCA »« »J« l»«^ Frtd4jr.
of Bovbng GriN tvhooU u.d Tb# PrW P*r P'*U » •* <•«•»» »<u«
n-i»Ur «f UM BMOIUTC Com"*
oiiltot, ta to pnoM* at a greap
m-wiing ot htl pja. rrioajr at tW iju__. T^ |^,j
Art al»-o-m uj a^ratt the aoctel
Wan! lO ATOKl

ho^aflae ta. Aaniay adgaa Flneg? Follow
"Conttnaooa Ecanol Oanana a*. Th»M Rules
Annual School Ennawralion" will
ha diananwd by C S Harhnaaa.
niparintandant of Wood County
arhooU, at th* auparintandnnt*'
inarttng at 9:iO am Friday la
tha l>«*or Hotel.
Edwin Kaappar. #■*. Bowling
Groan High School aUdant and
atat of a aniv*raity profaaaor. will
play two rornet iwloa at tan program ovar «hKb Dr. Hitaong will
praaid* at 1:11 p.m. Friday.
Family mwilurt on tha group
progrnma at *:90 an. Friday era:
altaa Laura Haaton. chairmnn of
tha home or*>m*nka dapartaaral,
who will apaah on "Horn* Keonomtca in th* War Program'* al
tha LoaUa Cuauiinga School for
Girta at tha group maating of
horn* oconomica and tha Ohk» Congnma of Parvnta and Taarharn.
Prof. Upton Falnwr. chairman
of tha ■peoch drpartmrnt. who will
diaruaa -What Ohio Collagaa OaTar
Ohio Schoola tn Spaarh Clinkal
Work" at Scott High School Auditorium at tha apaach and alaaaontary gradaa nactlon
Df. Hararhal L.th*rlai.d. dlrac
tor of aaHadant taactung. who will
load a dlacuaaioA on "Davalopmrnt
of Klatnantary Vhaol Curriculum
to Moat PraaantDay Naada" at
Warrvn Sohoo) Auditorium at Uw
groap mating
for akwaaaiUry
achool prtnaipnla.
profaaaor of pnyaMml fdnt-ntkai.
chairman at Boatneon AitdMortu*
of tha wmwamml aaaatiag an phyvi*
cal awnantloa and hnahh.
lU-wi^tiana ar* aa W waad*
with Dr. R. B. WMUau by Wed-

Four Queens Have Various
Duties In Registrar's Office
The mlmanf aareonellly fmna
tka lagbtrar a aaWe lab year b
-■byI MrClaggaga. »ke left aarlag- ta* aamaaar ba bin ber ka*.
•aad. aa oaVer la Ike Arary. Mn,
McCieenrer* aareadl la lb* Ualear.
*»y agtee* for
appcarimately
Ska kaa keen replaced by etadeal kelp, foar gtrb. all af them
ferae.* oanai
Kerb of Ike girb
•aaaa two hour* a day, with
detail* delta* N.i teauit *f la*
•f ta-*. c.rl. haa kaaa a
aaetaaj t* the Uairereity
aa addin.i, .1 elemeur la Ika
I in tkaawnuag. It u I*)
I ky Marlaaaa

reeerda and c*rr
b a Jaatae aad
af tka
rtea
Taa ta taelea aack day Sada
Mlm "BhbrfaV Kiracbaar maklag
it ilium far tka badi.a _nk
bar cheery mill Ska daaa ahei.
nolle eerI f.r tha amc. and kaa
charge af anay i.lblmi.l raearab.
Ska b a eealer aad aa* aoeea of
her high echeel at Ukatty Center
Ska b aba a aa»>.r af n*e
Slater .Serertly
Tko aftemeen b divided k.
Martha l.iiaiiagil ud rvenr,
K.eamlnek
laadmilml. dattaa
coaaM of tyatas aad rirtaay.ai
"aa.
Ska b a (aaior aad ataa
•koaaa Qaaaa of taa Saadaeky Sell.
hag Oak Aaaaal Regan.
faggy Immbal kaib fxaa
U-a aad b a Saaaa Saatar
Hw

ging rights that they are a
BGSU Homecoming parade
From Page IA
float winner," she said.
The judges are looking
done," she said. "Once we got for the float with the "best
back in August, there was a representation of theme
lot of finalizing."
and most Falcon-spirited,"
This year's homecoming, Lehnen said.
which is from Oct. 12-16,
The homecoming court
will feature timeless tradi- features the homecoming
tions, as well as some new king and queen who students
ones. There's the parade, pep voted for from Oct 3-12.
rally, homecoming king and
"Students were nominated
queen and the homecoming over the summer and then
football game.
had to submit an applicaThis year, the parade tion," Lehnen said.
features around 60 floats,
There were 45 applicaLehnensaid.
tions that were reviewed by
"Any organization, depart- a panel of judges and scored.
ment or group is welcome to The top ten went in for intersubmit an application to be views, she said.
in the parade," she said.
"We had judges from difThe judging for the floats ferent areas of the campus,
is at 3:30 p.m. and the parade and they're looking for stubegins at 5 pm on Wooster dents committed to the
street, Friday, Oct. U.
University," she said. "Their
All parade units wishing to Falcon spirit so to speak."
be judged will be judged on
When the finalists are
four Categories, said Jennifer selected, any undergraduate
Hartman, parade chair for is able to vote on who they
the steering committee.
want as the University's king
"The winner of each cat- and queen.
egory will win a <»tincate,
"King and queen represent
possibly a plaque and brag- someone you would want

TRADITIONS

Oaaa Clpd. Htoeeag. Praakb.
.1 aka leactkamaamb

In onWr to •oaal* atudvnta to
av44 toov..nr liabW to Aivaa and
withdrawal of Liorarr pnviI*4>M.
tao attetittun of oil Btudcnt*. <••■
p-valljr frmhnwn. U ralWd tn tho
fallowing nilw
<I> Ubrorir Hour*: 7:60 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m Monday. ii,..t.>.
waaaVadjBW) Thuraday; 7:60 am.
to «:00 pm Friday and Slaturday;
1:00 pja to o:0O p m Sanday.
(f> Cimilalton gulw: Kfjrular
hooka: taiu*>d for two work*, nuhJoct to renrwal if not moded by
an.Khcr burn.var
Rtroaniw books:
iMaict for two haara during tha
day. aubj«vt to rvnawal if not noad«d by artothar borrowar; laaii-rd for
overnight u«a during tho laat working hear at aay day and dua bach
ai 8:00 am. following morning
Ortrnight loana iMuad on Saturday
can bo ratatnod until Monday mombig.
<3> Ptnao. A Ana of ftva conta
par any ia auaaaad for oaarduo
•two woak" hooka; Finaa of twanly-liv.- ornta fur nr»t hour and ttvt
tonta anch additional hoar ar* aa■■■■»d far »wMi»# raaarai hooka.
Whan flnaa dva aanoant to man
than a dolLar. lha buirowing privflaga ta wtthdrawn.
(«. Limit on nnmbor of hooka
borrow**!.
Two waak booka, no
limit.
Kaaarra book*, hrnttad to
ona book at a tun*, nioapt tn •penal e.rouaat*nca»», whan •pacml partant ha ahaalnad.

Pr»xy Toplaniky
Say. Frosh Will
Win Tug of War
Ma. you don't Bead hew blfocab
If yo* think you're been eeelng
doable.
It bal kiraaaa af ta*
mack rtady, either
li b Jaat tkat
yoa'ee
yea**, kaaa
bee aaolag Saaa and HI
TaaJaaaky. l*nn frukmaa.
Saaa Topluaky, aaaly-obeted
araabWat af the freakman claaa,
b aatkaaHatlc ahaat Ik* aeleeraKy,
kat kg daaaat Ilka the Ohio
weather aa -.11 aa that af kb
a*m* Iowa. Poagkheeaata, N. T.
He b aaa bear yoangar then kb
twb aad. altkoagk they hoik Ilk.
tfaah, Sam a*y. that "Ell ked a
head atari."
Rli laleked aacaad
ta tk* lll.sliib.rli. rraaa .....
try aaaal bet Saturday.
Tka freak ereay, a member of
Ike Army Reeert*. kaa (raat ataaa
for Ik* claaa af 'dg. Ha declared
"Rk a datarailnad glint at kb
eye thai Ike freehmea flr.1 af alt
will win tka rbuek |*e of war ta
a* a*g*d Salarday be ■.wee* Ike
karraa af tka HaatarMaia. ,

representing BGSU outside
of BGSU," Gilbert said, who is
on homecoming court himself. It's "a person who has
their future in mind."
The homecoming king and
queen are crowned during
the pep rally, whkh follows
the parade and takes place
on the University Hall lawn.
Gilbert thinks this is one
of the most important traditions. This year, they're doing
something new with the pep
rally, he said.
"We're actually having the pep rally outside so
we're hoping that attracts
more people," he said. The
pep rally will feature the
Dance Team, Pep Band and
the cheerleaders, all trying
to get everyone excited for
the game on Saturday. The
football game is at 12 p.m
against the Falcons' rivals:
The Toledo Rockets.
"The game is the one thing
that brings the common element into h," Gilbert said.
He says that the game is
"the capstone" to homecoming because "that's what
we're getting excited for

whoi-. Dom-

Dances, Dinners, Football
_. Highlight Homecoming

rriaWr. Oatake. W
»•■•» *.m- Regietrauoarkl
Oyaaimellim. Wast Entrance
»«*ll*t a."L—Sally Daaceafaa'l
Oyir.naaium-Woman".
Gymn*Mum-Sponeored ky lataraararity.rrabin.lly Caaarlb-Adiabatoa ky card or Stadaat Acti.lt, Book
0:10 D.IB,—Crownlner of Home
romiag (Jtaeea-kten'a Gyaaaeaitaa W A A
II JO pat.~D.lki Kret.mil>
Stag Party.Delhi tleuee
SeleeeWy, Oaaakae SI
Sldl
am—Kind*rrertean I'll
BMry.Intermediate Ureakfeat
Woman'. Oak
1:00-11 _0 am—Hem.
Kcaaomlea
Club Op*.
Ilouae
Practice Ap.rtm.nl
10:00 a.m -. W. A. A Hockey
Oaraa
I" 00 aa*.—Kappa Lamda Ckl
Sarortty-Broach-ltl Saaimli
1140 am. — W. A. I.r«1»
Women'. Lounge
1140 am—Korea Sbtar Sor*rlly-La»ch**a-8ar*B Sbur
Hoaaa
11 -JO a.**. — 8 k * I SorarityBrunch-Sbol Hoaaa
HOC am,--Alpha Pki EpalloB
Sarorily. Luncbean
It JO pm—Three Kay Sorority - taneheon - Tkraa
Ka.
Hoaaa
1»:30 am— five Stater Sorority-l.aackec.n-yi..
Stater
Hone
100 pm—11 Kappa Alpha
FralemKy-Mt*t at kaaa* for
gaaaa
tilt p m
roolball Gam*-K*at
Stale a*.
Bowling lireea
State Preeanlatlon of TMCA
Hoaaa Itacorallon Award katantaa batvaa
JiOO r — . ■ Sh.i.d Hall taa,
4:30.0:10 pm.- Five Brother
Reception.Five Brother Hoaa*
4:tO-S.I0 p-m.—Saaan Slater*
SororHy-Oaaa Baaaa
t:S0 p. m.— Three Kay Sorority.
Buffet
Sapper-La*
Arnica.
Hoaaa
«:«» Ma—PI Kappa Alpha rrateralty-Dlnrier—U B. Church.
«:30
pm.-l'hratra Sorority.
Buffet
Supper*ltt Troupe
Aaa.
d:t0 p,m.—Bet* Uamma Upalien Fratcmlty.Dinner aad
1 ounce Party-Kohl Hall
T:00-IS:00 P.IB.—Dalki
Fra
fraUralty daara — Legion
Hall. City Park
»«0 p-m—Pi Kappa Alpka
Fraternlly - Dance - Racreattaa Hall
0.00-11:00 pm
Five Brother
rVntetnily Hanre-Kohl
Hall
ar Waman'a Gytaaaaiua.
0:00-1140 |.
l»...Vi
<-,ymnaalum - AabaUaioa
ky
card or Student
Activity
Hoot
8poaa.Mil ky Horn*,
coming Committee

.

Donna Rttch To Ralgn Orer FfjcttTttttw;
Two DanctM Scbadulad Friday
Brilliant wrlcoming —inner., artiatlc houae dacoraUoqaJ
and promlMa of ■ two-day whirl of partita and lamas will
arckon hundred* of Kowlinr Grron alumni hack to the campug
thu weekend for a nala HomteomlDar celebration.
Donna Kech. campuo-electad Homecoming Queen, will be

crowned at the Rally Dance Friday nighl by Gerry Blrcher
laat yaar-a Quean, aad will preeide
TW Rally Daacw. asoaaeiwd ky
near all week-end laatleKba.
tW Intt-r -Sorontr Fraiamlty Coaaaua, arlU W WU at both era
alums TW Praahmaa aad aaarikaaaOiaa will awing; out to tW attwia*
af tW
XaMpua-Kata
ka
tW
Woataa'i gym. whIU Will Eaattn*
and hi. hand antoi-uuo tW upatarrlaaaiaan aad alumnae In tW Man'a
gym
Studant- ara aahad to antor
Athletics, publications, and
tW Maa'a gym by tW Saath doer
the social committet received
•Mia tW aloaaat and tWtr fiiaaaa
the largest share of the activiwill aaa tW Waat aBtraaea.
ty fees according to Dr. J. E.
Erakt DuBaM't orchaatra will
ilaariaan. tfaaa of lha Collac- of
faatarad at tW all caaayaa daaea
UWral Arta, and tKa.rw.aa of tW
to W Wad Saturday nlgwt ra tW
atrtMtf it ctMsmkiea.
Maa'i Grmaui.a. In additbot. ta
AlaMka r«caiva4 3S.t par ram
thU tW four cast paa fratarnltiaa
of lha total faa whkh kalpa to
will alao aponaor dancaa Saturday
pay for all pliyaKal adacallon and
night.
aatatoHuai aqulpcaaat. TW aubAdsUtuaca to tWaa it as raa will
Ikaliona raaamittaa «u fftvaa 17,1
W by atadint acUvity card ar by
sar cant w, Ifh la 4MaM saaeat gwasteara.
tha Kay, 9— G#a Nava, and
A aariaa af hraaafaaaa, lantiiaaa
rraaaataa Handbook
aad gamaa. piannad ay aarieBa raav
TW Social Caamhtoa ra<al.ad
paa organlaatlim-a, for Salarday
13.3 -ar cant .and aaaaca 9.9
aaornlatff will givt tW funaar awpar cant.
TW latiar !■ divtdad
daota a chanca to rtaaw old friaad.
Wtwaan daWta aad draaMiUca.
•hip* and Unlvaraaty unaraata
Aa aaUrtaiamaat caatailtlaw,
TW
f rt.it Wll
gaaaa
hotwaaa
whu-h brina* to tW caatpun naiad
Bowling Graan and Kant Stata
pvraonalHawa la rarloui flalda, rawill htghlignt Saturday aftonaaaa,
calvad 7.1 par cant aa tti aWra.
during
which
Kaat'a
Gaadaa.
HUBK waa ■.raa 4.1 par cant which
Klaahaa will attaaapt ta detract a
ft dlvtdas aaaonf tW baad aad •<**tittW from IW aacrH.af cakWa'"a iToasa.
taaa, Dartagr tW half tW TMCA
TW Stwaafit Council racalrad
plaowa wiU W awarded to that or0.6 paa cant and 1 par cant ia
ganisation whwh haa featunrd tW
placad in a raaarva f«*d.
■Mat original Waaa daroratlona.
llanaah Hollar is Ganeral Chairman of the comntittoa rniknuj
aarrangamenta for tW Rally Ilaacw
Friday night.
other raanmiUaa
maaaWra larlada: Ana Kach. laTW Woaaan'a 8alf-Oa<rarnmant
vtut ions and PrograaM, Pegary
Aaaoclatlen haa alactwd twa new
Curtis.
Rafraahmanu;
Graca
ooVara. arcardlnw to Jaan ht.trPiatarhman.
DacoraUaaa;
Olta
atraau. praaidant.
FWWr.
Ore Wit ra;
and
Jow
Mary Jaaa Wllaoa waa aWctad
Ciagae, Finaaca.
aacond vtca praaidant aad atarianna Ball haa Waa naatad rapra
aantatlva for tW woaiaa from
Bowline i.rrcn and aurroaodlnf
GM
communitiaa.
Othar onVara. alactad laat yaar
ara, flrat Tica pnaMant, llariatta
Kcrahaar; aaeratary. Halan Maaar;
"la moat I mill* year paper
la of vary hlgk qvalitv 'corraapondiaa*
■acratary.
Ana
Tkoaa ara tka word* of Ike
llMWnb*.ni«r:
aad
Ardiaa GottfrM.
lodge* la tk* Aeaoclated r«Degtate Praaa cootaat in wkick tka
Bee Oee New. wa* rated ate of
tke kaat college papera la tka aaUoa
Tk* paper laat aemacear aoored
Olt point., only let) below tka
beat weekly in eolwgeo wttk eairollmaata between 1000 aad tdOO.
Tke koanr ranting la Orel daaa. or
Donna Rech, sophomore from Marion, will reurn as homo
excellent
coming" queen.
Jadgae rated tka Be* Gee Newa
Ohoaen over four competitors in an aU-campus election
..cellenl
in corerag*. vitality,
last Wednesday, she will be presented at a dance Friday and
lead*, faaturoa, copyreadlag aad
at the Kent football name the next afternoon.
proofreading,
haadlmea.
typ.«The other nominees, who will serve as attendants, are:
rapky, printing, column*, feeteree,
Joanne Pawl I. aoyWastna from Sand ussy, SI. and Lou Kaplan,
makeup,
aporu
writing,
aad
Rowling Graan aad daughter of
Clyrisv, S».
aporta coverage.
Prof aad Mra* T. c Pawail; MlM.
rad Ogaa, Juaior from Ottawa;
Clotae Ovaraolt, Junior fraa. Van
Keren, aad Connie Roger,, Janlor
ttaaa IV. rl Blear. N. T.
Male Rack at a awaekar of Beeaa
Slater* ScworUj; Mlaa fnw.ll. ako
ran indepeadecitly. and Miee Ogaa,
ara ketk Skela. aad M,m Ragera.
*■ 5^ Sfft ■?.•?*■* '"■-««■ and Phil Mile* It trthnic.l
a nee Saaar. Mm. Ovockelt to aa
diractor 01 Uw Univrt.il. Plarrra' produttion of Maiwrll
Independeat arke waa barked ky
Andrraon , Thr Ev* nf St. Mark.- Th« brnrly and lupinnr
llkaual Hall
war play will 10 on Oie alag* Norrmbrr 4, &. and «
A l»«l gradiute at Harm.
I>ave Thonpaon and Ed lautner will tako ear* of UftitHarding Hlgk Sekari. Mlaa keek
ln» affgeu.
Marjonr Fitldn ia head of In* coalum crow
I* preparing ta taack koaaa economic* Ska la a dlagktai af Mr.
:TniT .- to «-»-»■■ "•» mm*wto«<M.aagh,k
aad Mr. imm Rat*. Her fatkar OralL
Mka*^ D'AaarcT-ill kandl.
era*. leaaa T. ggaKk. dira.br rf
to .aperlateaaVat ot a Marloa Heel
Dantky Matb aad tka play
MmUftod apae. Mtttaga
L Tk* gaaaa ataye at Snalarl eoond .geru
Yvonaa Ford will Bare* *. v
Hell
war* aaad laat yaar la tka Player.'
Oaly •M af taa ItTf etaaaata W*
tata
Mbmtiw af Ike .,—, k> prodwttka af -Pamily Poor.ir
vabad
kWory claa* will uelH Ik* era* , "»*• Ba* af at Mark- aaaaad
Freakman kallota, ae.i at tk*
laM week on ItRadway aad U tk*
•ame tarn, a. Urn
Oevektad naykaaaa The critic*
Tk* play caaUla. I we *
eueen, raawHad aa fellow,:
agraol
akal Aadaraaa •. *l*y to
It wraaaa 7Wc.u« *f u» __.
H ulli at — Sam
Toalanak.
of acenee, n*meroaa aumaaij and tka amat kamaa dr*m* aklck kaa
^mgkk«»»la. H. T. «, WMmi
kaaa wrttban about tk* mar.
ligktlng prokaaa*. kav* .riaiai 1 I
*>«* Mantimlmr. U ^4 Andre***** of tk* remark* ta tka Wee.
Itamiilin. Tke aettoa lakaa piece
Ml**. I»r*in. H,
la * tana kaaa*. Army karracka. roe* Peace were aa follow.
Vie* *T*aMaat—derence Hick.
-Tk"e to b good deal af natural
Lincoln Part, Mick
y m tk. oarker
Secirury — Natkaa
af wkueeema
Wyna. aaoppeeed
aatkaatl. tyaa
Traaaaibi

Activity Fees
Distributed
By Committee

Wilson And Ball
AxaWSGAOfflcara

ACP Glraa
BtM
Nawa
Excellent Rating

Donna Rech Will Reign
As Homecoming Queen

Miles. Lewis Head Stage Crew
For University Production

throughout the week."
The game is also one of
the longest traditions of
homecoming
"The one [tradition] that
has been consistent over the
30+ years I've been here is the
football game," Carr said.
There is also a new tradition that fits in with this
year's homecoming theme,
which is "Don't Stop BGutg."
"We're utilizing the theme
for this 'don't stop' contest,"
Lehnensaid.
These contests challenges
participants to see how long
they can do a certain act ion.
There are many 'don't stop'
challenges, including seeing
how long students can sing
Ay Ziggy Zoomba or hold the
Falcon pose, said Lehnen.
There is plenty of activities throughout homecoming week that students and
alumnicanparticrpatein.
"The celebration is the
biggest tradition overall,"
Gilbert said.
For a complete list of all the
homecoming events, check
out http://www.bgsu.edu/
offices/mc/homecoming/.
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Homecoming Game Scheduled With Alma Saturday
Falcons Hold Yellow Jackets
In A 7 to 7 Deadlock

TTJ^^THJHS t R ,jfj

c

? Squads Handicapped Due To
rTf-Trr^JMMk ~l Loss Of Players On Furlough

The Fafcons h*W the B-W Yellow Jackets to a 7-7 deadlock iMt Saturday night in sptta of the fact that Bgrmi-catter

In spile of the fact that both Alma. Mich, and the Bowline
Green teams will be handicapped for lose of pUyers. there

A!

will be a bornacorning game hen Saturday.

DiMarvn

WM

a disciplinary nwaaur*.

confined

to

his

bamtcks.

aa

The ace quarterback and aerial arthrt

was left at home under Navy discipline and there is no ti'tes-

Last week-end the Bunker Hill team pounced the Alma
boy*. 32-0
The sasnssl sesawecamma; game
Tbr MlMm Ate. (:nf-u»:
has been a trsebtsor) for many
KcwtaQ. LSl Gtkni. Vt: Dm-,
years and H is at this game that
man. Ui: UUJr.j».. C. Andlm.
Cjuese. Jassme Powell will be preRC: Roaaekru.. RT. M-M.m,
santad by Ceessaia Wayne Bardoer.
RE. Hxka. QB. ITWIM. LH. ROM.
Hoerweer. duo to the chaottc tiaaaa,
»<lm Fa
many of the gala events have bean
Huc«n an UMkl ih. FaJron \ta*
sssptsBBBst
up will fa. cruttod a* DiM.rm aeA
L'ndoabtadly both gridiron
UnAtbm. will .foWbly oat nt.r*.
teams anil be weakened aa saany
llovmt. we raa fac man of two
of the players have gvne home on
(aid ta*. Molir and BortMT U
leave and will a-H be tack, but
mvrtsslisi both teams will be f>pmsented.

tion hut that hit preaence would have <ri*d« Be* Gee superior
U B-W.
_
Hat. tu goost for It rarde ud
Dtataree • ■seisft wsa «ane
was iBstrasMotsl la tea e-fvance
•a4*eeM* is the first half, ea tse
last eaniad the pfeakij. to ia*TaUow Jacket* sate* the epeer
Baa Gee 7. Fear dow« netted the
haasl diroe(boaC
Kmnr the
Jackets only three yartfa. however,
Fair-efts took eossalele cwisaaad m
sad Baxter kx-lec. eat of danger
tea cloetnc serteela.
for Bo* line Green
Lea Traaeal rst the Jackets
BG
l-W
akaad In tee feat period, leadFirst Dv>wnj
it
<j
sic s sine* down to tse Bowline
Net ruining yd*.
1W
U
Green 7-rord lb*» and thea skirv
Net paaaug yea.
«
«
iag left end for ta* tow ado we.
I*aaees trwJ
*
if
Passe. weDple*as.
4
a
Jack Bonn, haskr taeUe awde
Pa**ea inUrrveted.. t
i
th* extra saint ta giea B-W a
Kieiing tvtriff .
IXf
U«
7 to 0 lead, watch the Jsckett
U»eea on panaJtiaa
2ft
10
tost
l
held -artu the ftnai fear atinutaa
•fshy.
Bob Babcock. aophoaaare who
waa at DaPaew test year, than
teased a la-jard toeehdewn to
he* Warn* Bordaor for the FaJcoats, Georgo Brodston, falRwck.
r«t the tjiac point with s place

Me*.
The deadlock left the Jsckett
and Bea Ge*'e with stellar records
for the aeeeon. both Usaas liavtag
wea four. loot one sad tied on*.
After one of the Falcons'
aanerooa attempts to score, eras
throttled on the B-W. U. they
came right hack to score the tyk*r teochdawn. sUrttaa; froes the
Jackets' * a yard line where alias
Rosens' «nly poor peott of the
rasae rolled deed.
Ba-v-v-V- circled right and for
11 yards and a first down on the
B W ,2ft sad on the first down
from there Babcock herled the
pass that lied the coast. Bordner
snared the ball is the end tone
while sarravnded by three sVW.
pUyers.
TV Falcons bad a sliffct edge
in staiistirs. making IS first downs
to the Jackets' nine. Both teasss
tried IJ pasaaa. B-W. cosaaJetlng
foer and Bowling Green atx.
The Jacketa got s break arhen
Brodst.-r. foanbled and Beans recovered on the Bowling Green 36.
Af:cr an offside penalty set the
■ back flea yards, Treasel
went taionsjfc a bay hale in the
middle of the line and rot to the
•■yard Imo before he wns stopped.
On the n.t. play freas there he
tnok a lateral from Roberts and
smsd around left end. completing
his loBchdewn journey by drrtng
asot. Bavaa added
Urn print from placaeaant.
laHuflt were In command
*b. resasJaoel el the opening;
half and threataned to score on
■ f occaaton. A Bee Gee
(umt'v rate the Jacketa that
(hsace tea, I'rhsu. dropping the
bell «m the £o-ymrd line wbare
reamtated for B-W.
\ ,**» freas Roberts to Mints.
■ gsttsn flaatisar into the

N»J

Store

KIGER'S
Ahila Psat«
K,nn.r'a r.lu,
a Gasi u* Mikcii
' rial MaU-up
- IF Bniahaa
Pro-shylalK- Taoth Bntahaa
Pasaafent Toots Paau
Vrtnnui T.hW.
t -4d Tahhu
Rncar saw Calks Pwawar
Casaaso
Irrsea'a Lstioa
Mrj 1 actor Coansart
Tr, Kk.ar'. JfwsU

Spotlights In Sports
Onlara axa orvlM.! As it la dn lo thla tact that tha apoth,M
ahiaaa «1ridl» OB tkirtaa. macoanimooa avnMra «ho loucbl their lasl
batO* tor tha Fakoiu'oa tha B-W gridiron Uat S^srday.

aetond and Ohio State third.

Th»o thar.-. tha Indax of tha taut. Horaar Socdofakr—• fin.
Kanau Slau hoy. who coin, hi tha V.|» pro«Tua with hia biaddy. Bid
Bill Encalland
Kr.calland pUyrd • Ana tana at B-W In the <nd
Two vatarnna on tha FaJcoa toajo—Don Hnrra sad Ward Pollock.
Hatria, an all-tas. luard. whll. Pollock alternated nt back.
A:ihi.j«» Little Mike Pstanilli had fail .pa and downa. w. could
niwnya hoar hia cheering from the bench
tare. Ilsyea. tack), froes Ilirsm. ud Bob Fuller, back frost Ml
Union, both raw action ia the B-W rente
Even though we didn't know row aeraonally James Hodges. How.
aid Brae, and Dee, Jacob, we knew you wets ost thus for the 'shone
100 per tent
TU. at s tribute to you foetfaejlrr. who coeee asd go. w. know,
but are never forgotten.
alehr. a B.r.e pewawas oevee aiaaiid to ha appeoeiated at hooao
•a Bwah at he was Saturday oiskt. Doo h raaa of tU k...i grldalar.
is the atole. He throb Captoia «u.u,. i. "tape", foe the favor
loot Sat.rda. .
Mine. a....ad Oh.. Woeloya. U.I ...k .^. JJk*.

■a*

B-W T«. B. G.
Line-ups
B-W
BG
Grove
I.K
Bordner
Be.an
IT
Meewantaal
llsatefler
LC
Brown
RutledgT
C
S«vJofal.y
Praisll
RR
Ham.
Prntss
RT
Schlndhr
McCsll
RE
Engvlland
Fasss
.
QB
Mohr
Ruh.ru
LII
Gets
Mints
RH
Urban
Treasel
FB
Brodaton
Sohelitutc. Bowling Green:
atahcoek. q; Waugh. c; Tenhundfsld. o>: Baiter, ah. Sctirsnge.
rt; Haves. «; Carey, «b, Fulhr,
Is.
Bsldwin-W.lUc, i F-ckert. It:
Mslaar. Ig, Alford. re: Myers, la;
SasUh. t
Tcatcfcckiwna Trsseel. Bordner
Point, sfter tooehdowa—Bevsn,

Holland Dairy
Store
i— Ltmenes
SALAD
SOUP
SUNDAE
MALTED MILK
assl
FOTATO CHIPS
MM Yam- rnnJ. Han

Cage Drill Starts
Under Anderson
Bowline Gross State ia going to
bar. a basketball tease
Athletic
Director Harold Anderson, who
rosehes th. eager., has been work,
tag with about 40 rasa thla wssk
ssd e.pecu to cut the eouad before lerious drill la atarted sfur
e*s». 1.
VeUrsau of the aauaJ are few
this aeoaon. Bag Sid Otten. aopaoaaore from Belhioettatne. who
aauna cicud. St < ft- II m. ta oa
•sad again for aosse ■ecaallonsl
play and Joe Stecforth. aharpahoottng forward from Akron, bsa
also reported.
Bon Weiegh, of
8.G.. will be out after football t*
rawasssl
Coach Anderson ia arranging a
complete achedsls. whhh he wiU
announce artoruy.

Junior Key Photos
Scheduled Today
Th. taking of ;eaior Key photographa erffl be completed today
saw
Tharsday sad
acheduling
snould be done at once St the table
la the Wall.
The fee ia 50 cents which inrtsdea ceae enlargement of the
photegtsph.
Ta saw variety to the rlsae aseOas the jamori are being pirtura* isdivldaslly ia outdoor portraits. Sample, of the phtsrss
are oa display ia tha WetL

Twenty-ninr players rompefed in the 40th annual Junior
noon.
Obrrlin won the team championship with Bowlini Green
Don Munson. from the Buffalo YMCA won the 10.000
malar avant rannina approxltime SS 47
mslely ol., wiles ia SS mlnatse
S—Hicks. Fraa. BwrTalo. tim.
sad 10 aecondr.

KM

Munaon took the lead before
the end of the fust top around.
Be ia the National AAU 6,000
meter Steeplechaa. champion, and
i. one of th. Use runner. In ouch
events in the country.
John HerrasnMs of Pens Stale
waa rvrht behind aim whlh Frank
Rhkr, s 17.y«ar-old from tarn
Buffalo Y wsa third.
Eston Freeman, of Oberlta was
fourth, while Harold Ham. of
Berating Green, was fifth, only ■
eeconds behind ami.
Ohsrlin finished with 1» potato.
Bowling Green touted 38 while
Ohio Stole had &<
In addition to Heaa, the Bowling
Green teem confuted of lletirj
Salman, who cam. ta 10th and
qualified for ram of the first tea
individual medsla ss did Hsaa;
William Forrest. 11: Jim Frrrell.
14; snd Besun PettlnglU. 14
Lt Ruaecll Ferrtuon was the
atartar of the most whll. hat aupsrtor officer. Lt Cmdr. J. louru
wan the honorary referee. Harold
Anderson conducted the meet. Ssm
Monetu being ta. referee ud
Alvs Bachmsn in charge of the
finish judge.
The ubulstod results:
I—■unson. Don. Buffalo TMCA.
time 31.20.
2—H.rmaaew, John. Penn State.

Belittle Arranges
Gunnery Matches
Eugene Brett - u arranging
inter-collegsau mark, m s s a ri i p
mstchca In cooperation with the
Rifle Club.
Interested students are requested to put in practice hear, before
the compertJrUon itsrto.
Cape. Jossph Ansstssdo, assist.
ed try Cpi Clsrenc. Bogas. baa
baen iastracttng In the past meetings of the Rifle Cluh.
LaWr ia the aeeeon intramural
competition will be atagred.

U "1.
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Have you visited Zei g 1 e r'i
New Dress
Shop?
Come in and
see our new
» display
Of
SPRING DRESSES
e
HATS. SWEATERS

e
SKIRTS. SUPS

Bee Gee Scores For
strchery Tourney
Ohio'a Inter Collegiate Poetol
Archery Tournament got underway thla weak.
Virginia Smith
ranked first with 371 points. Opal
Hteoerer hd a close second with
3T2, Ethel Grover Jl». Jean Choi,
ley 241. and Clara Mlllsr with HO.
These srs Bowling Green . scores
Other college.' acorea are erpected
soon.
There will be a service clam for
bearmarng archers atoning thia
week.
Novice archers can aheot
any Mendsy. Wednesday, and Friday at 4 p m. under tha direction
of Mm* Caro.yn Shaw.
The speedball touraamsol will
aurt todsy at 4 -0*. The resume
of the four teams are Marion McGinn, DM Hall. Loeth Pope, and
June Smith.
Anyone wishing to try out for
the Sana Cluh csa do an. tonight
st 7:00 at the nautorlass.
The
Hockey
Roaad
Robin
Tournament la saderway wna a
th. The scores are Flaahef is
SUcUora
1-0. Whll
Kid. va
Bliuca 1-1

Freshmen!
dress up your
rooms with

THE ZEIGLER SHOP
148 S. Main St.

American League Won Lost Tied
1. Red Soi
2
Yankee.
3
Senators
4. Browns
National League
I
White Soi
2.
Indiana
1
1
1
5. Tigare
1
1
l
4. Athletics
The Indiana lied sad la the
play-off the Indians won.
The trophy to be awarded the
platoon which gains tha moat
poinu in intramural coolest, has
arrived and ia on display in Lt_
Ferguson', office.
Thla trophy
ia earned the Gerald E. McDowell
Memorial Trophy la honor of Gerald McDowell who died of Injuries
received in a baseball game hat
•ummer.

Miami Schedules
New FcKJtball Game
Miami Univeraity'a scheduled
gridiron tuash with the Naval Air
Technical Training Center oa Oetoder 30. waa cancelled today because the NATTC hue dropped
the aport.
Arkansee A. and M. will be mm.
at.tuted in a gaaao to be played
at Mrmph a. Terun

mm&\

hTat-TBl

Friday

Saturday

"Destroyer"
..'4
EDWARD G. ROBINSON1
GLENN FORD
MARGUERITE CHAPMAN
Mrtt the eamgpeWag See. ./
Case w*e ems yowe .a>4ree#
mwgm

REI 4 LIGOSI i.

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

HsAoiNlCEY
LUMBER CO.

'Corpse Vanishes'

For your parties—
Let
us
furnish
the "Pop Corn"

Corner News
Stand

Harvey's
Restaurant

Faaawu aad Caady Ton—

NEW AGENTS

C. & L. E. Bus Co.
Ask for a Bus Schedule
VJU.ENTINE GIFTS
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
LUMINOUS COSMETICS

When there's a better
Drug Store we'll have it

THECJLA-ZEL
WED.-THUR.-FRL
Feb. 7-S-9
James Cajjrney, Pat O'Brien in

"The Fighting 69th"
SAT. — Open 2:15 — F.b. 10
2 — FEATURES — 2
BORIS KARLOFF in

"British Intelligence"
—Alao—

"Emergency Squad"
Admission lie, 16c until S;
lie. 26c after 5
SUN.-MON.
Feb. 11-12
Open 2:15 San.
Spencer Tracy, Hedy
Lamarr in

"I Take This Woman"

e
HOSIERY

In a thrilling hard fought game
the Indiana loodued the Red So.
to anish up the touch faothsB
eessoa
At the sod of regeler
play the .core was tied at 0-0
Then It wsa agreed that each
team would be given four downa.
token alternately, snd at th. sod
of those downs the team which had
advanced the most would as
th. u>rn.r
And on tkta beset tas
Indiana neeed out the Red Sox.
The ladiaa. partsnpstod m
another game similar to tas previous one mentioned.
However,
this time they lost to the White
Soi after the gam. ended tn a
«-« tie.
At the end of league play tas
atond.ng. were sa follow.:

Midnite Show Sat. 11:30
Spooks - Goblins

Bulletin
Boards

Luncheons - Dim

COEDS!!

4—Fresmsa. Eaton. 0 fa e r 11 a .
14.1a.
(—-Hem. lUrold. Bowing Gre.n.
Ume JI.JJ
«—Knipsr. Roy. Oberlin. tune
I4.lt.
1—Miller. Wyatt. Obsriln. lima
•4.3*.
»—Niabet. Stephen. Oberlin. time
S4.S1
9—Saook. Jack. Oberlin. time
U.04.
l'>—Saliman.
Henry.
Bowling
Green, time 1141

Expert Beauty work
to St your individual
style.

Prepared in our famous home-cooked
style!

For your every drug
store need

liV>

FoOtball HonOI

If »■«'> k>.panad to aak. raal auddan Ilka, for th. naraaa of tha
boat footh.tl.ra <rh» rat t« tha arara f.r tke FaWona <hd to ormrjtr
and brown, tmcklc. Al Schlodlar and Art M»r„nth»l taal terumly
hand th. lira. Kooonn. that tlMa. two linaaraar. war. in lb.,, plutwin.
with all they had wwa . van ac. for a atroog wafarata.

1M N. Main St.

Ul

ieajrsarToai to IkZtoi Groen SsT

AAU CrorM Country Championahip bdd h»r« Saturday aft»r-

Walpveea Apwary

',

T—J.J-, — - FUMTA
Altaians 0+31ZC

Don Munson, Buffalo Runner
Wins Annual A.A.U. Event

Centre Drug
Store

V

Gordan A atscdonald'i griddar.
from Alma have cmaaemted to ovee*.

Wall mra nut fata <oaipvtafit capulnabie. Kla naTar-andini ficfatmi aparit. and hU pvajlj uatk lit faa haj an, hit). Th. ca»»p«a Jut
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1000 Alumni Expected For Homecoming Weekend
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TRADITIONS
From Page 1A
done," she said. "Once we got
back in August, there was a
lot of finalizing."
This year's homecoming,
which is from Oct. 12-16,
will feature timeless traditions, as well as some new
ones. There's the parade, pep
rally, homecoming king and
queen and the homecoming
football game.
This year, the parade
features around B0 floats,
Lehnen said.
"Any organization, department or group is welcome to
submit an application to be
in the parade," she said.
The judging for the floats
is at 3:30 p.m. and the parade
begins at 5 p.m. on Wooster
street, Friday. Oct. 14.
All parade units wishing to
be judged will be judged on
four categories, said Jennifer
Hartman. parade chair for
the steering committee.
"The winner of each category will win a certificate,
possibly a plaque and brag-
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ging rights that they are a
BOSU Homecoming parade
float winner," she said.
The judges are looking
for the float with the "best
representation of theme
and most Falcon-spirited,"
Lehnen said.
The homecoming court
features the homecoming
king and queen who students
voted for from Oct. 3-12.
"Students were nominated
over the summer and then
had to submit an application," Lehnen said.
There were 45 applications that were reviewed by
a panel of judges and scored.
The top ten went in for interviews, she said.
"We had judges from different areas of the campus,
and they're looking for students committed to the
University," she said. "Their
Falcon spirit so to speak."
Wben the finalists are
selected, any undergraduate
is able to vote on who they
want as the University's king
and queen.
"King and queen represent
someone you would want
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representing BGSU outside
of BliSU," Gilbert said, who is
on homecoming court himself. It's "a person who has
their future in mind."
The homecoming king and
queen are crowned during
Ihe pep rally, which follows
the parade and takes place
on the University I lall lawn.
Gilbert thinks this is one
of the most important traditions. This year, they're doing
something new with the pep
rally, he said.
"We're
actually having the pep rally outside so
we're hoping that attracts
more people," he said. The
pep rally will feature the
Dance Team, Pep Band and
the cheerleaders, all trying
to get everyone excited for
the game on Saturday. The
football game is at 12 p.m.
against the Falcons' rivals:
The Toledo Rockets.
"The game is the one thing
that brings the common element into it," Gilbert said.
He says that the game is
"the capstone" to homecoming because "that's what
we're getting excited for
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throughout the week."
The game is also one of
the longest traditions of
homecoming
"The one Itradition) that
has been consistent over the
30+ years I've been here is the
football game," Carr said.
There is also a new tradition that fits in with this
year's homecoming theme,
which is "Don't Stop BGing."
"We're utilizing the theme
for this 'don't stop' contest,"
Lehnen said.
These contests challenges
participants to see how long
they can do a certain action.
There are many don't stop'
challenges, including seeing
how long students can sing
Ay Ziggy Zoomba or hold the
Falcon pose, said Lehnen.
There is plenty of activities throughout homecoming week that students and
alumni can participate in.
"The celebration is the
biggest tradition overall,"
Gilbert said.
For a complete list of all the
homecoming events, check
out http://www.bgsu.edu/
offlces/mc/homecoming/.
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Shall.: Hall.
A i»4I gradual, of Marlon
Hardlna Hiah School. Mavt lack
la prapaiina to loach hofa. a«>ooroKa Sha I. a dauchlar of Mr.
and Mra Jaaa. Koch
Har falhor
ta .upariolrnd.nl of a Marlon Aaal
mill
Tb* ouawn afay. at Shatarl
Hall
Only «W of tha IJTJ at.i.lrala

-I* rtaored

,.ier>,ity Cowiv
th lyaana

Activity Fees
Distributed
By Committee

Donna Rech Will Reign
As Homecoming Queen

Jeanne
Powell,
anphniwnre from
ItAwlinc Green and daughter af
IT - f and Mr* I t
I'^ni. Mild-

!.

the Intl

Alpha

I.'.. raM) ■ Pane. - Kacrra.
tlM Hall
O.OO'U^IO pm—Ki». Br<ilh.r
rValaralU ruara K«M
Hall
.ir V.onian'a lomnaiium
0:00 12:00 p.m - Dan.r-Mp'i'a
GyaaaaanHB ftflalailiiii
by

The

'. •• vfataa

ovtr all

For

Carl Uwii Li ttag* n»i»|.'r and I'hii HUM
twhateal
•liroctor c( UM- UfttveralU l'i,vr.- prettocttoa of .Ma.a.ll
Andpratma ThrKvrof M Mark' Tha limply an.l inspinnr
war |)la> »ill |fo on the SLHT NeMBbn 4. 5. ami «.
Dave Thompaon and Kd lautiwr will lake carp of lijfht.
inw pffpeta. Marjorif Kilkin i. head of Ihp eawtWM rrri.
Propartaaa or. in rharfi ..f N..,a
Croll

Mlrhari O'Aaar.. .ill handl.

aound alTnU

Dorothy

Main

and

Y.onn. F.-rd will arc aa pr<anp.
lara
M-ml-r. ,f tha ,lt„„. |».
boralory claaa will aaai.t th. craw
haada
Tba play nmUim two act. and

U
...a,i- ,., the num^l
of «.n...
w«>... and
.~.
v numarou.
numaroua aranary
lUTMlna pruhlam. bar. prawmla^
ll-marlvaw
Th. action lako. ptnoa
la a farm koala, Army barraiha.
a barroom, an-1 Halaan. to aaantran
ooly a faw of tt„ „.„,.
«..,,
fbad ia.ee aHtinwa. whn-h nnryulr.
a black backdrop and dap." I ch..f
ly apoa llaktlaa for chanra of

*€*<*, will b. utiltaaa. aorordina to
Prof. Kldan T ."anith. dirrruw of
tka play
Moaliflad apaira aauinira
w»ra uaad laat yaar tn th* I'lav. r,
prodartioa of -laaaily rVwtraitTka F.n of St Mark- afaaaa
laat waak on llr-.«dwa> and at tha
CVraland llayboa.
Tha rntw
aarwrd that And.rw.wT.
ZlL.'Z^^t"'"''
kft? '"
.
"*"' ""**" 4,,m* "»«-•■ «•*
bawn wiitt... about tka
Soma of th* ranutrka m th.
raw* fi~a war. aa I.JIow.

Knpv

•rh.r. ,. a .ood daavl ra natural
and unforc^ ocaol) ,n lha aarlwr

>-n.. .►! kaaakaa of .hat „.„,
u- Iw a nartu-ularl. auDwulu- typa
of ra.liaa. aa th. laat .Uad a.M'
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Homecoming Game Scheduled With Alma Saturday
Squads Handicapped Due To
Loss Of Players On Furlough

Falcons Hold Yellow Jackets
In A 7 to 7 Deadlock
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Archery Tourney
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Midnile Show Sat 11:30
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Export Beauty work
to fit your individual
style.

Bulletin
Boards

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

HANKEY
LUMBER CO.

'Corpse Vanishes'
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Monday
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Let
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furnish
the "Pop Corn"
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style!

Luncheons - Dinners

Corner News
Stand

Harvey'a
Restaurant

VALENTINE GIFTS
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
LUMINOUS COSMETICS
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Miami Schedules
New Football Game
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Don Munson, Buffalo Runner
Wins Annual A.A.U. Event
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Football Honor
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When there's a better
Drug Store we'll have it

WED.-THUR.-FRI.
Feb. 7-8-9
James Cagrey, Pat O'Brien in

•The Fighting 69th"
SAT. — Open 2:15 — Feb. 10
2 — FEATURES — 2
BORIS KARLOFF in

"British Intelligence"
—A;.-.<—

"Emergency Squad"
Admission lie, 16c until u;
lie. 26c after 5
SUN.-MON.
Feb. 11-12
Opt-n 2:15 Sun.
Spencer Tracy. Hedy
Lamarr in

"I Take Thi* Woman"
TUE

LLOYDS
Main at Wooster

Ph. 8171

Feb. 13
Allan Jones ir.

The Great Victor Herbert
Dick Dor.-ev
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